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A: Project Development Objectives and Key Performance Indicators

The Government of Egypt has developed a long term vision for the secondary education
sector (Secondary Education Reform Program, SERP - see Annex 16). This secondary education
reform program aims to provide a balance in the provision of good general education and relevant
technical skills at the secondary level. The Secondary Education Enhancement Project (SEEP)
will help operationalize the first stages of this program through a combination of selected national
level and targeted school level interventions.'

1. Project development objectives. The project objective and key performance indicators are:

Project Development Objective and Key Performance Indicators

Project Development Objective Project Indicators

To improve the quality and opportunity in
secondary education by:

* Increasing access to general secondary education * Share of general secondary students increases
through upgrading commercial schools to technical from 30% to 50% by 2006.
schools and providing flexible options for study * Share of technical secondary graduates entering
within and between branches of the system; higlher education rises from 5 to 8%

* Better aligning curricula and assessment with the * Employability of secondary school graduates
skills needs of employers and higher education; from project schools improves as assessed by

* Providing professional development for teachers tracer studies
and administrators on new technologies, curricula, * Graduates from project schools achieve good
assessment and management techniques; and pass marks on school leaving examination as

* Strengthening institutional capacity compared to non upgraded schools.
* At least 70% of School Management teams in

project schools are judged competent in duties
as outlined in new job criteria by 2006

B: Strategic Context

1. Sector-related Country Assistance Strategy (CAS,) goal supported by the project (see Annex 1):

CAS document number: 16533-EGT Date of latest CAS discussion: May 29, 1997

The overall CAS related project goal is to:

establish the basis for an equitable education system which produces adaptable, skilled graduates
who meet the requirements of the Egyptian society and economy.

1 This project is one building block of a comprehensive sector strategy for education and human resource development
which includes Bank and other donor funding under the Education Enhancement Program (EEP), Basic Education
Improvement Program (BEIP) and proposed Higher Education and Skills Development projects. At the school level the
project will upgrade approximately 315 commercial secondary schools across the country.
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The Country Assistance Strategy for Egypt (1997)2 stresses that long-term economic
development in Egypt can take place only with the creation of a skilled labor force. Egypt's
economic future depends on its ability to develop and utilize its human capital. The project will
develop human resources and encourage private-sector led growth through the provision of both a
good general education and relevant technical skills. It emphasizes the improvement of
secondary education through institutional development at the national and governorate levels and
targeted interventions to improve the quality of schooling in specific schools. It aims to equalize
opportunities for all students entering post secondary and higher education and the job market
through improving standards in both general and technical secondary schools. In doing so it
supports CAS strategies to minimize the effects of unemployment and social change on the poor.
(see Annex 11 for the sector letter of agreement).

2. Main sector issues and Governnment strategy. The structure of the secondary system,
shortcomings in the curriculum and examination system and the poor pedagogical skills of
teachers mean that the quality of secondary education is not adequate. These factors are
compounded by a high stakes examination system which favors an existing elite. Access to good
general education for the majority of students is limited by the number of schools available and
the lack of mobility between general and technical tracks. Main sector issues include:

1. Issue: Balance between technical and general schooling: Secondary education in Egypt
is currently divided into a two track system which provides neither a good general education,
nor technical skills relevant to the marketplace. Of 2,699 public secondary schools 1,507 are
technical schools which enroll some 66% of public school students. General schools accept
the 30 % of preparatory school graduates with the highest grades on the entry examination,
track students for university and in the past were a sure route to government employment. By
contrast, students in the technical schools (30 % commercial, 30 % industrial and 10 %
agricultural) are streamed into various vocations within the schools and less than 5 % enter
university. The balance go on to technical training institutes, enter the labor market, or
remain unemployed. As Egypt becomes increasingly integrated into the international
economy through the free trade agreement with the European Union and other initiatives,
pressure on its labor force to become internationally competitive is increasing.
> Government Strategy: The government has chosen to increase the number of general

schools with provision for movement between technical and general schools to provide
greater educational opportunities for the majority of students.

2. Issue: Poor quality and relevance of education: Technical education schools have
obsolete courses and general education schools provide an academic training which is in need
of revision. Although both vocational and general education students take similar core
courses, the time spent on these differs, the skills of teachers differ between levels, and
pedagogical methods are out of date. General education students receive little skills based
training. Teachers need professional support to improve their content knowledge and.
pedagogical methods.

=> Government Strategy: Under the reform program the provision of new technologies
will improve access to information for teachers and students as well as work-related skills.
Training and technical assistance will be provided to ensure that these investments are
used wisely. The Government is also committed to revitalizing learning through the
creation of a common core curriculum in selected subjects with cross cutting courses and
improved electives for both technical and general schools. The number of technical
electives will be drastically reduced from the present 110 to about 20.

2 CAS document number: 16533-EGT. Latest CAS discussion held on May 29, 1997.
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3. Issue: Inadequate quality assurance mechanisms: Both at national level (inspection
systems, examinations) and at local level (school level student assessments) measures of the
success of education strategies and the performnance of the system are weak. The inspectorate
system does not provide either solid technical support to school staff, nor an effective
monitoring mechanism for failing schools. The examination system at the end of preparatory
and secondary levels does not measure higher-order thinking skills, but concentrates rather on
rote memorization. Scores can thus be raised significantly by exam specific tutoring. In
addition to the basic unfairness of the system, single-score, memory-based assessments also
fail to profile students' real capabilities or capture information that would be useful both to
teachers and to future employers.

=> Government Strategy:. A number of initiatives, funded by both donors -and the
government have built a reservoir of expertise on the design and implementation of
assessment procedures. The MoE is working to implement different approaches such as
student profiling that better reflect student abilities. Egypt will participate in the
development of national indicators as part of the OECD World Education indicators
project and recently applied for inclusion in the TIMSS intermational survey.

4. Issue: Inefficiencies in service delivery: The education system is highly centralized, withi
agencies providing overlapping functions. There is an inappropriate balance between teaching
and non-teaching staff and a wide variation in student/teacher ratios between rural and urban
areas.' The low wages paid to teachers are a definite disincentive to good performance. As in
many countries, promotion on length of service is the norm, and the nature of the system
leaves little room for initiative, such that staff who have returned from overseas secondments
complain of being unable to implement changes due to resistance from principals and
headteachers. These are complex problems with long term solutions.

G Government Strategy: The government recognizes the low wage levels endured by
teachers and has raised salary levels. Non-wage incentives including improved
professional opportunities are included in the sector strategy program and are being started
under EEP. Parent councils have been given new and expanded roles which empower
them to have more inputs into the quality of schooling. In addition, increased devolution
of authority for planning and implementing investment resources has begun in selected
governorates is continuing.

Diagram 1: IDA financed Project Activities in relation to Sectoral Program

Government of Egypt
20 Year Secondary Education Reform Program

\st Phase SERP 7 Years
Quality and institutional reforms for all general

and technical schools.

\ ~~~SEEP
7 Years, tUS$250 million
Selected National and
targeted interventions.

3 At the present time it is illegal to fire teachers, and the government remains a major employer of university graduates.
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3. Sector issues to be addressed by the project and strategic choices:

In developing the project, extensive discussion of the options for designing secondary school
systems took place. The option of merging the technical and general streams at this point in time
was rejected as inappropriate due to lack of capacity in the education system and because it would
be politically infeasible. It was decided to take a slower route to implementing change, and move
from having 70% of students in technical schools to a balance of 50% general and 50% technical.
To provide a better general education foundation, a core curriculum and new electives would be
designed that would enable students to move between streams. This emphasis on national level
curriculum reform with a focus on one area, technical education, is concentrating on an area
which has previously been neglected. SEEP activities take place at two levels; a) technical
assistance for national level institutional changes, such as policy changes for curriculum and
assessment strategies; and b) targeted interventions to selected project schools as part of the
government's long term sectoral strategy (See Diagram 1).

* Balance between technical and general education: There is limited access to general
schools. Students need to be able to choose from a variety of learning experiences during and
after secondary level. Increasing the share of general schools, as well as the quality of the
education offered in all schools is intended to address this issue. Commercial schools were
selected for upgrading because their facilities are most suitable for conversion, they constitute
a large share of the technical schools and because other 6ranches of the technical stream are
being assisted by other donors. For example substantial contributions are being made by the
African Development Bank in upgrading industrial school facilities as part of the wider sector
program.

* Poor quality and relevance of education: The government has opted to: a) maintain
differentiated general and technical schools; b) upgrade teacher skills in the use of technology
and c) re-design the curriculum framework to include common core subjects, and a range of
courses and electives to suit the needs of all students;

* Inadequate quality assurance mechanisms and inefficiencies in service delivery. Drastic
changes to the school leaving examination are not being considered under this project due to
likely public and political opposition. Similarly changes to civil service structure are long
term. Under the sector reformn program the government intends to address both educational
quality and management efficiency through instituting new inspection procedures and the
development of personnel practices. The project will provide technical assistance to study
management practices and the development of new personnel policies and job descriptions. In
addition the project is providing support to ensure local accountability for quality service
delivery through parent councils.
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C: Project Description Summary

1. Project components (see Annex 2for a detailed description and Annex 3for a detailed cost
breakdown):

Components Category Cost Incl. % of Bank- % of
Contingencies Total financing Bank-

(US$M) (US$M) financing
Improving Quality and Opportunity 232.6 93% 45.2 90.4%

* Converting, about 315 commercial Physical resources
schools to general schools through (equipment, civil 199.0 79%
renovations and equipment and works)
furniture to reach a balance of 50%
general, 50% technical school Institution building
enrollments. (training, technical 13.6 6%

* Supporting a revised framework for assistance)
a comprehensive and unified
secondary general curriculum, Policy
associated secondary electives,
providing teacher training and Monitoring and 20.0 8%
developing materials evaluation

* Providing professional development
and equipment to integrate Instructional material
technology into classroom practice

Strengthening Institutional Capacity 17.4 7% 4.8 9.6%
(Management and Accountability)

* Supporting involvement through School Improvement 4.4 2%
parent council activities and a Grants
school improvement fund 2%

* Developing new quality assurance Policy 5.9
mechanisms for the education
system 3%

* Building capacity through Institution building 7.1
providing professional development (training, technical
for govemorate and school assistance)
managers, studies and technical
assistance and support for the
project implementation agencies

Total 250.0 100% 50.0 100%

Note: The IDA allocations for specific activities will be finalized during negotiations.

The project includes both institutional and policy development at the national and govenorate
level and targeted interventions for selected commercial schools (see page 7).

Component 1: Improving Quality and Opportunity:

* Converting Commercial Schools to General Schools: A first tranche of approximately 315
commercial schools from the 27 governorates will be targeted for a program of rehabilitation
and upgrading to meet standards for general education core courses. Beginning in year two,
IDA funding will support total upgrading of 100 of these commercial schools, providing:

=' construction of science laboratories and provision of equipment
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=. the provision of technology, including computers for science labs, multimedia centers for
classrooms and libraries and computer laboratories.
the provision of multimedia software, related computer hardware and associated training of
the teaching staff.

Addressing the poor quality and relevance of education courses and assessment
methods. The project will provide technical assistance for:

=' redesigning the curriculum framework for general education and associated electives to
provide a core of selected subjects with a range of course options appropriate to differing
levels of ability for both general and technical schools.
designing instructional materials and in-service training for teachers to enable them to deliver
the new curriculum.
improving the use of technology for enhanced teaching and skills acquisition: The
Government of Egypt has already invested heavily in the provision and use of new
technologies to revitalize teaching and provide a means of communication within the
education system. The project will support this focus, with an emphasis on training for
school and local government staff on utilizing these technologies for improved teaching and
learning as well as for upgrading marketable technology skills. Appropriate instructional
materials will be developed to support the curriculum.
developing methods for validly assessing courses developed under the new curriculum.
Technical assistance on options for changing methods of assessment currently in use will be
provided, and trialed in project schools. Options under consideration by the Egyptian
government include the introduction of descriptive reporting and school based assessments to
provide a wider range of information on student achievement and ability than presently
available through the school leaving examination. It will be necessary to coordinate
examinations at the preparatory stage and university entrance requirements with these
adjustments in the evaluation system.

Component 2: Strengthening Institutional Capacity

Supporting community and private sector involvement through training on increased
local responsibilities for parent councils, and small school level grants for innovation.
Providing training for parent councils. Parent councils have existed since the 1960s. A recent
decree has widened their scope of responsibility to include monitoring quality at the school
level. Councils will receive training in their new roles and responsibilities. Effective use of
parents councils makes schools more accountable for the quality of teaching and learning.
Under the project, training in their new responsibilities will be provided.

z providing a Fund for School Improvement to be implemented at school level with supervision
at the muddiriya level (See Annex 15). Schools will be asked to submit proposals for
improvement activities according to a specific format. Grants would be for a manageable
amount of money disbursed at local level and audited by the muddiriya and national levels.
Matching funds up to 20% will be required from the community for non training proposals.
Technical assistance will be provided to schools and parent councils to help them in
preparing and implementing proposals. Possible ways of utilizing this mechanism are:
*: a) to encourage school based provision of in-service training;
*: b) to allow schools to provide incentives (monetary or otherwise) to specific teachers on

the basis of merit;
*: c) to provide funds for other quality based school improvements.
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* Developing new quality assurance mechanisms and improving management practice:
The Egyptian government recognizes the need to modernize management and personnel
practices and provide incentives for good performance. The inspection service will need to be
upgraded to reflect new priorities in assessment. Project activities include:
a a) study of existing management structures;

=> b) technical assistance to revise the personnel management system and develop new job
descriptions;

=> c) technical assistance to examine both non monetary and monetary incentives for education
system staff;

> d) technical assistance to develop new approaches to inspection and supervision.

* Building capacity: Strong administration and school leadership is vital for school success.
Without the support and understanding of school principals, changes in practice are unlikely
to succeed. Links between school and family also need to be supported and encouraged in
new ways. Support will be provided to the PPMU and GPPMUs, as well as financing for
conferences and workshops for the implementation units and the Coordination Committee.
The project will provide equipment for school offices, and staff training for local managers.
Training planned under the project is likely to include:

=> a) school planning
=> c) coordinating activities with school councils;
=> b) the introduction of new methods of teaching;
=z> c) the use of technology as a learning tool and for management needs;
> d) interaction with the private sector.

Project components by level of impact

ComnponentS/ National All All Project
Activities Level Governorates Schools Schools

only
Comnponent 1.
Improving Quality and Opportunity
Facilities upgrading X
Curriculum development X
Testing/Assessment X
Training teachers in technology X
Training teachers in new curriculum X
Component 2
Strengthening Institutional Capacity
Training for parent councils X
School Improvement Grants X
Training for school managers and local X X
government officials
Development of new strategies for school X X
inspection and quality assurance
Development of new job descriptions and X
management strategies

2. Benefits and target population:

The project has two levels of impact:
a) the staff, students and communities in the catchment areas of the schools to be changed from
commercial to general and provided with enhanced facilities.
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b) a wider target population to be affected by national level programs. Improvements in quality
in these groups will be less, but some impact would still be anticipated at the end of the project.
Beneficiaries would include:
. secondary students, who would become more productive and better prepared for life.
. their families and communities, who would benefit socially and economically from better

prepared citizens
. private employers and consumers who would benefit from a better prepared work force.
. higher education institutions, which would get more flexible qualified entrants.

3. Institutional and implementation arrangements:

Implementation Period: The SEEP project will be implemented over a seven year period, 1999-
2006.

* Executing Agency and Project Coordination: The Ministry of Education (MoE) will be the
executing agency. The existing Planning, Programming and Monitoring Unit (PPMU) which
was created in 1996 to program, coordinate and monitor implementation of the Education
Enhancement Program and other donor activities will remain responsible for day to day
coordination of all project activities. The unit's Director reports directly to the Minister of
Education. In addition three Technical Committees have been formed to deal with the
substantive components of the project: ProJessional Development, Curriculum and
Assessment, and Management and Quality Assurance Issues.

* Accounting, audit, andfinancial reporting arrangements. The Director of the PPMU and a
designated Ministerial advisor have dual signature authority for financial matters and both
report directly to the Minister. Egypt is compliant with IDA reporting covenants. Pursuant to
OP 10.02, the requisite financial management capacity is in place within the PPMU. This has
been determined based on an assessment of country and organizational risks, staffing, project
accounting practices, internal controls, auditing arrangements, and financial reporting
capability. The PPMU is staffed by a financial officer, three staff accountants, and a systems
analyst. All are well qualified. The PPMU has established and maintained program-related
accounts for the ongoing Education Enhancement Program in accordance with sound and
internationally recognized accounting practices, including acceptable internal control
procedures. Its accounting and internal control system is being enhanced by the establishment
of an integrated management information system, which combines physical and financial data
and is capable of satisfying the reporting requirements of IDA, the EEC, and the Government
of Egypt. It will thus have the capability to produce the Financial Management Reports
required under the Loan Administration Change Initiative (LACI). The Secondary Education
Enhancement Project is to be certified as eligible for PMR disbursement by the end of March
1999.

The PPMU will submit a PMR to IDA quarterly. The report will include: (a) project progress
report explaining variances between actual physical and financial progress versus forecasts:
(b) project financial statement, including a summary of sources and uses of funds, an updated
six-month project expenditure forecast based on physical inputs, and a Special Account
reconciliation statement; and (c) procurement management report showing procurement status
and contract commitments. The PPMU will also have its accounts, including the Special
Account, audited annually by an independent auditor acceptable to IDA and submit a report to
IDA within six months of the close of each fiscal year. The auditor has already been appointed
(See Annex 6).
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* Financial Management. The Government of Egypt is compliant with IDA audit reporting
requirements. The financial management capacity in place within the PPMU has been
assessed on the basis of organizational risks, PPMU staffing, its project accounting practices
and information system, its financial reporting capability, its internal controls, and project
auditing arrangements. Two key actions that are still in progress should be completed by
March 31, 1999. These are: (a) evidence of the PPMU's capability to forecast expenditures
and prepare budgets; and (b) finalization and adoption of the Financial Policies and
Procedures Manual. The Manual documents the operation of the project financial
management system and will guide all financial management aspects of the project. The
Manual covers the: (a) flow of accounting documentation and information through the budget,
acquisition, and procurement cycles at the central and governorate levels; (b) financial and
accounting policies and procedures; (c) intemal control system, including computer data entry
and data base management procedures, identification of key control points within information
flowcharts, and other measures necessary to ensure the confidentiality, quality, and reliability
of financial data; (d) Chart of Accounts; (e) financial reporting, including formats of Project
Management Report tables and other reporting formats required the European Community and
the Government of Egypt; (f) auditing arrangements; (g) budgeting process; and (h)
organization and staffing for financial management functions. The Manual will be updated
periodically and improved based on implementation experience. Financial management
arrangements for the project are detailed in Annex 6.

Implementation:

The PPMU is central to project implementation as the project management agency, however
project implementation requires the full participation of other agencies of the Ministry of
Education. Project activities are outlined in the Annual Workplan which describes each activity,
responsible implementing party, products and budget. Project implementation will be guided by
a Project Implementation Handbook. This Handbook is an evolving document that will evolve as
implementation progresses. Included in this Handbook are the annual workplan, terms of
reference, unit cost documentation, and the operations manual. The Handbook will be maintained
in three locations (MNSHD, RM, and the PPMU) to serve as a reference document for project
management and supervision teams (See Annex 8).

The PPMU is responsible for the preparation of the Annual Workplan in cooperation with
members of the Coordination Committee which consists of heads of implementing agencies The
Coordination Committee meets regularly to monitor progress. Members of this committee have
played a major role in the development of the overall SERP strategic framework and the SEEP
project. Members of the coordination committee and their responsibilities for implementation
include:

* The Planning, Programming and Monitoring Unit (PPMU) has the overall responsibility of
project planning and monitoring.

* The Governorate Planning, Programming and Monitoring Units are responsible for
implementing program activities in the govemorates.

* The First Undersecretary of General Education, The Undersecretary for Secondary
Education, the Undersecretary for Technical Education and Undersecretaries for the
Education Mudiriya in the Govemorates are important collaborators in all aspects of the
planning and implementation.

* General Authority for Education Buildings (GAEB) is responsible for school renovations and
maintenance and will work with the Ministry to develop criteria for site selection.
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* The 'Curriculum Committee' which is currently being established by the Minister for
Education will have responsibility for developing the curriculum framework for secondary
education, including specification of the 'core courses'.

* The Center for Curriculum and Instructional Materials Development (CCIMD) is responsible
for textbook and instructional materials development.

* The National Center for Educational Evaluation and Examinations (NCEEE) is responsible
for improving the student assessment system and school quality assurance, including
reexamining the role of the inspectorate.

* The General Directorate for Inservice Training (GDIST) and The Technology Development
Center (TDC) are responsible for teacher and management training.

* The National Center for Education Research and Development (NCERD) will have oversight
for several of the proposed studies.

Supervision and reporting: Project monitoring is the responsibility of the PPMU working with
the coordination committee. The PPMU will prepare annual workplans and quarterly financial
and progress reports. Supervision will be shared jointly by the MOE and the World Bank. The
Resident Mission meets at least monthly with the PPMU to review progress and facilitate
implementation. There will be at least twice yearly supervision missions. The annual
supervision will approve annual workplans and budgets for the next Government fiscal year and
review the prior year's progress. The mid-year mission will review implementation progress and
any requested modifications to the annual workplan and budget. Both supervision missions also
provide technical assistance and facilitate implementation.

D: Project Rationale
1. Project alternatives considered and reasons for rejection:

New construction. The government chose not to construct new schools under the project.
Although access to secondary education remains an issue, the government has a significant
construction program for new schools as demonstrated by the fact that almost all triple shift
secondary schools have disappeared. The project therefore concentrates on improving overall
standards of education in both technical and general schools.

Re-structuring the secondary system: Several approaches were considered:

a) simply strengthening the existing system - This was rejected as not solving the problems of
inequality of access to higher education or the overall quality of the education offered.

b) unifying the general and technical schools with a single-track curriculum in a comprehensive
system: - Moving directly to a comprehensive system offering both technical and general courses
in the same schools was rejected for the time being as politically and technically difficult.
Curriculum changes under the existing structure would provide similar benefits in improving the
quality of education.

The government therefore decided to improve the system through developing common
curriculum in selected core subjects for both technical and general schools as well as new
electives, while maintaining both types of school. A better balance between the number of
technical and general schools would be maintained by converting enough technical schools to
general to provide a 50/50 balance. This slower reform would allow for changes in all branches
of the secondary system without major disruption to the system to the detriment of existing
students.

Training Options: The project has analyzed the relative costs of different forms of in-service
training (see El) and will utilize not only existing center based training methods but school based
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training for effectiveness and efficiency.

2.. Major related projectsfinanced by the Bank and/or other development agencies
(completed, ongoing and planned)

Latest Form 590 Ratings
SECTOR ISSUE PROJECT (Bank-financed programs only)

COMPLETED IP DO
*Apprentice training for industry Cr.681-EGT Education 1(1977) S NA
*Technical training
*Skilled worker training
*Vocational instructor training

*Manpower development: training Cr.868-EGT Education 11(1978) S NA
skilled workers, technicians.
management

*Training primary and secondary
teachers

*Training skilled xuorkers: technicians. Cr.1069-EGT Education 111(1980) S NA
and managers

*Training secondary mathematics and
science teachers

*Improving university-level teaching
skills

*Vocational training workers in l,n.2264-EG T Vocational Training S NA
construction and industry (1983)
UlJpgrading and expanding instructor
training

*Manpower training for technicians and Ln.2594-EGTI' Vocational Training. S NA
cngineers Electricity (1985)

ONGOING
*1Engineering education development Ln.3137-EGT Engineering & S S
*Technical teacher education Technical Education (1989)

development
*Distance education Cr.2476-EGT Basic Education S S
*In-service teacher training Improvement (1993)
*MOE institutional dev
*Educational MIS
*Access and equity ITF N0080 Education Enhancement S S
*System efficiency Program (1997)
*Student performance.

AGENCY PROGRAM
USAID Basic Education Program (1981-94) NA NA
UNICEF Multigrade community schools (1992) NA NA
tlNDP Institutional Development, MOE NA NA

(1993)
KFW Building and renovation of secondary NA NA

schools

African Development Bank School construction NA NA

USAID F Girls' Education (1997) [ NA NA
NOTE: NA (Not Applicable) for DO (Developmental Objectives) of projects listed means that projects were not rated
on Forms 590 during their implementation period.

3. Lessons learned and reflected in thteproposedproject design

Improving Client focus: A major lesson learned by the Bank is the need for improved client
focus, particularly when discussing options for reforming topics of national sensitivity such as
curriculum development. In planning the SEEP every effort has been made to work with a wide
range of implementing agencies, to ensure that technical assistance provides a range of options
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from which the client can make informed choices, and that specific project activities are owned
by the client.

Ensuring sectoral relevance of project components: Egypt has benefited from significant
financial and technical support for the education sector from several donors, in particular from
USAID through the Basic Education Program (1981-1994). In the 1970s, three IDA projects
focused on training skilled workers for the industrial and construction sectors, teacher training
and upgrading university staff. Subsequent IBRD loans (approved in 1983 and 1985) provided
vocational training for the industrial, construction and electricity sectors. Both projects received
"satisfactory" OED ratings. However, these projects had limited impact on the sector and
affected only the project institutions. Previous efforts to introduce curriculum reform were less
comprehensive in scale and sometimes took the form of isolated projects with no lasting impact
on the system.

Integrating project activities: Earlier projects have shown that establishing or supporting semi-
autonomous agencies without ensuring substantial integration with MOE activities is likely to
lead to marginalization and limited effectiveness. Institutional change within the Ministry will be
vital to success. The PPMU is a coordinating mechanism to assist in absorption of into the MOE
system. The assessment and evaluation component is designed to foster a sense of ownership of
program components by stakeholders.

In-place institutional arrangements: In previous programs, implementation and financial
arrangements were new. That is not true for this project where both are in place prior to
effectiveness.

4. Indications of borrower commitment and ownership:

Political will and commitment: The Ministry of Education has demonstrated continued political
will and commitment to change and has allocated increased education expenditures. The Minister
of Education has taken a pro-active stance to education reform, using IDA and USAID funded
staff and consultants to provide the government with technical assistance on reform options.
Summarized in a report prepared by the Planning, Programming, and Monitoring Unit (PPMU) of
the MoE,4 brainstorming sessions organized with technical consultants culminated in a joint
World Bank and Ministry of Education workshop in April 1998 which identified several goals for
resolving key education problems at the secondary level.

As part of this process, selected Ministry officials at both senior and implementation level also
undertook a study tour to New Zealand, Australia and Malaysia to study recent improvements.
These MoE officials have become reform champions from within the system and have since
emerged as leaders in the education system. Public interest has been indicated by recent
discussions in Parliament on the inequities imposed by the current examination qualifying
system. The Minister has also briefed the Parliament on the proposed reform in secondary
education. These activities suggest that there is now considerable political will to make systemic
changes.

Local Ownership: It is clear that without local ownership the project would not have been
considered. At all stages, essential decisions have been taken by the Egyptian team, with
discussion options provided by donor supported technical assistance. The World Bank team
worked consistently with Egyptian colleagues on both the wording and the substance of the
activities proposed in this document which reflect current thinking in the Ministry of Education

Results of Brainstorming Sessions, PPMU Report, April 28, 1998
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and its constituents. As stated in the opening paragraph, the project provides support for core
initial activities under the reform program envisaged by the Ministry of Education, with the bulk
of the program being supported through Egyptian and other donor funds.
The Strategic framework which guides the reform effort has been approved and endorsed in
writing by the Minister (see Annex 16). Key education agencies have been part of the
preparation process and are preparing to implement the reform. There already exists significant
private sector commitment for facility and equipment upgrading. This combination of
Ministerial, key agency and public endorsement of the proposed reform is a significant factor in
ensuring project viability and sustainability.

5. Value added of Bank support in this project:

The World Bank has added value to the change process by acting as a catalyst in providing
technical assistance, and collaborating with other donors to coordinate external funding. The
project was prepared through joint missions with USAID.

The Bank adds value in providing discretionary resources to instigate the change process when
government funds are tied to existing programs. Other respects in which Bank involvement has
added value include: a) experience in fostering private sector links to secondary education; b)
international experience in education system change; c) experience in developing long term sector
wide assistance strategies.

E: Summary Project Analysis (Detailed assessments are in the project file, see Annex 8)

1. Economic (supported by Annex 4).

Introduction. There is a long-standing over-supply of labor as a whole in the Egyptian economy,
which is likely to continue for the next decade, with the labor-force-age population (aged 20-64)
growing fairly rapidly at approximately 3% per annum. By 2010, growth in the age group will
moderate considerably, with growth reduced to 2% per annum and then to 1% per annum
sometime in the 2020s. Economic growth of 5.9-6.5% per annum over the FY2000/2005 period
should result in a growth of labor demand that will moderately outstrip the growth of supply, with
employment expanding at about a 4% rate. However it will take many years to soak up the
existing labor surplus.

Since there is no shortage of secondary graduates (as shown by recent unemployment rates of
15% for men and 43% for women), employer claims of serious skill shortages, especially in areas
that should be covered by commerce courses, indicate a quality mismatch between the
characteristics of graduates and labor demand. The complaints are in essence about poor general
and technological competence and trainability.

Cost-Benefit Analysis. The principal output of the project during its seven-year life is the
increased quality of schooling received by secondary students in Egypt through (i) reform of the
core curriculum and professional development of teachers for all secondary schools, (ii) improved
management of the secondary educational system and (iii) a major improvement in school-
building, technology and laboratory facilities and school management for 17% of secondary
students in about 315 schools. The project is an integral portion of the Government's 20-year
program of quality improvement in secondary education.

Benefits. The benefits of improving the quality of secondary education in Egypt are diverse and
include (i) improved personal functioning, (ii) greater ability to act in the civic arena,
(iii) increased productivity and (iv) increased trainability. Only the latter two are quantified here.
The first quantified benefit, increased productive skills from improved quality education, is
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quantified here as an increase in the wages of secondary graduates with enhanced education over
those without. The second quantified benefit, increased trainability of secondary graduates, would
materialize in the form of lower training costs in both formal and on-the-job training programs in
both formal- and informal-sector Egyptian enterprises and would be in addition to the benefits
derived from higher productivity due to better quality education.

The principal assumption of the project is that the quality enhancement program in secondary
education in Egypt will produce benefits that are significant percentages of the wages that
secondary graduates would otherwise have received. The analysis assumes that partial
enhancement (curriculum reform and teacher training), when fully implemented would result in
job-related benefits of 1% of the average wage of secondary workers for both educational quality
and trainability. It also assumes that comprehensive enhancement (partial enhancement plus
major facilities investments and school management improvement), when fully implemented,
would result in job-related benefits equal to 2% for each benefit. About 17% of secondary
students would benefit from comprehensive enhancement by the end of seven years. -

Several contingencies will probably reduce these benefits due to imperfect implementation of the
quality enhancement interventions in many schools. It is assumed that the average graduate
benefiting from partial or comprehensive enhancement will not receive the full measure of job-
related enhancement until Year 7. In the case of comprehensive enhancement, it is further
assumed that the average degree of job-related enhancement will deteriorate after Year 7 as more
and more schools receive comprehensive enhancement. This will happen partly because the
enhancement will be by incomplete emulation in many cases rather than clearly laid out planning
and partly because supervision will probably diminish in quality for schools outside the project
structure. Another conservative assumption used in the analysis is that both the quantified
benefits (increased productivity and trainability) depreciate over time for individual graduates. A
depreciation rate of 5% is assumed in this analysis.

Costs. The assumed benefits of the quality enhancement program correspond to rough estimates
of the investment and current costs necessary to produce them. Estimates of these costs are
derived as follows: (i) the project's investment schedule, which. is now well-specified, (ii) an
informed estimate of the additional quality-increasing investments the government expects to
make during the project period, (iii) an estimate of the necessarycurrent costs during the 20-year
program period based on estimates of cost per student, and finally (iv) a "guestimate" of the
additional investments that will be required during the 20-year program period to achieve the
assumed labor-market benefits. Different assumptions about investment from the government and
donors over the 20-year time frame would result in different numbers of students with major and
minor enhancement of quality as well as different levels of investment and recurrent cost.

Internal Rate of Return. The internal rate of return is calculated as a discount rate that reduces
the present value of the stream of benefits less costs to zero. In the base case, the IRR is 23%. The
details of the calculation are presented in Annex 4.
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Sensitivity Analysis. The sensitivity of the main assumptions affecting the rate of return are
shown in the following table:

Key Assumptions Assumed Resulting Percentage Interval Switching
Percentage IRR Change in Elasticity Values to
Change from IRR Reduce
Base Case IRR to 10%

Base Case 23%

Wage Differential -20% 16% -31% 1.6 -32%

Trainability Benefit for -40% 19% -18% 0.4 -97%
Comprehensive Graduates

Education Quality Benefit for -40% 16% -31% 0.8 -65%
All Graduates

Current Cost +20% 21% -11% -0.6 +95%

Post-Project Investment +100% 19% -18% -0.2 +260%

The sensitivity analysis shows that the rate of return is not especially sensitive to major changes
in the impact of individual parts of the educational program, but is sensitive to the change in the
secondary wage, because benefits are calculated as a percentage of this wage. Despite this
sensitivity, the wage must drop by 32% to reduce the program's internal rate of return to 10%.
The rate of return is not very sensitive to changes in incremental current costs, which could
almost double before the rate of return would decline to 10%. It is insensitive to the required post-
project investment of the government (which continues until Year 20); a 100% increase in it
reduces the rate of return only to 19%.

Cost-Effectiveness. Due to the nature of the project, which is to use the project format to support
a time-slice of the Ministry of Education's reform program, which in turn has been largely
designed on the basis of qualitative judgments, there is little quantitative evidence of the
effectiveness of chosen instruments in comparison with alternative ones. Thus, effectiveness
targets are not available. As a substitute approach, the major components of the project have
benefited during project preparation from an effort to bring efficiency considerations to the
forefront.

School Design. The General Authority of School Buildings (GAEB) has benefited from the
advice of an architect member of the preparation and appraisal teams during missions to prepare
and appraise both the EEP and the SEEP. He has assisted in reducing the cost of providing
classroom and laboratory space through, for instance more efficient design of circulation space
and multiple use of special-function spaces. This resulted in a saving of approximately 20% in
construction costs for a standard school under EEP and will have similar impact under SEEP.

School Facilities Management. The architectural consultant also worked with GAEB to design a
system of more efficient use of secondary school classrooms, which now typically remain idle
when students are in laboratories or special classes. A conservative estimate of the space savings
possible when the system is fully implemented is 10-20% of school space cost. It is unknown
how much of a saving on a system-wide basis will actually be realized.

Computer Laboratories. The standard design of computer laboratories in Egypt has been for
laboratories of 14 computers, utilizing a single standard classroom. Project investments, however,
will, instead be in laboratories of 22 computers utilizing 1.5 standard classrooms, because project
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analysis demonstrates that significant economies of scale are available if a larger laboratory is
used. The total cost per student is 28% lower than for the 14-computer version of the model.

Training. Improved and expanded training accounts for 7% of project investment and 20% of
IDA financing. Improvement in the cost effectiveness of training under the project is therefore an
important objective. Two types of training are envisaged for the various types of improved human
performance under the project: (1) center-based training (CBT), where training will be carried
out in governorate or district professional development centers, which now exist only at the
govemorate level in many governorates, and (2) school-based training (SBT), where training
takes place in the trainee's school (or in a neighboring school). Since CBT is more costly than
SBT for both current and in /estment costs, certain types of training where CBT is educationally
more effective may nevertheless be more cost-effective using SBT. A cost model developed for
this project is used to illustrate this using costs for a course in assessment and target setting. A
training specialist was asked to design two alternative courses that would be equally effective in
training teachers in assessment and target setting but would use different mixes of CBT and SBT
training. The cost analysis shows that the program emphasizing CBT is 66% more costly per
student than the program emphasizing SBT, even though it requires fewer hours to obtain the
same result. The program emphasizing SBT is therefore more cost-effective. Designers of the
training programs for all the subject matters under the project will be required to do a detailed
cost-effectiveness analysis along similar lines in order to deliver training efficiency.

Supply and Demand Analysis. The gross enrollnent rate for secondary schools was 64% in the
most recent year for which data are available (1997/98). This indicates that only about 3 in 5
young people are enrolled in secondary school (no net enrollment estimates are available to refine
this estimate). Although a high-stakes exam at the end of basic education determines whether a
child can enroll in the general secondary stream, it does not effectively govern whether he or she
enrolls in the other streams. On the contrary, it appears that there is a school place in the lower-
quality technical streams for virtually all students who wish to enroll and bear the direct and
opportunity costs of secondary schooling. The existence of a significant number of shift
secondary schools (with 22% of enrollment5), should be seen as an accommodation to student
demand, rather than an indication of an overall supply constraint. A second indicator of the
government's success in accommodating demand for secondary places is the large-scale school-
building program of recent years.

If this demand analysis is substantially correct, the significant improvement in educational quality
at the secondary level that is expected to be produced by the govemment's educational reform
program and this project will result in a significant increase in enrollment. No estimate is
available of the responsiveness of enrollment to an increase in quality, but if an increase of 10%
in quality (as measured by an appropriate indicator) resulted in a 5% increase in enrollment, the
system would have to find places for significant numbers of additional students. Enrollment is
projected to increase until at least 2006 in line with the increase in the 14-16 age cohort. If
enrollment continued to follow the population trend thereafter, it would decline from 2007 to
2015 and would be approximately 280,000 less in 2015 than a decade earlier, a decline of
approximately 10%. If the quality indicator increases by 10% and the responsiveness of demand
to it is as assumed, the induced enrollment would be approximately 140,000, which would serve
to maintain enrollment during the period of demographic decline as average quality throughout
the system increased. The implication of this is that the enrollment impact of the reform program
needs to be considered in enrollment forecasting along with more conventional factors.

'Of students in shift secondary schools, only 4% are in aftemoon-shift schools (receiving 5 hours of instruction per
day). The other 18% are in morning shift schools (receiving 6 hours of instruction per day). Students in Full day
schools receive 6 hours and 45 minutes of instruction per day on either side of a lunch break.
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2. Financial (see Annex 5):

Financial Feasibility

A secondary education project is deemed affordable for the Government if what it would expend
on investment and current expenditures in the context of the project relates reasonably to the
projected investment and current expenditures it will make on secondary education as a whole.
For a project to be judged affordable, the government should be able to cover its share of project
costs by reallocation within or among education categories, rather than attempt to call on extra-
sectoral resources, even in the event that education budgetary resources should decline. -

Feasibility of Investment Expenditure. The SEEP project is judged to be feasible for the
government, because the government's portion of the project, which in the absence of other
donors besides IDA is set at US$200 million (US$173 million without adjustment for inflation),
fits comfortably within past and projected secondary investment magnitudes. Project expenditures
finance the bulk of a seven-year time-slice of the government's SERP reform program and are
seen by the government as an integral part of its operations.

The Government's programmed SEEP investment expenditures (without inflation adjustment)
range from EGP 14 million to EGP 150 million over the seven project years and average EGP 84
million per year. This amounts to 16% of average government investment expenditures on
secondary education of EGP 522 million (constant 1997/98 values) over the five years 1992/93-
1997/98). Since the composition of investment - largely construction, equipment, training and
technical assistance - is not dissimilar to the composition of the government's past investment, a
reallocation of expected budgetary flows into project categories can be accomplished without
financial difficulty. Even if government investment flows were constrained for secondary
education, as they appear to have been in 1997/98, when investment in secondary education at
EGP 241 million was only 54% of the five-year average, project investment expenditures would
still have been feasible it tite average level of EGP 84 million. In terms of projected government
expenditure values, the govt nment' SEEP expenditures range from 2 to 17% as a percentage of
its total projected secon farjy ducai 1on investment expenditures and average 9% over the seven
project years. The government's S7EP expenditures are a still smaller percentage of its projected
total education investment expenditures, ranging from 0.3 to 3% and averaging 2% over the
seven project years.

Total estimated government investment expenditure for secondary education, comprising
government expenditures for the SERP program outside of the SEEP project as well as the project
itself, would also fit comfortably within average secondary education investment expenditures for
the last five years (EGP 522 million). In the project's peak disbursement years, Project Years 2-5,
the expenditures (not adjusted for inflation) are projected at EGP 185-235 million per year.
Expenditures in this range would barely be covered by the total amount of secondary investment
in 1997/98 (EGP 241 million). The record of 1997/98 is instructive on the flexibility inherent in
the education investment budget. In that year, total investment for public education declined in
real terms by 12%, but that for higher education increased by 9%. Primary and preparatory
investment declined by 20%, but secondary investment experienced the greatest cut and declined
by 57%. The low allocation secondary education received in the 1997/98 year is not typical,
however. It should therefore not be considered financially disabling but rather may be seen as
evidence of financial flexibility.
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Feasibility of Incremental Current Expenditure. Financial feasibility does not appear to be as
automatic for the incremental current government expenditures of the project as for its investment
expenditures. Incremental current expenditures are needed to support the quality enhancement
program and comprise essential additional supplies and services, such as laboratory supplies,
printer paper and toner, computer maintenance, Internet access charges, library books, enrichment
teaching materials and teacher-training supplies. Total estimated incremental current expenditures
implied by the quality enhancement program rise during the project from EGP 6 to 180 million by
the end of the project period.

To finance these supplies and services, the government would have to find an estimated EGP 180
million in constant 1997/98 terms for incremental current expenditures during the last two years
of the project. This would be about 21% of projected non-wage expenditures for secondary
schools. At the end of the 20-year program, when all secondary students would be benefiting
from comprehensive quality enhancement, this expenditure would almost triple to about EGP 530
million per year (in constant 1997/98 EGP), which would be 51% of projected non-wage
expenditures (assuming that they grow by 5% per annum).

It is clear from this analysis that, during the project period and thereafter, the requirement for
incremental expenditures would not be met by simple reallocation within the non-wage portion of
the secondary education budget, since these are incremental expenditures. The EGP 180 million
at the end of the project period can be feasibly met from several other sources, however. This
amount would be: (i) 50% of the approximately EGP 350 million historic real annual growth in
the secondary education budget, (ii) 18% of the approximately EGP I billion annual growth in the
overall education budget, (iii) a 7% reallocation of the approximately EGP 2.5 billion in annual
secondary personnel compensation, or (iv) a 2% reallocation of the approximately EGP 9 billion
budget for other educational levels.

This allocation or reallocation would not happen automatically, however; specific budgetary
provision would need to be made. Concrete financial management mechanisms would also have
to be developed at the start of the project to ensure that the necessary non-wage allocations for
improved educational quality are actually budgeted incrementally and executed at the district and
school levels. Improved financial data, disaggregated by educational level, would be a necessary
first step in enabling these concrete financial management mechanisms to be put in place.

Donor Impact on Financial Feasibility. The analysis of financial feasibility has been made
witlhout considering the participation of donors other than IDA in either the SEEP project or the
SERP program. In so far as they finance part of the project or program that the government would
otherwise have financed, financial feasibility would have improved overall.

Financial Sustainability

Considering that the SEEP project is judged to be feasible for the government, it is further judged
to be financially sustainable because th overnment has demonstrated that it is both willing and
able to sustain its education expenditures over time and is projected to be able to do so in the
future. Willingness is demonstrated by the Government's strong budget effort in the past for
education generally and for secondary education in particular. Over the last seven years,
educational expenditures have increased in constant terms at an annual average rate of 8%, in
contrast to a 2% rate of increase for total government expenditures. Over the same period,
education expenditures have averaged 16% of government expenditures (20% in 1997/98) and
5.0% of GDP (5.9% in 1997/98). Secondary education expenditures, which were 22% of total
education expenditures in 1997/98, increased even faster than those for education as a whole,
with real expenditures on secondary education increasing by 11% per year. The likelihood that
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the government will sustain expenditures on secondary education is all the greater in the context
of the continuing emphasis on secondary education that it is demonstrating by its investment in
the SEEP project and the SERP program.

A caveat needs to be made about the sustainability of the incremental current expenditures of the
SERP program, which as was mentioned, are projected to rise (in 1997/98 values) to the level of
EGP 530 million by the end of the 20-year program. Unless the government's demonstrated
willingness to invest in education is matched by a demonstrated willingness to provide current
budgetary support for the supplies and services required to sustain quality enhancement, the
program would not achieve its goals. Rationalizing the use of teachers in secondary education
would be very helpful in the short- and intermediate-run in freeing up resources for use in
financing the provision of supplies and services for quality enhancement, but rationalization of
teacher deployment may have to be done in concert with general civil service reform, which is
unlikely to happen in the short-run. In the long-run, rationalization of teacher deployment will be
an essential reform, which the government will need to face squarely.

The ability to sustain educational expenditures over time, of course, depends on the future
direction of the macroeconomy. The successful structural adjustment program undertaken by the
government in the early l990s has brought macroeconomic stability and pointed the direction
toward a more internationally open, competitive economy. While there has been considerable
apprehension in the recent past that medium-term growth rates would not be sufficient to achieve
macroeconomic and employment targets, due among other things to the decline in the price of
petroleum, the latest World Bank MAXSIM projection of GDP growth is quite positive (5.9-6.5%
over the FY2000-2005 period) and validates the Government's ability to sustain educational
expenditures over time.

3. Technical

Technical Assistance: Project design has benefited from expert technical assistance which will be
continued throughout implementation, particularly to design and implement the envisaged
curriculum and assessment reforms. Technical assistance is planned for the development of these
two activities under component one, to support already existing technical expertise in the country.
As previously mentioned, the extensive amount of training under the project will require good
planning to provide a high quality of professional development. Strategies to address this include
the contracting out of some training (technology and perhaps management training) to private
companies.

Hardware: The technical hardware aspects of the project are well within the limits of
technologies common to education management and school level instruction in Egypt.
Computers and multi-media technology will be expanded in project schools and some education
system offices. Hardware and software chosen will be compatible with that already in use in the
education system.

The project recognizes that effectively introducing technology is not simply a matter of providing
equipment and software. A plan to build up computer relevant skills in education system staff is
incorporated in the project and maintenance contracts will be included in computer purchase
agreements. Technical resources to assist with delivering training and to repair equipment are
available throughout Egypt.
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4. Institutional and implementation arrangements (see section C4):

(a) Project Management: The PPMU is gaining experience in building a good working
relationship with all involved implementing agencies and coordinating multiple donors on behalf
of the Ministry of Education. With the expansion of its role to the SEEP, approximately five
additional staff will be added to the existing 17, and it has been re-structured to incorporate the
extended activities that will be undertaken.

(b) Technical Assistance Requirements: The Ministry and its implementing agencies have a core
group of well qualified personnel. However, there is limited capacity in planning at the strategic
and implementation level in most program areas. The Minister and several agency heads have
requested technical assistance in identifying and sharing other international experiences for key
program areas.

5. Social: Improving the quality of education for all students is a stated Government objective
for this Secondary Education Enhancement Program. Yet there are vested interests throughout the
education system which may resist change. Some parents, for instance, may have concerns that
changes within the secondary education system will dilute the quality of the current general
education system. Teachers and education system personnel will be required to undertake
different responsibilities, learn new curriculum and assessment approaches and alter their
behaviors. The program design emphasizes the need to involve stakeholders (see Annex 14) to a)
identify their needs at every stage of the program; b) assist with smooth implementation; and c)
assist monitoring project activities and impact.

Female enrollment as compared to total enrollment at the technical schools ranges from 34.61 to
833.95% depending on govemorate, but is particularly high in the commercial schools at 61%. In
expanding opportunities at general secondary level, care should be taken to ensure that there is an
equitable gender balance in these upgraded facilities. The project should positively impact all
underprivileged students who are at present receiving poor quality secondary education and have
few incentives to stay in the education system, and not simply provide better access to those
already privileged.

6. Environmental assessment: Environmental Category []A [I B [X/ C

Justification/Rationale for category rating:. No significant environmental risks are foreseen.
Construction is limited to new science blocks on already existing school premises, and classroom
renovation to allow for the delivery of a revised secondary school curriculum. Schools selected
for upgrading have been chosen for their suitability for renovation and for appropriate site size so
that no land purchase is required. In addition, environmental standards covering safety and waste
management, and design will be approved by IDA contracted engineers and architects. About
95% of schools have waste and sanitation systems connected to main sewage and treatment
systems. For those schools where this is not the case, a cost provision of US$30,000 (US$500
per school) has been allocated for the installation of waste holding tanks. A qualified
engineer/scientist will jointly review site plans with GAEB, make recommendations and advise
on how to address waste management issues (treatment and disposal). As construction is planned
to start in the second year, the implementation time lag will allow for a fuller environmental
assessment should any unforeseen circumstances arise.

7. Participatory approach (see also D4)

The government has encouraged participation by stakeholders throughout the community (local
NGOs, businesses, parents, and others). Their participation will help to ensure broad support for
the proposed changes and provide both guidance and resource assistance to the schools. One
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component of the proposed program - small grant funds, will encourage NGOs and local
groups-and especially the business community-to enter into dialogues and partnerships with
school management. Ties established between representatives from the business community
working with the Skills Development and Higher Education Reform Programs, will also benefit
the Secondary Education Enhancement Program. In addition, in working with the Ministry of
Education, the Bank's education cluster has already established links with USAID's Gore-
Mubarak Education Sub-Committee.

The social assessment and impact component will include baseline studies, stakeholder analysis
and ongoing consultations. Under this program, the social assessment (see Annex 14) is seen not
as a one time piece of research, but as a continuous process to be undertaken in conjunction with
stakeholders throughout the project period with results and feedback becoming an integral part of
the program monitoring and evaluation. Gaining the consensus of the wide range of stakeholders
including teachers, religious authorities and administrative personnel will be key to ensuring the
sustainable implementation of the program.

F: Sustainability and Risks

1. Sustainability6

In the long term, the proposed education reforms require major policy and structural change. It is
expected that curriculum and examination reforms producing greater quality and equity in the
school system would be received positively by both politicians and the general public. Once
teachers are trained in the new curriculum, facilities are upgraded, and better-skilled graduates
begin to emerge, popular support for the reforms should grow.

The project is designed to support and encourage the reform process as well as to provide finite
outputs. Through improving a sense of ownership for public education services, the changes will
lead to sustainable improvements in the quality of education provided. Expanding participation in
secondary education through recently decreed increased responsibilities for parent councils (in
existence since 1960) is a major feature of the program which will contribute to sustainability.
Community involvement in schooling, not only as a monitoring device, but also to create a
supportive environment for school staff and students has proved positive worldwide. This
involvement includes the encouragement of private sector investment and support for schools,
particularly in advising on the relevance of technical options.

The financial sustainability discussion in the financial analysis section demonstrates that the
government is both willing and able to sustain the projectinvestment expenditures for which it is
responsible. With respect to incremental current expenditures required to produce the educational
outcomes of the project, the financial analysis section also shows the alternative sources of
financing within the education budget that can feasibly be used to sustain project-related current
expenditures, which increase over time.

2. Critical Risks (reflecting assumptions in thefourth column ofAnnex 1):

Resistance to Change. Lines of authority within the Ministry, as well as at the govemorate level,
remain compartmentalized and uncoordinated-a fragmentation of responsibility that has limited
the success of education reform efforts to date. In addition, the subject of curriculum and
assessment reform at the secondary level is politically and socially sensitive.

6 For financial sustainability see section E2. This section deals with institutional sustainability.
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Financial Sustainability: The financial sustainability discussion in the financial analysis section
demonstrates that the government is both willing and able to sustain the project investment
expenditures for which it is responsible. With respect to incremental current expenditures
required to produce the educational outcomes of the project, the financial analysis section also
shows the alternative sources of financing within the education budget that can feasibly be used
to sustain project-related current expenditures, which increase over time.

There appears to be little risk that the government will not fund theinvestment expenditures it is
responsible for. The largest financial risk is the risk that the government will not budget sufficient
incremental current funds to sustain project-related enhancement activities, thus placing project
outcomes at risk. Budgetary provision cannot simply be made by reallocation within the non-
personnel part of the current secondary budget, because these are incremental requirements. It
will require instead a different kind of budget effort: allocation of a significant proportion of the
education budget increases that materialize from continued macroeconomic growth or,
alternatively, reallocation from secondary salaries or other levels of education. The discussion
shows that funding from these sources is feasible. The main risk is that the government will not
actually provide the funding at the governorate and school levels due to insufficient attention or
that it will give other budget imperatives higher priority.

Increased accountability: Increasing the number of secondary schools with a university track
potentially expands the pool of applicants for university. Competition between secondary schools
might increase, and secondary school teachers and managers could be held more accountable for
the education students receive. With an increased role for the community and private sector, in
fact, educators should become far more visible. Fear of this rising level of accountability
especially combined with new curriculum and outcome challenges could cause teachers and
school managers to resist the proposed changes. In preparing the SEEP, the PPMU has been
increasing its involvement of panels of experts, and involvement with stakeholders at national,
governorate and local levels.

Teacher compensation: Because they distort incentives, wages, which although improving,
remain low in the sector, constitute a threat to achievement of project objectives. Many teachers
supplement their income by giving private lessons, and there is an economic incentive to
concentrate their efforts on their private rather than classroom instruction. Because restructuring
compensation and staffing levels in education cannot be accomplished in isoiation from the rest
of the public sector, program-the program is concentrating on professional incentives to improve
quality.

Risk. Rating Risk Minimization Measure

1. Economic growth fails to create new opportunities for M - I. Continuation and strengthening of current economic
secondary education graduates. policies

2. Political and current budgetary support for reform M 2. Commitment to educational reform is a stated goal of
strategy weakens the Government

3. Vested interests, including senior MOE management M 3. Social assessment to develop stakeholder involvement
reject proposed changes to core curriculum changes and new in changes and supports are put in place to help technical
emphasis on general education. students in new system.

4. Conversion from technical to general school improperly M 4. Appropriate selection criteria for site and staff
planned and implemented leading to poor perception of new upgrading, and good planning for changeover.
general schools.
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Risk Rating Risk Minimization Measure

5. MOE and schools respond to poor results on assessment M 5. Mudirriya to monitor schools' performance;
by lowering standards rather than seeking to improve supervisors to provide technical support where required
performance under new inspection system.

6. Resources are not available to update technology 5 6. Policymakers made aware of the implications of
technological obsolescence and funding is provided.

6.1 Maintenance facilities and infrastructure in schools are 6.1 GAEB maintenance system for basic schools mav be
inadequate to support technology adapted to secondary education

7. Teachers not supported in efforts to apply new skills and S 7. System of professional incentives developed. together
changes in roles of inspectors and supervisors with reoriented inspection system.
misunderstood.

8. New management practiceE are resisted or inappropriately 5 8. Management practices are fully endorsed by MoE
implementcd personnel in a transparent manner

9. MoE e.dministrators and principals resist gradual S 9 . Devolution seen as enhanced professional prestige not
devoliition of activities to local level as loss of control.

Risk Rating - H (High Risk), S (Substantial Risk), M (Modest Risk), N (Negligible or lIow Risk)

3. Possible Controversial Aspects (Project Alert System):

Risk Type of Risk Rating Risk Minimization Measure
_____ ____ _ __ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ R isk _ _ _ _ _ _

* Since cc -ulum and student assessment reform are S H Essential that any 'donor' contribution to this
a significa.zt part of the project it is possible that part of program be perceived as minimal. I'A
internal poiitical controversy over what is a would be only advisory such as sharing
sensitive issue wilJ stali the program. international experience in pedagog.

technology and appraisal systems.

* The government will not budget adequate current G H Explicit commitment is being sought to provide
incremental expenditures to make the project needed levels of non salary recurrent budget. at
sustainable at thie i-cal level. the governorate level.

Type of Risk - S (S, al), E (Ecological), P (Pollution), G (Governance), M (Management capacity). 0 (Other)
Risk Rating - H (High Risk), S (Substantial Risk), M (Modest Risk), N (Negligible or Low Risk)

G: Main Loan Conditions

1. Effectiveness Conditions: None

H. Readiness for Implementation

* The Implementing Unit, the PPMU is operational and LACI certifiable by March 31, 1999.

* The Project Planning, Monitoring and Implementation Plan, consisting of the first year annual
workplan and implementation schedule, has been appraised and found to be realistic and of
satisfactory quality. This is an evolving document which will be altered every year based on
project performance and need. TORs for first year activities in technical assistance and
training are available.

* There is no construction planned in the first year of the project, since contact hours, and thus
final space needs, will be developed during that period. Three prototype secondary school
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designs (for conversion from technical to general schools) have already been evaluated and
TA provided to increase efficiency of space utilization.

* Sample procurement documents for goods and works are complete and ready for the start of
project implementation and construction in the second year. These Bank approved documents
have been in use under the EEP and BEIP.

I. Compliance with Bank Policies
This project complies with all applicable Bank policies.

[signature]
Cluster Leader/Team Members: Mae Chu C7ng/William Damell

[signature]
Sector Director: Jacques Baudou-

[signature]
Country Director: Khalid Ilkram
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ANNEX 1
Egypt: Secondary Education Enhancement Project

PROJECT DESIGN SUMMARY

Narrative Summary Key Performance Indicators Monitoring and Evaluation Critical Assumptions
Quantity, Quality, Time

Sector-related CAS Goal. .Government employment CAS objective leading to Bank goal.
. Employability of secondary school survey and tracer studies

To establish an equitable education system graduates from project schools .Surveys of employers' Economic growth continues to create new opportunities for
which produces adaptable, skilled graduates improves as assessed by tracer perceptions secondary education graduates.
who meet the requirements of the Egyptian studies .Yearly statistics of
society and economy. admissions to tertiary

education sector

Project Development Objectives Objectives leading to CAS Goal.

Improving Quality and Opportunity of * Share of general secondary * Annual secondary Consistent policy-and current budget support for reform
secondary education by:; a) increasing students increases from 30% to enrollment data strategy.
equality of opportunity in access to general 50% by 2006 * Enrollment statistics for
secondary education through flexible options * Curriculum and assessment Higher Education Vested interests accept enhanced competitiveness of
for study within and between branches of the aligned * Final examination results technical sector
system; b) better aligning curricula and * Percentage of tecbnical * Content analysis of new
assessment with the skills needs of employcrs secondary graduates entering curriculum and assessment
and higher education and c) providing higher education rises from 5% tools
professional development for teachers on the to 8%
new curricula and assessment techniques. * Graduates from project schools * Organization charts and

achieve good pass marks on other MoE documentation
Strengthening Educational Management: school leaving examination as * Supervision reports
To strengthen the capacity of the education compared to non upgraded
system at central level and in selected schools. Senior MoE management support and endorse changes in
govemorates and schools to deliver quality management structures and systems
education by: a) better defining * At least 70% of School
responsibilities; b) strengthening Management teams in project
accountability mechanisms; and c) providing schools are judged competent in
professional development for school heads duties as outlined in new job
and administrators criteria by 2006
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Narrative Summary Key Performance Indicators' Monitoring and Evaluation Critical Assumptions!
Quantity, Quality, Tinme Outputs to Objectives

I. Flexible secondary education provided . Project progress reports . Schools give adequate attention to helping students
which maximizes the opportunities available * 500/O of commercial schools adapt to the stresses and demands of transfer
to all students converted to general secondary

schools by 2006
2. A framework and commnon core courses
developed for a comprehensive and unified
secondary curriculum consisting of a . New overall curriculum . Project progress reports Instructional materials adequately reflect emphases of
common core of essential skills and framework developed and by . Expert evaluation new curriculum
competencies, specialization requirements for 2000 Schools pay adequate attention to building students'
the various branches and optional subjects . Core courses developed and skills base, especially in technical schools
within each branch. instituted by year 2003

3. System of student evaluation . School level assessments for . Project progress reports . MoE and schools respond to poor results by seeking to
restructured to: common core subjects used at the . Database of school and national improve performance, rather than by lowering
• Validly assess common core courses end of first secondary level in all examinations standards
* Incorporate a student diagnostic schools by 2005 .Expert evaluation of new models,

framework based on skills assessment .Profiles of achievement in materials and procedures
e report students' achievements and common core subjects used in 50

abilities in forms more suitable to the schools to place students in
requirements of further education and "strengthening" groups by 2006.
the labor market

4. Information and multimedia technology Computer literacy in first . Project progress reports . Adequate resources are available to keep technology
integrated into curriculum, teaching and secondary level assessed through a . Expert evaluation of assessment up to date
learning by: science or social studies project in activities Teachers are encouraged by principals and other
* Integrating computer literacy into the project schools (315) by 2005 . Physical verification of sites concerned individuals to use their acquired

common core courses . Teacher resource centers in project . Observation of lessons ' information technology skills
e Supporting the provision of teacher schools (315) provided with .Interviews with teachers, students

resource centers in project schools hardware and software by 2005
* Promoting the use of technology in At least 5 teachers in each of the

teaching project schools (315) use
information technology in
teaching by 2005

Baseline and targeted values should be shown, with the latter divided into values expected at mid-tern, end of program and full impact.
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Narrative Summary Key Performance Indicators' Monitoring and Evaluation Critical Assumptionsl
Quantity, Quoaity, Time Outputs to Objectives

5. Improved capacities and capabilities of . At least 5 teachers in each project . Project progress reports Teachers are encouraged by principals and supervisors
teachers to deliver the secondary teaching school (315) use appropriate . Observation of teaching to apply new skills in the classroom
and learning reforms methodology to teach skills . Interviews with teachers, students

objectives in common core
courses by 2005
In-service training for teachers
planned and delivered at local
level by 2005.

6. Improved and efficient management .New job descriptions for positions . MoE organization charts and . New management structures are endorsed and
structures and practices established at MoE, within the inspectorate adopted by regulations implemented by MoE personnel
govemorate (muddiriya). district (idara) and 2004 . Staffing records . New criteria are implemented in a transparent manner
school levels to assure efficient service .Ministerial decree setting criteria . Official Gazette
delivery and adaptability to reforms for promotion by merit published . Project progress reports

by 2004

7. Quality assurance mechanism .National criteria for assessing . Project progress reports School principals, teachers and administrators accept
established linking basic, secondary and school effectiveness adopted by . Expert evaluation of instruments change from monitoring compliance to identifying
tertiary education to implement a national 2002 . Evaluation reports of training action points
sector-wide quality framework for .Instruments for assessing quality programs
accountability and management practices of school facilities, management . Observation of inspections

and teaching validated by 2903 . Expert evaluation of inspection
. Senior inspectors in 2-3 selected reports

muddiriya trained by 2003
. 5 schools in each muddiriya

inspected by trained inspectors
using prepared instruments by
2005

8. School management responsibilities .Project schools (315) prepare . Project progress reports . MoE administrators and school principals accept
devolved to local levels and relevant action plans for school . Expert evaluation of plans increased participation of "outsiders" in school
responsibilities devolved to governorates and improvement with participation of Interviews with principals and management
districts within defined parameters parents' councils parents' council members
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COMPONENT ACTIVITIES
Narrative Summary Cost" (US$ Monitoring and Evaluation Outputs to Components

million)
COMPONENT ONE - Improving Quality and Opportunity 83.12 . Progress reports . Transfer rules are applied with sufficient
Flexible Secondary Edscation . Disbursement reports rigor not to become a "back door" into
* Establish equitable mechanisms to allow students to transfer between streams general secondary
* Convert 50% of commercial secondary schools into general secondary schools . Conversion of some commercial schools

does not adversely affect the quality or
public perception of the remainder

Curriculum Framework 6.8 . Progress reports . The new curriculum framework will not
* Define the desired outcomes of secondary education . Disbursement reports require radical redevelopment of the
* Identify and develop a matrix of essential skills based on desired graduate general secondary courses

outcomes
* Prepare a new comprehensive curriculum framework
* Rationalize the existing textbooks to allow for the development of common core

courses
Common Core Courses 25.3 Progress reports . The essential skills are adequately
* Develop common core courses, and instructional materials . Disbursement reports covered in the core courses
* Identify and provide the physical facilities and technological resources needed to

support the common core courses in all schools
* Identify and provide human resources and training to support the common core

courses in all schools
Specializations and Electives 10.0 . Progress reports . MoE develops systems for monitoring
* Review and consolidate existing specializations in industrial secondary schools . Disbursement reports and responding to uptake of graduates,

into a maximum of 20 broad occupational groups appropriate to the needs of technological and market changes and
business and industry local needs

* Rationalize courses and instructional materials to meet the needs of the new
groupings

* Develop vocationally-related optional courses for general secondary schools
Student Evaluation 4.3 . Progress reports . Local implementation of new models is
* Establish testing specifications for common core courses to reflect their skills basis . Disbursement reports subject to adequate quality assurance
* Develop procedures to better assess and report a full range of student abilities

including practical abilities and the ability to organize and carry out an integrative
project using technology

* Develop procedures for the diagnostic use of student assessment information
Teacher development 6.6 . Progress reports . Parents and management support teachers
* Develop and implement in-service training programs specifically related to the . Disbursement reports in implementing new concepts and

core curriculum, other curriculum initiatives and associated pedagogical skills methodologies
* Train teachers to assess their students in ways appropriate to the new curricula

2 All cost estimates are rough and will be improved between appraisal and negotiations
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Narrative Summary cost' (US$ Monitoring and Evaluation Outputs to Components
i//jlion)

Informwlion Techinoogy 96,05 Progress reports Maintenance facilities and infrastructure

* Survey all secondary schoois to ensure that they have the technology required to Disbursement reports in schools are adequate to support
support delivery of the common core courses and provide required equipment and technology
training on a phased basis Curricula are sufficiently flexible to

* Identify software and internet resources to support selected educational objectives encourage teachers to use technology
and activities, and train teachers in their use

* Incorporate computer and multimedia technology facilities in plans for new
schools

COMPONENT TWO: Strengthening Institutional Capacity 3.5 Progress reports Changes in management structures and
Management Structures Disbursement reports govemance are accepted by central civil

* Review and evaluate existing management policies, practices, decrees/laws, service authority (Gihaz Al-Merkezi)
decision making processes at all levels, with a focus on developing a framework
for assessing and rewarding teacher performance

* Prepare proposals for changes in management structure
* Develop training programs for senior management, administrators and teachers
* Rationalize the mechanisms for delivery of in-service training
QualityAssurance 2.0 Progress reports Redefined roles and criteria are accepted

* Redefine the roles and responsibilities of supervisors required for whole school Disbursement reports and implemented at local level
evaluation and development

* Establish guidelines for performance reporting, information and feedback sharing
mechanisms at all levels

Devolved Management Responsibilities 5.1 Progress reports School principals allow parents' councils

* Authorize school councils to have designated responsibility for personnel, Disbursement reports and other concerned outsiders sufficient

physical resources, financial management, instructional material and access to the school and the management

partnership with external organizations within government policies information required to carry out their

* Develop and implement new school funding methodology to reflect new

authorities.
* Establish appropriate accountability mechanisms among school councils,

community and the government
* Develop and implement training programs for governorate and school

council members
Upgrading Management Skills 7.1 Progress reports .ITeachers accept increased instructional

* Conduct skills audit of school principals and other educational leaders Disbursement reports leadership from principal, and cooperate

* Develop and implement professional development programs for school principals in teamwork
and supervisors in teacher appraisal, financial and management skills, and
information technology

* Develop and implement strategies for the dissemination of curriculum and
assessment initiatives in advance of the teacher training program, to supervisors,
school principals and other appropriate educational leaders and school personnel

* Establish and educational leadership development program in each governorate
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ANNEX 2
Secondary Education Enhancement Project

DETAILED PROJECT DESCRIPTION

In terms of enrollment at secondary school level, Egypt has made great strides. About 83% of
students progress from preparatory to secondary, with enrollment of girls standing at 44.1% (1993).
However Egypt is facing severe challenges in providing opportunities in the workplace for its citizens.
Between 1988-96 the number of young people under the age of ten years increased by an average of 7%
per annum in Egypt. Economic growth however averaged some 4.5% with the government of Egypt
aiming for growth rates of 6% per year in the immediate future. Although there was an 87% increase in
secondary education graduations in 1991-96 from both general and technical routes, many graduates are
unemployed and employers say that graduates lack the relevant education and skills to meet the demands
of a rapidly changing market. As well as technical skills, graduates need a good general education.

The government program for secondary education reform is already underway. Project components
outlined here are the key modules of the broader sector reform envisaged for twenty years and outlined in
the strategic framework. Annex 19 shows the distribution of outputs over the 20 year and seven year
government and those assisted by the SEEP project. The SEEP components will upgrade both general and
technical schools through the provision of quality improvements including the use of a wider range of
assessment methods and improved teaching techniques. This will result in a secondary system which
maximizes opportunities for a larger number of Egyptian students. combining a core of good general
education courses, with market oriented education options and wider opportunities to progress towards
higher education.

Project component 1: Improving quality and opportunity- US$232.6 million

* Converting approximately 315 commercial schools to general schools to reach an even
distribution of 50% general and 50% technical schools - There is inequitable access to general
secondary schooling. A first tranche of commercial schools from the 27 governorates will be targeted
for a program of rehabilitation and upgraded to meet standards for general education core courses.
The rehabilitation will provide improved access to technology, science labs, equipment and learning
resource centers for school and community use and enable the facilities to impart the new curriculum.
Schools will receive computer and multimedia technologies and improve science laboratory
equipment.

Selection criteria for the schools will allow for a representative distribution taking into account the
balance of rural and urban enrollments, boys to girls enrollment, and the total student enrollment of
the selected schools in each governorate, proportional to the total enrollment of commercial students
in those same govemorates starting with those in least need of rehabilitation. If changes are light,
many can be done in the summer vacation, thus enabling more rapid attention to be given to the
physical upgrading of the more rundown schools.

* Developing the framework for a comprehensive general curriculum, relevant electives, a wider
range of assessment methodologies, and associated teacher training and materials-There are a
number of options for the design of secondary school systems with a technical component. Regardless
of option chosen, the first steps in changing the system include the re-design of curriculum
frameworks for technical and general schools, and the identification and development of appropriate
core and elective courses to support the vision for secondary education outlined by the Egyptian
government.
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The project will provide technical assistance as requested by the Government of Egypt with:

z redesigning the curriculum framework for general education and developing associated electives to
provide a core of selected subjects with a range of course options appropriate to differing levels of
ability for both general and technical schools.

> the development of methods for validly assessing courses developed under the new curriculum.
Options under consideration by the Egyptian government include the introduction of descriptive
reporting and school based assessments to provide a wider range of information on student
achievement and ability than presently available through the school leaving examination. It will be
necessary to eventually to coordinate examinations at the preparatory stage and university entrance
requirements with these adjustments in the evaluation system.

=> Designing instructional materials and in-service training for teachers to enable them to deliver the
new curriculum

Providing equipment and professional development to integrate technology into classroom
practice. The Government of Egypt has already invested heavily in the provision and use of
new technologies to revitalize teaching and provide a means of communication within the education
system. The project will support this continued focus through the provision of computer technology
for classrooms, with an emphasis on utilizing these technologies for improved teaching and learning
as well as for upgrading marketable technology skills. The use of technology to support improved
teaching and learning would be incorporated into the new curriculum framework, requiring the
teaching of basic computer literacy skills. Appropriate instructional materials will be developed to
support the curriculum. The training for technology use will have three main objectives:

> (a) to make teachers computer literate;
=> (b) to provide in-service training for teachers to integrate the computer into the existing curriculum;
=> (c) to incorporate the use of technology into core curriculum content when developed. Teachers will

be trained not only to use the technology, but to integrate its use in classroom activities. Much of this
training can be contracted out to local firms, as there is not enough capacity within the education
system to provide all the training needed.

Project Component 2: Strengthening Institutional Capacity. US$17.4 million. As with the other
project component, activities envisaged are inter-related and mutually supportive. Short term activities
will focus on improving local school management and community and business involvement, while
working to develop long term strategies for management reform at the central level.

* Supporting community and private sector involvement through support for increased local
management responsibilities and support for parent council activities and public/private sector
partnerships. Parent councils have existed since the 1960s. A recent decree has widened their scope
of responsibility to include monitoring quality at the school level.

=> Training: Councils will receive training in their new roles and responsibilities. The use of parents
councils makes schools more accountable for the quality of teaching and learning. Under the project,
training in their new responsibilities will be provided.

> School Improvement Grants: To encourage local level activities, a sub-component will provide for
small grants programs to be implemented at school level with supervision at the muddiriya level.
Schools will be asked to submit proposals for improvement activities according to a specific format.
Grants would be for a manageable amount of money disbursed at local level and audited by the
muddiriya and national levels. Matching funds up to 20% could be required from the community for
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non training proposals. Technical assistance will be provided to schools and parent councils to help
them in preparing and implementing proposals. Possible ways of utilizing this mechanism are:

= a) to encourage school based provision of in-service training (see Annex 15);
= b) to allow schools to provide incentives (monetary or otherwise) to specific teachers on the basis of

merit;
c) to provide funds for other quality based school improvements.

Developing new quality assurance mechanisms and improving management practice: The
Egyptian government recognizes the need to modernize management practices, and rationalize
service delivery agencies. This will be a long term effort with an emphasis on positive actions to
support good practice, as well as on sanctioning poor performance in the workplace. There is a
specific need under this component to address the issue of the quality of in-service training. At
present some ten agencies have overlapping responsibilities for the delivery of in-service training and
professional development activities. A coordinating council has been set up to address this issue, and
further work both to rationalize the administrative functions and to design worth while training
programs will be undertaken. Some of the activities to be included are technical assistance for:

a review of existing management structures and personnel practices;
a revised structure for both non monetary and monetary incentives for education system staff; and

z> discussion of new approaches to inspection and supervision.

Building capacity: Strong school leadership is vital for school success. Without the support and
understanding of school principals, changes in practice are unlikely to succeed. Links between school
and family also need to be supported and encouraged in new ways. Training for school managers on
program activities will be a priority and will include training on using technology for improving
management practices.a) planning and coordination activities with school councils; b) the
introduction of new methods of teaching; c) the use of technology as a learning tool; d) interaction
with business. The component also includes studies and equipment for national and governorate
offices.
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ANNEX 3
Secondary Education Enhancement Project

Estimated Project Cost s by Components (US$ million)

% % Total
(US$ Million) Foreign Base

Local Foreign Total Exchange Costs
Improving Quality and Opportunity 97.8 79.9 177.7 45 92
Strengthening Institutional Capacity 7.9 7.3 15.3 48 8
Total BASELINE COSTS 105.7 87.2 192.9 45 100
Physical Contingencies 9.2 10.6 19.8 54 10
Price Contingencies 26.2 11.0 37.2 30 19
Total PROJECT COSTS 141.2 108.9 250.0 44 130

Estimated Project Costs by Expenditure Category (US$ million)

(US$ Million) % % Total
Foreign Base

Local Foreign Total Exchange Costs
I. Investment Costs

A.Works/a 65.2 16.0 81.2 20 42
B. Goods I L_l
Equipment 6.1 55.0 61.1 90 32
Furniture 14.7 6.2 20.9 30 11
Vehicles 0.1 0.8 0.9 90 -

Educational Materials 0.3 0.1 0.3 20 -

Subtotal Goods 21.2 62.1 83.2 75 43
C. Training 11.6 - 11.6 - 6
D. Technical Services 2.7 9.0 11.7 77 6
E. School Improvement Grants 3.6 - 3.6 - 2
F. Project Management /b 0.7 0.1 0.8 15 -

Total Investment Costs 105.0 87.2 192.2 45 100
II. Recurrent Costs
A. Equipment Maintenance /c 0.8 - 0.8 - -

Total Recurrent Costs 0.8 - 0.8 - -

Total BASELINE COSTS 105.7 87.2 192.9 45 100
Physical Contingencies 9.2 10.6 19.8 54 10
Price Contingencies 26.2 11.0 37.2 30 19
Total PROJECT COSTS 141.2 108.9 250.0 44 130
\a The works includes renovation of 315 commercial school and 3 labs within each
school
\b This includes expenditures under the project incurred by the Borrower
pertaining to financing the staff and functioning costs of the PPMU and the
GPPMU, including travel and related; conferences and workshops for the
implementation units and the Coordination Committee
\c Preventive maintenance of computer equipment in 315 commercial schools
and Technical and General Secondary Directorates, MOE

Note: Totals may not add up due to rounding
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ANNEX 4
Secondary Education Enhancement Project

COST BENEFIT / EFFECTIVENESS ANALYSIS SUMMARY

Introduction - Labor Supply and Demand

There is a continuing over-supply of labor as a whole in the Egyptian economy. Despite growth in GDP
over the decade averaging 4.5% p.a., which resulted in formal-sector employment growth averaging 2.8%
per annum during the years 1991-1996, formal-sector unemployment was 11% in 1996, and, according to
official estimates, only an estimated 55% of persons age 10-64 were employed. In this over-supply
environment, it is not surprising that workers with secondary and higher educational qualifications also
suffered from high rates of unemployment.

Table 4-1. Unemployment Rates by Educational Attainment, 1997

Gender None <Primary Primary Preparatory Academic Technical University Other Total
High Sch High Sch_

Male 1% 4% 2% 5% 10% 16% 10% 8% 7%

Female 18% 25% 28% 32% 33% 49% 14% 26% 32%

Source: Integrated Household Survey, 1997

The disparity between male and female rates is striking, although it is not clear how attached the
unemployed women are to the labor force. Graduates of secondary schools are more likely to be
unemployed than those with less schooling. For graduates there is an element of choice in this; but men
with lesser qualifications apparently did not have the option of unemployment and had to take up work of
last resort, typically in the informal sector.

This situation is likely to persist for much of the next decade. While the labor-force-age population (ages
20-64) will continue to grow fairly rapidly during the next decade at approximately 3% per annum,
growth in the age group will moderate considerably by 2010. At that time, the its growth rate is projected
to decline to 2% per annum and then to 1% per annum sometime in the 2020s (Table 4-2).

Table 4-2. Annual Growth of the Projected Labor-Force-Age Population, Egypt, 2000.2040

Population Component 2000 2005 2010 2020 2030

(thousands)

Labor ForceAge Group 20-64 31,611 36,555 41,875 49,694 55,916
Annual Cohort of Those Entering the Age Group, Age 19 1,411 1,517 1,434 1,427 1,424
Annual Cohort of Those Leaving the Age-Group, Age 64 285 308 409 643 771
Entrants Less Leavers 1,126 1,209 1,025 784 653
Annual Mortality Within Age Group 60-64 125 143 126 149 168
Net Annual Increase in Labor Force Age Group 1,001 1,066 899 635 486
Annual Percent Increase in Labor Force Age Group 3% 3% 2% 1% 1%

Source: Wodd Bank

During the first decade of the new century, much will depend on the success of the economy in creating
new jobs. The latest World Bank MAXSIM projection of GDP growth is quite positive, but nottigerish,
at 5.9-6.5% per annum over the FY2000/2005 period. No full labor market analysis is available, but this
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level of economic growth should result in a growth of demand for labor that will moderately outstrip the
growth of supply, with employment expanding at about a 4% rate, in comparison with the projected
growth in the labor force of 3%.

At this rate of absorption, the continued overhang of excess labor supply will mean that government
overstaffing is likely to continue and the informal sector to continue to grow. (It provided 65% of private
sector employment in 1995/96.) Nevertheless, there should be a substantial expansion in formal private-
sector jobs, with continuing privatization, increased foreign investment, growth in larger Egyptian-owned
enterprises and the graduation of numerous informal-sector suppliers into the formal sector. The sectors
most likely to absorb labor are: manufacturing, construction, trade and finance, and social and personal
services.

While the labor oversupply situation is likely to continue for many years, employers claim there are
serious skill shortages (especially in areas that should be covered by commerce courses). This is
evidenced by rising real wages for skilled workers in private sector employment, in the context of a
general decline in real wages for government workers and unskilled workers in the private sector. Since
there are no shortages of graduates (as shown by the unemployment rates presented in Table 4-1), this
indicates a quality mismatch between the characteristics of graduates and labor demand. The complaints
are in essence about poor general and technological competence and trainability. Reform of public
education to produce the foundations for these skills has been initiated in primary and preparatory schools
under the Education Enhancement Project. This project would build on this continuing reform as it
reforms instruction in the secondary system. The need for better job-related general and technological
training will be increasingly important for the informal sector, as well as for the formal sector, as
increasingly large numbers of firms make the transition to formal-sector status. Such transitional firms
might be unable to flexibly respond to future market demands, coming as they increasingly will be from
the EU and international markets, unless their managers and skilled employees have improved
educational preparation.

Cost-Benefit Analysis

The principal output of the project is the increased quality of schooling received by secondary students in
Egypt through (i) reform of the core curriculum and professional development of teachers for all
secondary schools, (ii) improved management of the secondary educational system and (iii) a major
improvement in school-building, technology and laboratory facilities and school management for 17% of
secondary students. The project is an integral portion of the Government's 20-year program of quality
improvement in secondary education.

Benefits. The benefits of improving the quality of secondary education in Egypt are diverse and include
(i) improved personal functioning, (ii) greater ability to act in the civic arena, (iii) increased productivity
and (iv) increased trainability. Only the latter two are quantified here. The first quantified benefit,
increased productive skills from improved quality education, would accrue mainly to the graduates
themselves. This benefit is quantified here as an increase in the wages of secondary graduates with
enhanced education over those without. The average secondary wage rate is estimated on the basis of the
most recent survey data available (1994/95).

The second quantified benefit, from increased trainability of secondary graduates, would materialize in
the form of lower training costs in both formal and on-the-job training programs in both formal- and
informal-sector Egyptian enterprises and would be in addition to the benefits derived from higher
productivity due to better quality education. Trainability benefits would accrue to graduates (higher
wages), employers (lower costs) and/or consumers (lower prices), depending on the market situation of
each industry and the nature of the training.
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The principal assumption of the project is that the quality enhancement program in secondary education
in Egypt will produce benefits that are significant percentages of the wages that secondary graduates
would otherwise have received. The analysis assumes thatpartial enhancement when fully implemented
would result in a job-related quality benefit of 1% of the average wage of secondary workers and a
trainability benefit of 1%. It also assumes that comprehensive enhancement, when fully implemented,
would result in job-related benefits equal to 2% of the secondary wage for quality and 2% for trainability.
Partial enhancement corresponds to curriculum reform and teacher training, while comprehensive
enhancement corresponds to the additional quality enhancement received only by students in selected
schools (about 17% of graduates by the end of seven years) who would benefit from major investments in
facilities and equipment and intensive improvements in school management.

Several contingencies will probably reduce benefits due to imperfect implementation of the quality
enhancement interventions in many schools. At the beginning of the program, they will be introduced
gradually and/or in phases. It is assumed that the average graduate benefiting from comprehensive
enhancement will not receive the full measure of job-related enhancement until Year 7. Likewise it is
assumed that the average graduate benefiting from partial enhancement will not receive the full benefit of
curriculum and other reform until Year 8. (See Table 4-3.) In the case of comprehensive enhancement, it
is further assumed that the average degree of job-related enhancement will deteriorate after Year 7 as
more and more schools receive comprehensive enhancement. This will happen partly because the
enhancement will be by incomplete emulation in many cases rather than clearly laid out planning and
partly because supervision will probably diminish in quality for schools outside the project structure.
Assuming this deterioration is a conservative assumption. Assuming the average benefit falls at the end of
the 20-year period to 75% reduces the rate of return by 4% (from 25 to 23%) compared to no fall in
average benefit. Another conservative assumption used in the analysis is that both of the quantified
benefits (increased productivity and trainability) depreciate over time for individual graduates. A
depreciation rate of 5% is assumed in this analysis. Without this provision for depreciation, the IRR
would be 30%, rather than 23%.

Costs. The assumed benefits of the quality enhancement program correspond to rough estimates of the
investment and current costs necessary to produce them (Table 4-4). Estimates of these costs are derived
as follows: (i) the project's investment schedule, which is now well-specified, (ii) an informed estimate of
the additional quality-increasing investments the government expects to make during the project period,
(iii) a estimate of the necessary current costs during the 20-year program period based on estimates of
cost per student, and finally (iv) a guestimate of the additional investments that will be required during the
20-year program period to achieve the assumed labor-market benefits. Different assumptions about
investment from the government and donors over the 20-year time frame would result in different
numbers of students with major and minor enhancement of quality as well as different levels of
investment and recurrent cost.
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Table 4-4. Calculation of Secondary Quality Enhancement Program Costs and Rate of Retum /1

Project Additional Current Cost Total Benefits of Benefits of Total Net internal
Proj. Class Investment GovtDonor of Enhanced Costs Improved Increased Benefits Benefts Rateof

Yr. of in Enhanced Investment in School Quality Education Trainability Return

School Quality School Quality (3 Years) (Fr Table 4-3) (Fr. Table 4-3)

(mil. LE) (nil. LE) (mrl. LE) (mil. L) (n1. LE) (mil, LE) (mi. LE) (roil. LE)

1 2000 1 7 5 6 27 0 0 0 -27
2 01 138 84 1 2 234 1 1 3 -231
3 02 176 84 24 284 6 6 13 -271
4 03 190 84 66 340 25 25 51 -290
5 04 124 84 121 330 71 71 141 -188
6 05 53 84 178 316 176 176 352 36

7 06 36 84 180 300 259 236 495 195 1S
8 07 0 153 217 370 326 323 649 279 Yeas

9 08 0 153 244 397 374 374 749 352
10 09 0 153 265 418 411 411 822 404 20%
11 10 0 153 295 448 466 466 932 484
12 11 0 153 320 473 511 511 1,022 549
13 12 0 153 346 499 554 554 1,108 609
14 13 0 153 372 525 607 595 1,202 677 20
15 14 0 153 397 550 652 633 1,286 735 Yearn

16 15 0 153 423 576 682 669 1,351 775
17 16 0 153 451 604 717 707 1,425 821 23%
18 17 0 153 478 631 749 743 1,493 862
19 18 0 153 505 658 779 776 1,555 896
20 19 0 153 533 686 805 805 1.611 925

i/ Assumptions

Investmentin Qualty EnhanceinntAssumptions Iwithoutpricecontngences] milUS | msLE

SEEP Project (DA) 43 146
SEEP Project (Govemment and Donors) 173 587
Total SEEP 215 732

Govement and Donors Outside Project (Dudng the Project Period) 150 510
Goverment and Donors Outside Project (Alterthe Project Pedod) 585 1,989
Total 950 3,231

Recurrent Costof Increased Quality per Student perYear (1997198 L.E.) Per Student

On er Full 3-Yr.
One|Year Program

Incremental Cost Due to Comprensive Enhancement of Educational Quaiity 200 600
Incremental Cost Due tl Paritat Enhancement of Educationat Quality 50 150

|Per Person I Per Person|

Per Week Per Year

Average Wage forOccupations Requiring Secondary QuaMticdions (1997198 LE.) 89.69 4,664

Internal Rate of Return. The internal rate of return is calculated as a discount rate that reduces the
present value of the strean of benefits less costs to zero. In the base case, the IRR is 23%. The details of
the calculation are in Table 4-4.
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Sensitivity Analysis. The sensitivity of the main assumptions affecting the rate of return is shown in the
following table:

Key Assumptions Assumed Resufltng Percentage Interval Switching
Percentage IRR Change in Elasticity Values to

Change from IRR Reduce
Base Case IRR to 10%

BASE CASE - 23%

Wage Differential -20% 16% -31% 1.6 -32%

Trainability Benefit for -40% 19% -18% 0.4 -97%
Comprehensive Graduates

Education Quality Benefit for -40% 16% -31% 0.8 -65%
All Graduates

Incremental Current Cost +20% 21% -11% -0.6 -95%

Post-Project Investment +100% 19% -18% -0.2 +260%

The sensitivity analysis shows that the rate of return is not especially sensitive to major changes in the
impact of individual parts of the educational program, but is sensitive to the change in the secondary
wage, because benefits are calculated as a percentage of this wage. Despite this sensitivity, the wage must
drop by 32% to reduce the program's internal rate of return to 10%. The rate of return is not very
sensitive to changes in incremental current costs, which could almost double before the rate of return
would decline to 10%. It is insensitive to the required post-project investment of the government; a 100%
increase in this requirement reduces the rate of return only to 19%.

Cost-Effectiveness. Due to the nature of the project, which is to use the project format to support a time-
slice of the Ministry of Education's reform program, which in turn has been largely designed on the basis
of qualitative judgments, there is little quantitative evidence of the effectiveness of chosen instruments in
comparison with alternative ones. Thus, effectiveness targets are not available. As a substitute approach,
the major components of the project have benefited during project preparation from an effort to bring
efficiency considerations to the forefront.

Facilities Planning and Management

School Design. The General Authority of School Buildings (GAEB) has benefited from the advice of an
architect member of the preparation and appraisal teams during missions to prepare and appraise both the
EEP and the SEEP. He has assisted in reducing the cost of providing classroom and laboratory space
through, for instance more efficient design of circulation space and multiple use of special-function
spaces. This resulted in a saving of approximately 20% in construction costs for a standard school under
EEP and will have similar impact under SEEP.

School Facilities Management. The architectural consultant also worked with GAEB to design a system
of more efficient use of secondary school classrooms, which now typically remain idle when students are
in laboratories or special classes. A conservative estimate of the space savings possible when the system
is fully implemented is 10-20% of school space cost. It is unknown how much of a saving on a system-
wide basis will actually be implemented.
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Computer Laboratories. The standard design of computer laboratories in Egypt has been for laboratories
of 14 computers, utilizing a single standard classroom. Project investments, however, will, instead be in
laboratories of 22 computers utilizing 1.5 standard classrooms, because project analysis demonstrates that
significant economies of scale are available if a larger laboratory is used. The model presented in Table 4-
5 estimates a total annual cost per student of EGP 275 in the specified configuration (which accounts for
22 computers, two student contact hours per week, two students per computer, and training, space and
other costs). Current annual cost per student for this configuration is EGP 152. The total cost per student
is 28% lower than for the 14-computer version of the model, and the current costs is 35% lower.

TABLE 4-5. Cost Model of Computerilntemet Instruction in Large General Secondary School in Egypt, 1998* (L.E.)

Average Invet- Annuanzed
Cost Category Item Ucf Unit No.of Unit meat orAnnual

(Years) Description Units Cost Cost Cost

INVESTMENT L.E. LE. L.E.
Facilities Space# 40 SpacetvVork Station 22 4,760 104,720 10,709 6

Computer Room Renovation 15 Job 1 10,200 10,200 1,341 1
Fumiture 10 Set 22 510 11,220 1,826 1
Elec.,Network,TelecOm Wring 10 Job 1 8,500 8,500 1,383 1
Contingency & Other 10 2% of Facil. 1 428 70 0

Subtotal Facilities 135,068 15,329 9

Equipment Server, Hub, Network Cards 5 Unit 1 11,900 11,900 3,139 2
Student Computers 5 Unit 20 5,440 108,800 28,701 17
Instructor Computer 5 Unit 1 9,520 9,520 2,511 2
Peripherals 5 Set 1 6,800 6,800 1,794 1
Air Condiioning 5 Unit 1 1,700 1,700 448 0
Telecom Equipment 5 Computer 22 170 3,740 987 1
Power Equipment 5 Set 22 1,020 22,440 5,920 4
Security (Locks, etc.), Other 10 Computer 22 170 3,740 609 0
Contingency 5 5% of Equip. 1 8,245 2,175 1

Subtotal Equipment 176,885 46,284 28

Softw. Site Licenses WVindows NT Network Softw. 4 Set 1 2,380 2,380 751 0
Educational (unbundled) 5 Set 1 3,400 3,400 897 1
Other (unbundled) 5 Set 1 3,400 3,400 897 1

Training (Upfront) Lab Pers., Teachers, Others 7 Person-hours 1,500 31 45,900 9,428 6

Subtotal Software and Training L.E. 55,080 11,973 7

Total Investment L.E. 367,033 73,585 45

CURRFNIT

Personnel Prorated Technical Support Share 1 6,800 6,800 4
Lab Teacher Salary Annual Salary 1 14,280 14,280 9
Lab Asst + Prorated Managmt Annual Average 1 11,900 11,900 7

Maintenance Equipment Computer 22 255 5,610 3
Software Computer 22 102 2,244 1
Routine Year 1 850 850 1

Loss & Theft Facilities and Equipment 1% Cost 1 3,120 3,120 2
Training Lab Pers., Teachers, Others Person-hours 1,500 24 35,700 22
Utilities Computer 22 68 1,496 1
Telecommunication Telephone Year 1 3,740 3,740 2

Intemet Service Provider Year 1 3,400 3,400 2
ComputerSupplies Computer 22 408 8,976 5

Total Current L.E. 91,316 55

Total L.E. 164,901 100

LE.
rOcTp FR .<n1FNT Current Total Annual

(School with 600 Students - Averaging 2 Hours Computer Contact Per Week Cost Cost
With 2 Students Per Computer. Lab assumed to be used 30 hours per week.) 152 275

Estimates are for configuration listed; cost for space is included.
# Space per workstation includes circulation space in school hallways.

Long-lived training, facilities and equipment costs are annualized, i.e., presented as average annual costs,
using a 10% discount rate and with varying useful lives. Depreciation is included.

Source: Mission Estimates
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Table 4-6. Economic Analysis of Alternative Training Configurations

Equivalent Training Programs - I Credit - Assessment and Target Setting/l
Altemative Mixes of Center- and School- Center School

Based Training Emphasis Emphasis
(hours per course)

Training hours in center 50 10
Training hours in school 25 90
Total training hours 75 100

Cost Per Trainee 12 (Egyptian pounds)

Center Portion 1,931 386
School Portion 171 903
Total Cost per Trainee 2,102 1,290

Cost per Trainee Per Hour 28 13

1/ Analysis applicable in general terms to types of training where center-based training is more educationally effective than school-based per hour
21 Calculation uses cost per trainee per hour estimate developed in Training Cost Worksheet (below).

Training Cost Worksheet Center School Training Costs
Training When Part of When Part of
Costs Center-Emphasis School-Emphasis

Program Program
Total Incremental Investment in Training Facilities and in
Instructor and Other Training: (Egyptian pounds)

Construcion/Rehabilitation 5,200,000
Equipment and Furnishings 1,500,000 10,000 20,000
Upfront Training of Instructors/Others 500,000 50,000 100,000
Total Investment 7,200,000 60,000 120,000

Annualized Total Investment Cost 1,100,500 15,800 13,200

Investment Cost per Trainee per Hour:

Training Capacity -Trainees 200 20 20
Weeks per Year 35 35 35
Days per Week 5 5 5
Hours per Day 5.0 1.5 1.5
Investment Cost per Trainee per Hour 6.29 3.01 2.51

Current Costs per Trainee per Hour:
Instructor 3.33 0.33 0.48
Supplies 4.00 1.00 2.00
Per Diem 4.00
Travel 4.00
Telecommunications 10.00 1.00 3.33
Utlities and Other 2.00 1.00 1.00
Center or School Overhead Related to Training 5.00 0.50 0.71
Total Current Cost per Trainee per Hour 32.33 3.83 7.52

Total Cost Per Trainee Per Hour 38.62 6.84 10.04
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Training

Improved and expanded training accounts for 7% of project investment and 20% of IDA financing.
Improvement in the cost effectiveness of training under the project is therefore an important objective.
Two types of training are envisaged for the various types of improved human performance under the
project: (1) center-based training (CBT), where training will be carried out in governorate or district
professional development centers, which now exist only at the governorate level in many governorates,
and (2) school-based training (SBT), where training takes place in the trainee's school (or in a
neighboring school). Some types of training can be optimally carried out, in terms of mastery of the
material taught, using primarily CBT and others using primarily SBT. For instance, training of school and
district managers is more effective emphasizing CBT rather than SBT, while practical teaching
methodology is more effective emphasizing SBT rather than CBT.

Since CBT is more costly than SBT for both current and investment costs, certain types of training where
CBT is educationally more effective may nevertheless be more cost-effective using SBT. A cost model
developed for this project is used to illustrate this using costs for a course in assessment and target setting.
A training specialist was asked to design two alternatives that would be equally effective in training
teachers in assessment and target setting but would use different mixes of CBT and SBT training (Table
4-5). One of these alternative one-credit training programs places greater emphasis on CBT, while the
other puts the emphasis on SBT. For the training specialist's specification of the alternative training
programs for this subject, the program emphasizing CBT is 66% more costly than the program
emphasizing SBT. Thus, although the program emphasizing CBT would require fewer hours to obtain the
same result, the program emphasizing SBT would more cost-effective. Further analysis will be necessary
to test the assumptions and determine the optimal mix of CBT and SBT inputs in this subject matter area.
Designers of the training programs for all the subject matters under the project will be required to do a
detailed cost-effectiveness analysis along similar lines in order to deliver training efficiency.

Supply and Demand Analysis

The gross enrollment rate for secondary schools was 64% in the most recent year for which data are
available (1997/98). This indicates that only about 3 in 5 young people are enrolled in secondary school
(no net enrollment estimates are available to refine this estimate). Although a high-stakes exam at the end
of basic education determines whether a child can enroll in the general secondary stream, it does not
effectively govern whether he or she enrolls in the other streams. On the contrary, it appears that there is a
school place in the lower-quality technical streams for virtually all students who wish to enroll and bear
the direct and opportunity costs of secondary schooling. The existence of a significant number of shift
secondary schools (with 22% of enrollment3), should be seen as an accommodation to student demand,
rather than an indication of an overall supply constraint. A second indicator of the government's success
in accommodating demand for secondary places is the large-scale school-building program of recent
years, EGP 7.1 billion in total FY1993-98, of which EGP 1.6 billion was for secondary schools..

If this demand analysis is substantially correct, the significant improvement in educational quality at the
secondary level that is expected to be produced by the government's educational reform program and this
project will result in a significant increase in enrollment. No estimate is available of the responsiveness of
enrollment to an increase in quality, but if an increase of 10% in quality (as measured by an appropriate
indicator) resulted in a 5% increase in enrollment, the system would have to find places for significant
numbers of additional students. Enrollment is projected to increase until at least 2006 in line with the

O of students in shift secondary schools, only 4% are in afternoon-shift schools (receiving 5 hours of instruction per
day). The other 18% are in morning shift schools (receiving 6 hours of instruction per day). Students in Full day
schools receive 6 hours and 45 minutes of instruction per day on either side of a lunch break.
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increase in the 14-16 age cohort. If enrollment continued to follow the population trend thereafter, it
would decline from 2007 to 2015 and would be approximately 280,000 less in 2015 than a decade earlier,
a decline of approximately 10%. If the quality indicator increases by 10% and the responsiveness of
demand to it is as assumed, the induced enrollment would be approximately 140,000, which would serve
to maintain enrollment during the period of demographic decline as average quality throughout the system
increased. The implication of this is that the enrollment impact of the reform program needs to be
considered in enrollment forecasting along with more conventional factors.
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ANNEX 5
Secondary Education Enhancement Project

FINANCIAL SUMMARY AND FISCAL ANALYSIS

Years Ending June 30
2000 Base Year

(US$ million)
Implementation Period Operational Period

2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 Total 2007 2008 2009

Project Costs

Total Investment Costs 5.5 38.5 39.0 40.2 42.5 42.2 41.1 249.1

Tot RecurrentCosts - 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 1.0
5.5 c 38.7 39.1 40.3 42.7 42.3 41.3 250.0 45.0 45.0 45.0

Financing Sources (% of total project costs)

IDA (amount) 1.2 7.8 7.8 8.1 8.5 8.4 8.2 50.0

IDA (°/a) 22.0 20.2 20.0 20.0 19.8 19.9 19.9

Government (amount) 4.3 30.9 31.3 32.3 34.2 33.9 33.1 200.0

Government (%) 78.0 79.8 80.0 80.0 80.2 80.1 80.1

TOTAL 5.5 38.7 39.1 40.3 42.7 42.3 41.3 250.0 45.0 45.0 45.0

I 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%I 100%° 100%° 100% 100% 100% 100%/i

Note: Operational costs represents 5% of he government's annual recurrent budget for 1997/98

Financial Feasibility

A secondary education project is deemed affordable or feasible for the Government if what it would
expend on investment and current expenditures in the context of the project relates reasonably to the
projected investment and current expenditures it will make on secondary education as a whole. For a
project to be judged feasible, the government should be able to cover its share of project costs by
reallocation within or among education categories, rather than attempt to call on extra-sectoral resources,
even in the event that education budgetary resources should decline.

Feasibility of Investment Expenditure. The SEEP project is judged to be feasible for the government,
because the government's portion of the project, which in the absence of other donors besides IDA is set
at US$200 million ($173 million without adjustment for inflation), fits comfortably within past and
projected secondary investment magnitudes. Project expenditures finance the bulk of a seven-year time-
slice of the government's SERP reform program and are seen by the government as an integral part of its
operations.

The Government's SEEP investment expenditures without inflation adjustment range from EGP 14
million to EGP 150 million over the seven project years and average EGP 84 million per year (Table 5-1).
This amounts to 16% of average government investment expenditures on secondary education of EGP
522 million (constant 1997/98 values) over the five years 1992/93-1997/98 (average of data in Table 5-2).
Since the composition of investment - largely construction, equipment, training and technical assistance -
is not dissimilar to the composition of the government's past investment, a reallocation of expected
budgetary flows into project categories can be accomplished without financial difficulty.
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Table 5.1. Government Investment in Secondary Education Quality
(Not adjusted for inflation)

Govemment Add'i Govt Total Govt Incemental
Prof. Investrnent Investrment in Investrrnent in Current Cost of

Yr. in SEEP 11 SecondaryQuality 11 SecondaryQuality SecondaryQuality
(mil. LE) (mil. LE) (mil. LE) (mil. LE)

1 17 5 22 6
2 138 84 223 12
3 176 84 260 24
4 190 84 274 58
5 124 84 208 106
6 53 84 138 155
7 36 84 121 157
8 0 153 153 186
9 0 153 153 205
10 0 153 153 217
11 0 153 153 238
12 0 153 153 255
13 0 153 153 272
14 0 153 153 290
15 0 153 153 307
16 0 153 153 324
17 0 153 153 343
18 0 153 153 362
19 0 153 153 381
20 0 153 153 400

1/ Assumes no donor involvement otherthan IDA in SEEP to test financial feasibility.
Source: Annex 4, Table 4-4

Even if government investment flows were constrained for secondary education, as they appear to have
been in 1997/98, when investment in secondary education at EGP 241 million was only 54% of the five-
year average, project investment expenditures would still have been feasible at the average level of EGP
84 million.4 In terms of projected government expenditure values, the government's SEEP expenditures
range from 2 to 17% as a percentage of its total projected secondary education investment expenditures
averages and average 9% over the seven project years. The government's SEEP expenditures are a still
smaller percentage of its projected total education investment expenditures, ranging from 0.3 to 3% and
averaging 2% over the seven project years (Table 5-4).

Table 5-2. Public Secondary Education Expenditures, 1990191-1997198 (million 1997198 EGP)

Ann. Annual Avg.
1990191 1991192 % 1992/93 % 1993194 % 1994195 % 1995108 % 1996197 % 1997198 % %inc. 1993194-
Actual Actual Actual Actual Actual Actual Actual Preliminary 7Yr. 1997/98

Current Expenditures 1,357 1,389 2 1,752 26 2,061 18 2,313 12 2,712 17 2,918 8 3,067 5 12 2,614

Investment Expenditures 206 104 -50 240 131 619 158 557 -10 630 13 563 -11 241 -57 2 522

Total Expenditures 1,563 1,492 -5 1,992 33 2,680 35 2,870 7 3,341 16 3,481 4 3,307 -5 11 3,136

Source: Annex 13, Table 8. Notes in source. Note: Deflated by GDP deflator.

Total estimated government investment expenditure for secondary quality, comprising government
expenditures for the SERP program outside of the SEEP project as well as the project itself, would also fit
comfortably within average secondary-education investment expenditures for the last five years (EGP 522
million). In the project's peak disbursement years, Project Years 2-5, the expenditures (not adjusted for

4Analytical statistical tables on government expenditures on education are presented in Annex 13.
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inflation) are projected at EGP 185-235 million per year (Table 5-1). Expenditures in this range, however,
would barely be covered by the total amount of secondary investment in 1997/98 (EGP 241 million).

Table 5-3. Government Fiscal Effort, 1991.1998 (million 1997198 EGP.)

Ann.
1990/91 1t91/92 % 199393 % 1993/94 % 1994195 % 1995896 % 1t95137 % 1997/98 % %inc.
Adal ktua I incr. Acte inor. klual inr. Ac incr. Achd incr. Ache ncr. Pelirindry nr. 7 Yr.

Govenmment Edudonin Expenditures
Cwrmerxpenditutes 6,886 7,012 2 7,881 12 8,896 10 9,386 8 10,964 13 11,525 9 12,282 7 8
InnotrnentEtxnrendtc 1,791 1,410 -21 1,938 37 2,834 46 3,107 10 3,498 13 3,520 1 3,083 -12 8

Total EdcraionExpendoe 8,678 8,422 -3 9,817 17 11,530 17 12,493 8 14,063 13 15,045 7 15,356 2 8

Total Govemment Ewndeures I -1

Cra.nlEaxftm 43,301 44,046 2 51,366 17 54,635 8 59,699 9 61,511 3 62,981 2 62,403 -1 5
/nveenlnwEnperdibm 27,786 24,266 -13 15,5D8 -36 13,704 -12 15,637 14 18,192 16 17,858 -2 17,901 o -6
ToI Governrrn Erenti3 71,088 68,312 -4 66,674 -2 88,340 2 75,336 10 79.703 6 88,838 1 80,304 -1 2

Educalon a a Pent of Totd
% ofCr,tIGovenncent EAtc d5n 16% 1616 15% 16% 16% 17% 18% 20%
%cfGovrmnt/nroo5nentExendihm 6% 6% 12% 21% 20% 19% 2016 17%
%dTofTotalG rnn,ont ExPndlsuct3 12% 12`% 15% 17% 17% 18% 19% 19%

Gov'tEduction. PecentorGDP 42% 39% 4.5% 5.1% 5.2% 5.7% 5.7% 5.9%

11 1997198 prorinary estrnate adcctod 'or esusmated edca ovar4d1ge eoaniture by GAE9. Now Deflated by GDP defator.
2V Excdgcapitransera. 31 Totd oocnl/nann5stTnnlent ed .
Soce: Ah 13, Tabe3-4 NosnSincSce.

The record of 1997/98 is instructive on the flexibility inherent in the education investment budget. In that
year, total investment for public education declined in real terms by 12%, but that for higher education
increased by 9%. Primary and preparatory investment declined by 20%, but secondary investment
experienced the greatest cut and declined by 57%. The low allocation secondary education received in the
1997/98 year is not typical, however. It should therefore not be considered financially disabling but rather
may be seen as evidence of financial flexibility.

Table 5-4. Government SEEP Expenditures in Relation to Projected Government Expenditures (million nominal EGP.)

Projectons FY 199 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 Aver-age

GovemmentBudgel I1 80,304 88,750 98,083 108,399 119,799 132,399 146,323 161,712 178.720

Education Budget @19% 16,862 18,636 20,596 22,762 25,156 27,801 30,725 33,957

Educaton Investment §24% 4,047 4,473 0 4,943 0 5,463 0 6,037 6,672 7,374 8,150
Secondary § 23% 3,878 4,286 4,737 5,235 5,786 6,394 7,067 7,810

lnvesutent§20°b 776 857 947 1,047 1,157 1,279 1,413 1,562
Current@80°% 3,103 3,429 3,790 4,188 4,629 5,115 5,653 6,248

GovemnientlnvesbTmentin SEEP 14 138 167 193 138 46 40
% of Education Budget 0.1% 1% 1% 1% 0.5% 0.1% 0.1% 0.4%

% of Educaton Invesonlent Budget 0.3% 3% 3% 3% 21% 1% 0.5% 2%
% of Secondary Budget 0.3% 3% 3% 3% 2% 1% 1% 2%b

%ofSecondarylnvestmentBudget 2°6 15% 16% 17% 11% 3% 3% 9°b

IncerneentalCurrentcost 6 13 29 84 163 250 265
%ofSecondaryCurrentBudget 0.2% 0.4% 1% 2%b 3% 4% 4% 2%

%ofNon-WagePortion@20% 1% 2% 3% 9°h 16% 22Y% 21% 11%

11 Assumpbons:
Inflation 5% 5% 5% 5% 5% 5Y% 5% 5%

Real Growth of GDP and Govt Budget 5% 5% 5% 5% 5% 5% 5% 5%
Exchange Rate 3.4 3.5 3.6 3.7 3.8 3.9 4.0 4.0

Source: Mission Estimates
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Feasibility of Incremental Current Expenditure. Financial feasibility does not appear to be as automatic
for the incremental current government expenditures of the project as for its investment expenditures.
Incremental current expenditures are needed to support the quality enhancement program and comprise
essential additional supplies and services, such as laboratory supplies, printer paper and toner, computer
maintenance, Internet access charges, library books, enrichment teaching materials and teacher-training
supplies. The minimum average budgetary provision that would have to be made for these current
expenditures is estimated as EGP 50 per student per year for partial enhancement and EGP 200 per
student per year for comprehensive enhancement. Total estimated incremental current expenditures
implied by the quality enhancement program rise during the project from EGP 6 million to EGP 180
million by the end of the project period (Table 5- 1).

To finance these supplies and services for the students receiving both partial and comprehensive
enhancement, the government would have to find an estimated EGP 180 million in constant 1997/98 EGP
terms (Table 5-1) or EGP 260 million per year in current terms including projected inflation (Table 5-4)
for incremental current expenditures during the last two years of the project. This would be about 21% of
projected non-wage expenditures (Table 5-4).

At the end of the 20-year program, when all secondary students would be benefiting from comprehensive
quality enhancement, this expenditure would almost triple to about EGP 530 million per year (in constant
1997/98 EGP), which would be 51% of projected non-wage expenditures (assuming that they grow by
5% per annum). As a comparison, average secondary non-wage current expenditures were EGP 368
million in 1997/98 values over the last five years; those in 1997/98 were EGP 461 million. With real
growth in the education budget, it is likely that the non-wage portion would be considerably larger than
this. As an illustration, if it grew at 5% per annum it would reach EGP 1,033 million in 2019in 1997/98
EGP. The projected incremental expenditure of EGP 530 million in 2019, also in 1997/98 EGP (Table 5-
1), would be 51% of that amount.

It is clear from this analysis that, during the project period and thereafter, the requirement for incremental
non-wage expenditures would not be met by simple reallocation within the non-wage portion of the
secondary education budget, since these are incremental expenditures. The EGP 180 million at the end of
the project period can be feasibly met from several other sources, however. This amount would be:
(i) 50% of the approximately EGP 350 million historic real annual growth in the secondary education
budget, (ii) 18% of the approximately EGP 1 billion annual growth in the overall education budget, (iii) a
7% reallocation of the approximately EGP 2.5 billion in annual secondary personnel compensation, or
(iv) a 2% reallocation of the approximately EGP 9 billion budget for other educational levels.

This allocation or reallocation would not happen automatically, however; specific budgetary provision
would need to be made. Concrete financial management mechanisms would also have to be developed at
the start of the project to ensure that the necessary non-wage allocations for improved educational quality
are actually budgeted incrementally and executed at the district and school levels. Improved financial
data, disaggregated by educational level, would be a necessary first step in enabling these concrete
financial management mechanisms to be put in place.

Donor Impact on Financial Feasibility. The analysis of financial feasibility has been made without
considering the participation of donors other than IDA in either the SEEP project or the SERP program.
In so far are they finance part of the project or program that the government would otherwise have
financed, financial feasibility would have improved overall.
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Financial Sustainability

Considering that the SEEP project is judged to be feasible for the government, it is further judged to be
financially sustainable because the government has demonstrated that it is both willing and able to sustain
its education expenditures over time and is projected to able to do so in the future. Willingness is
demonstrated by the Government's strong budget effort in the past for education generally and for
secondary education in particular (Table 5-3). Over the last seven years, educational expenditures have
increased in constant terms at an annual average rate of 8%, in contrast to a 2% rate of increase for total
government expenditures. Over the same period, education expenditures have averaged 16% of
government expenditures (20% in 1997/98) and 5.0% of GDP (5.9% in 1997/98). Secondary education
expenditures, which were 22% of total education expenditures in 1997/98, increased even faster than
those for education as a whole, with real expenditures on secondary education increasing by 11% per
year. The likelihood that the government will sustain expenditures on secondary education is all the
greater in the context of the continuing emphasis on secondary education that it is demonstrating by its
investment in the SEEP project and the SERP program.

A caveat needs to be made about the sustainability of the incremental current expenditures of the SERP
program, which as was mentioned, are projected to rise (in 1997/98 values) to the level of EGP 530
million by the end of the 20-year program. Unless the government's demonstrated willingness to invest in
education is matched by a demonstrated willingness to providecurrent budgetary support for the supplies
and services required to sustain quality enhancement, the program would not achieve its goals.
Rationalizing the use of teachers in secondary education would be very helpful in the short- and
intermediate-run in freeing up resources for use in financing the provision of supplies and services for
quality enhancement, but rationalization of teacher deployment may have to be done in concert with
general civil service reform, which is unlikely to happen in the short-run. In the long run, rationalization
of teacher deployment will be an essential reform, which the government will need to face squarely.

The ability to sustain educational expenditures over time, of course, depends on the future direction of the
macroeconomy. The successful structural adjustment program undertaken by the government in the early
1990's has brought macroeconomic stability and pointed the direction toward a more internationally open,
competitive economy. While there has been considerable apprehension in the recent past that medium-
term growth rates would not be sufficient to achieve macroeconomic and employment targets, due among
other things to the decline in the price of petroleum, the latest World Bank MAXSIM projection of GDP
growth is quite positive (5.9-6.5% over the FY2000-2005 period) and validates the Government's ability
to sustain educational expenditures over time.
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ANNEX 6
Secondary Education Enhancement Program

PROCUREMENT AND DISBURSEMENT ARRANGEMENTS

PROCUREMENT

1. General. Procurement of works and goods for the proposed Project would be carried out in accordance
with the "Guidelines - Procurement under IBRD Loans and Credits" (January 1995 and all revisions up
to January 1999); procurement of services would be carried out in accordance with the "Guidelines -
Selection and Employment of Consultants by World Bank Borrowers" (January 1997 and all revisions up
to January 1999). Domestic Preference would apply to the procurement of goods under International
Competitive Bidding (ICB) procedures, in accordance with the provisions of Appendix 2 of the
Guidelines. A General Procurement Notice (GPN) would be advertised in UN Development Business
(UNDB) upon approval of the Credit. All subsequent ICB procurement of goods and all Requests for
Proposals (RFP) for consulting services with an estimated contract value above US$200,000 equivalent
would also be advertised in UNDB. Procurement opportunities under National Competitive Bidding
(NCB) procedures would be advertised in at least two national newspapers of wide circulation.

2. Works. Works would include mainly the rehabilitation and expansion of schools. Libraries, laboratories
and other MOE buildings. Since these works would be geographically dispersed and below an estimated
contract value of US$400,000 equivalent, they are unlikely to be of interest to foreign bidders. Therefore,
these works would be carried out using NCB procedures and IDA's Standard Bidding Documents (SBD)
and Standard Bid Evaluation Form (SBEF) adapted to NCB. The NCB bidding procedures used under
Credit No. 2476-EG have been previously reviewed and would be acceptable to IDA under this Project.

3. Goods. Procurement of goods would include equipment for laboratories and libraries, computers,
furniture, vehicles, technical books and special training materials. Furniture would be financed through
the Borrower's own resources. Technical books and special training materials would be purchased
through arrangements with the Government Printing Press, using Credit funds; these arrangements would
be subject to IDA's prior review and concurrence. To the extent possible, all other goods would be
procured through packages and lots which are suitable for ICB. The procurement of goods with an
estimated contract value below US$250,000 equivalent, up to an aggregate amount of US$5 million
equivalent, would be subject to NCB, using IDA's SBD for Goods and SBEF. The procurement of goods
with an estimated contract value below US$100,000 equivalent, up to an aggregate amount US$2 million
equivalent, would be procured through International Shopping (IS) procedures by obtaining competitive
quotations from at least three suppliers in two different countries. Local Shopping (LS) procedures would
apply to the procurement of goods with an estimated contract value below US$50,000, up to an aggregate
amount of US$1 million equivalent.

4. Services. Services would include short-term consultancies, long-term technical assistance, training
services, architectural services, construction supervision and financial auditing. For consultancies with an
estimated contract value above US$100,000 equivalent, the Quality-and-Cost-Based Selection (QCBS)
method and IDA's Standard Request for Proposals (RFP) would be used. For consultancies with an
estimated contract value above US$50,000 equivalent and for all specialized consulting services, the
Quality-Based Selection (QBS) method and a simplified invitation for competitive proposals would be
used. For all other consultancies, the Least- Cost (LC) and the Consultants' Qualifications (CQ) methods
would apply and simplified contracts would be used. Single-Source (SS) selections would be used only
with IDA's prior concurrence, when competitive selections would not be feasible.

5. Prior Review. The provisions of Appendix 1 of the Guidelines would be followed for all procurements
requiring IDA's prior review and concurrence. The following procurements would be subject to IDA's
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prior review and concurrence: (1) all ICB procurements of goods; (2) the first three NCB procurements of
works and goods, irrespective of the contract value; (3) all selections of consulting firms with an
estimated contract value above US$100,000 equivalent and all selections of individual consultants with an
estimated contract value above US$50,000 equivalent; and (4) all single-source selections of consultants.
The percentage of contracts which are subject to prior review would be about 10%; all other contracts
would be subject to post-review during periodic procurement audits.

6. Responsibilities. An assessment of the procurement and financial management capacity of the PPMU
has been prepared and is attached as Annex 6, Attachment 1 & 2.. As shown in the assessment, the PPMU
is currently staffed with a procurement specialist, two accountants and a management specialist to handle
procurement under EEP and BEIP. This unit would be responsible also for the proposed Project, in
response to the procurement needs of the MOE Directorates of Technical Education (DTE) and General
Education (DGE). As proposed in the Summary of Findings and Actions of Annex 6, Attachment 2,
additional staff would be added and training would be provided to improve the capacity of PPMU. This
would assure that PPMU would be able to handle the additional volume of procurement and financial
management work.

7. Procurement Planning. A detailed procurement plan for the first year of project implementation is
shown in Table C. This plan would be updated during supervision missions and extended to cover
subsequent years.
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Annex 6, Table A: Program Costs by Procurement Arrangements
(in US$ equivalent)

Total Including Contingencies

ICB NCB IS LS DC CS N.B.F. Total

A. Works - 108.9 - * - - 108.9

(8.7) (8.7)

B. Goods

Equipment 18.0 54.9 4.7 0.8 1.0 79.4
(18.0) (6.9) (4-7) (0.8) (30.4)

Furniture 28.1 - 28.1
(3.0) _ (3.0)

Vehicles . 1.0 . . _ 1.0

(0.2) _ _ (0.2
Education Material 0.4 - 0.4

(0.3) (0.3)
C. Training l 13.8 13.8

(2.4) (2.4)

D. Technical Services 13.0 13.0
(2.3) (2.3)

E. School Improvement Grants - 4.4 - 4.
-_______ _________ (2.3) (2.3)

F. Project Management - - - 0.6 - 0.4 1.0

_ (0.2) (0.1) (0.4)
Total0< 0 X X 18.0 193.3 4.7 1.4 4.4 27.2 1.0 250.0

r (18.0)1 (19.1)1 (4.7) (1.0) (2.3) (4.8) - (50.0

ICB: International Competitive Bidding; NCB: National Competitive Bidding;
LIB: Limited International Bidding; LS: Local Shopping; DC: Direct Contracting;
CS: Consulting Services; NBF: Non Bank Financing
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Annex 6, Table B: Thresholds for Procurement Methods and Prior Review5

Expenditure Category Contract Value Procurement Method Contracts Subject to
(Threshold) US$ Prior Review

thousands
1. Works

<US$400,000 NCB, advertisement in First 3 contracts
two national newspapers

2. Goods
>US$250,000 ICB, advertisement in All ICB Contracts

UN Development
Business

<US$250,000 NCB First 3 contracts

<US$100,000 IS First 3 contracts

<US$50,000 NS First 3 contracts

3. Services
>US$ 100,000 QCBS First 3 contracts

All contracts for firms
>US$50,000 QBS, CQ, SS above US$100,000

All contracts for
individuals above
US$50,000
All single-source
contracts

s Thresholds generally differ by country and project. Consult OD 1 1.04 "Review of Procurement Documentation"
and contact the Regional Procurement Adviser for guidance.
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Annex 6, Table C: Procurement Plan For The First Year

1.7 Works Renovation 10 NCB A system April2000 May 2000 June 2000 April

s for 2001
categorizi

ng
contractor

s is in
place

1.1.1.1 CI 1 Sub- DC >US$ 50,000 no Oct.99 Nov.99 December 99 Jan. 2000

Consultancies total Local & Int'l
Individuals consultants

Prepare broad
implementation
guidelines for
curriculum &
assessment

1.1.2.1 Develop 1 0.04 Feb. 2000 March2000 April 2000 May 2000

Skills matrices
1. I. I. I Studie s / CF/Cl 2 0.1 CS/DC >US$ 50,000 no Sept. 99 Oct.99 November 99 December

survey Local & Int'l 99

of stakeholders consultants
for curricula

1.2.1.1 Develop CZ 1 0.04 DC >US$ 50,000 no March 2000 April 2000 May 2000 Jnue 2000

Models for Local & Int'l
teaching consultants

technology
1.3.1.1 Tracer CF/Cl 1 0.09 CS/DC >US$50,000 no Aug 99 Sept.99 Oct.99 Jan.2000

study Local Int'l
consultants

1.3.1.2 CF/Cl I 0.1 CS/DC >US$50,000 no Aug. 99 Septl99 Oct.99 Jan .2000

Employers Local Int'l
opinion study consultants

1.4.1.1 Establish CI 1 0.01 DC >US$ 50,000 no Oct.99 Nov.99 December99 Jan. 2000

Criteria for Local & Int'l
Admission to consultants
Secondary Ed.
1.4.1.2 Prepare CI 1 0.02 DC >IJS$ 50,000 no Feb.2000 March 2000 April 2000 May 2000

Policy Options Local & Int'l
for transfer consultants
between
branches
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1.5.1.1 Establish Cl 1 0.02 DC >US$50,000 no N/A N/A July 1999 August

Profiling Local & Int'l 1999

Strategy
1.5.1.2 Establisn CFC/ 2 0.02 DC >US$ 50,000 no Nov.99 Dec.99 Jan 2000 March

Basic assessment Training Local & Int'l 2000

models
1.6.2.1 Survey ci1 0.02 DC Local & >US$50,000 no Aug. 99 Sept.99 Oct.99 Jan.2000

and proposals to Int'l
integrate consultants

technology into
curriculum

2.1.1 Evaluation CF/ClI 0.2 CS/DC >US$ 50,000 no N/A N/A July 99 August 99

of existing mgt. Local & Int'l
policies & consultants

practices, data
collection and
preparation of

change proposal
2.1.3. Training of CF/Cl and 1 0.1 CS/DC >US$ 50,000 no N/A N/A Jan.2000 June 2000

parent councils trg. Local & Int'l
consultants

2.1.4 Design CF/Cl 1 0.15 CS/DC >US$ 50,000 no Oct.99 Nov.99 Dec.99 March

Criteria & Local & Int'l 2000

procedures for consultants
School
improvements
grants
3.1.2.2 Study on Ci I 0.1 DC >US$ 50,000 no Nov.99 Dec.99 Jan. 2000 June 2000

parent/teacher Local & Int'l
relationship consultants

3.1.3.1 Examine CI 1 0.05 DC >US$ 50,000 no Nov.99 Dec.99 Jan.2000 June 2000

current Local & Int'l
teaching/learning consultants

strategies I_I_ 
3.2.1 Conduct a Cl 1 0.03 DC >US$ 50,000 no Nov.99 Dec. 99 Jan. 2000 June 2000

needs assessment Local & Int'l
for management consultants

training
3.2.2 Computer CF/Cl 2 0.1 CS/DC >US$ 50,000 no Oct.99 Nov.99 Dec.99 June2000

literacy training & trg. Local & Int'l
consultants

3.2.4 School CF/CI 2 0.2 CS/DC >US$ 50,000 no Oct.99 Nov.99 Dec.99 June2 000

management & trg. Local & Int'l
training consultants
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TA for project mgt. 1CFI/CI I 0.1 CS/DC >US$ 50,000 no July 99 Aug.99 Sept.99 Dec.99

furniture for project 0
management units

Vehicles for project G 0.2 NCB >US$250,00 NO Aug. 99 Oct. 99 Jan. 2000 June 2000
management I s 0

TOTAL 1.90

Note: Total may not tally because of rounding off.
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B. DISBURSEMENTS AND FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT

1. Proceeds of the Credit will be disbursed according to allocated amounts and percentages per
category of expenditure as indicated in the table below.

Table D: Allocation of Credit Proceeds
Credit Financing

Amount Percentage
(US$)

A. Works 8.0 90%

B. Goods 29.6 100% of foreign expenditures, 100% of local
expenditures (ex factory costs), 85% of local

expenditures for items procured locally
C. Training 2.4 100%
D. Technical Services 2.3 100%
E. School Improvement Grants 2.3 100%
F. Project Management 0.3 90%
Unallocated 5.1

TOTALL 50.0 
Note: Expenditure Amounts do not include Contingencies

2. The Credit proceeds will be disbursed over a seven-year period following the standard profile for
the human resources sector for Egypt. This period is feasible and acceptable in view of the advanced
level of the SEEP's preparation (e.g., standard school designs and modified based on agreements during
appraisal). The Closing Date of the Credit is expected to be June 30, 2006, and full disbursement of the
Credit is expected by October 31, 2006. The Planning, Programming and Monitoring Unit (PPMU) will
maintain all required supporting documentation for at least one year beyond the year in which the last
withdrawal from the Credit Account has taken place, and make it available for review by IDA staff and
independent auditors upon request.

3. A Special Account will be opened and maintained in the National Bank of Egypt. It will be
managed by the PPMU in accordance with IDA operational policies. The PPMU will support each
application for withdrawal from the Credit Account through the submission of a Project Management
Report (PMR). Upon receipt of each application for withdrawal of an amount of the Credit, IDA will
deposit into the Special Account an amount equal to the lesser of (a) the amount requested and (b) the
amount that IDA has determined, based on the PIvIR accompanying the application for withdrawal, is
required to finance eligible expenditures during the upcoming six-month period. However, the amount to
be deposited, when added to the balance of the Special Account, will not exceed the equivalent of USD 5
million. As circumstances warrant, direct payments may continue to be authorized, and IDA will issue
Special Commitments for payments by Letter of Credit.

4. Assessment of the Financial Management System. The PPMU is a non-revenue-generating entity.
It was created in 1996 to program, coordinate, and monitor implementation of the Education
Enhancement Program (EEP) and other donor activities. It will have responsibility for the day-to-day
coordination of all project activities under the Secondary Education Enhancement Program (SEEP). The
PPMU has established and maintained program-related accounts for the EEP in accordance with sound
and internationally recognized accounting practices, including acceptable internal control procedures. In
the past year, it has made continual improvements to its financial management capacity. It has hired an
experienced Head of the Finance Department and added two staff accountants bringing the total financial
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staff to five well-qualified accountants. The PPMU operates a computerized accounting system using the
leading bilingual, multi-currency accounting software in the Middle East (Al-Motammem). Indeed, one of
the new accountants has had extensive experience using that software and has been instrumental in
retrofitting the Unit's accounting system. Within the PPMU, there is also reliable in-house expertise in
both information technology and procurement.

5. Financial Policies and Procedures Manual. The Head of the Finance Department and the staff
accountants have prepared a draft Financial Policies and Procedures Manual documenting the operation
of the project financial management system. This document will govern all financial management aspects
of the project. The Manual covers the: (a) flow of accounting documentation and information through
the budget, acquisition, and procurement cycles at the central and governorate levels; (b) financial and
accounting policies and procedures; (c) internal control system, including computer data entry and data
base management procedures, identification of key control points within information flowcharts, and
other measures necessary to ensure the confidentiality, quality, and reliability of financial data; (d) Chart
of Accounts; (e) financial reporting, including formats of Project Management Report tables and other
reporting formnats required by the European Community (EC) and the Government of Egypt (GOE); (f)
auditing arrangements; (g) budgeting process; and (h) organization and staffing for financial management
functions. The Manual will be periodically updated and improved based on implementation experience.

6. Flow of Funds. Budgetary allocations will be based on the Annual Work Plan, which outlines
project activities, designates responsible implementing parties, and describes products. The PPMU is
responsible for the preparation of the Annual Work Plan in cooperation with members of the
Coordination Committee comprising heads of implementing agencies. The Project Implementation
Handbook contains the Annual Work Plan, terms of reference, unit cost documentation, and the
operations manual (See Annex 8). The Resident Mission has been providing assistance aimed at
improving monthly and quarterly budgeting and cashflow forecasting based on allocations per category
and unit costs.

7. Financial and Accounting Policies. The Finance Manager has defined financial and accounting
policies for the project and included them in the Financial Policies and Procedures Manual. These
policies have been put in effect to sustain fiduciary responsibility by ensuring transparency and
uniformity, enforcing accountability, and providing stakeholders with reliable financial information. They
cover: (a) treatment and classification of project-related expenditures; (b) eligibility of expenditures for
disbursement from the IDA Credit; (c) provision of advances to various implementing agencies and
accounting of funds provided to these agencies; (d) efficient management and use of funds; and (e)
internal control mechanisms. The PPMU tightly controls project financial management. The governorate
PPMUs (GPPMUs), whose directors are the governorate under-secretaries for education, have no
financial autonomy or discretion. The central PPMU disburses funds to the GPPMUs and other
implementing agencies but only for well defined purposes and for which the GPPMUs must provide full
supporting documentation (e.g., invoices).

8. Project Accounting System. The PPMU currently maintains books of accounts for the EEP on of
the basis of double-entry bookkeeping principles and program-related accounts using its computerized
accounting system, which is fully operational. The accounting system covers all sources of program-
related funds, including counterpart funding, and utilization of project funds by the PCU, including IDA
disbursements by means of the Special Account and direct payment. Funds received from different
sources (i.e., EC, IDA, and GOE) are identified separately and reflected in the project accounts and
financial statements. Program-related transactions and activities are distinguished from PPMU operating
costs at the journal entry and posting stages. The trial balance shows all program-related receipts,
expenditures, and other payments, as well as PPMU operating costs. Financial statements and financial
reports are fully based on the project books of accounts and substantially generated from the financial
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accounting system. Physical information on key performance indicators, which can be readily linked to
financial costs, will be maintained as part of the project financial management system. These items have
been identified and indicated in the Financial Policies and Procedures Manual. The PPMU generates and
maintains vouchers and supporting documentation for expenditures on all activities.

9. The PPMU will have overall responsibility for the financial management of the SEEP. It will
maintain books of accounts for the project, prepare and disseminate financial statements and financial
management reports to the EC, IDA, and GOE, and ensure timely audit of the financial statements. It has
prepared a Chart of Accounts specific to the project. The Chart of Accounts conforms to the
classification of expenditures and sources of funds indicated in the project documents (Project
Implementation Handbook, Project Appraisal Document, COSTAB model). This enables staff
accountants to record financial data in such manner as to facilitate financial reporting of project-related
expenditures and PPMU operating expenses by project component, category of expenditure, category of
disbursement, implementing agency, and source of financing.

10. Financial Management Reports. The PPMU will produce the quarterly PMR for the project from
the computerized financial management system. The reports will include: (a) a comparison of budgeted
and actual expenditures and analysis of major variances, including sources and application of funds by
component, category of expenditure, and financing source, and on physical parameters and unit costs for
selected key items; (b) expenditures by disbursement category; and (c) forecasts for the next two quarters.
Formats of the reports are given in the Financial Policies and Procedures Manual. The PPMU has tested
the PMR tables on the basis of the current and previous quarters using EEP data. The Head of the
Finance Department and staff accountants have a thorough understanding of the reporting requirements
for PMR-based disbursement.

11. Internal Controls. The PPMU has a sound control environment. Its management has developed an
operating style characterized by unambiguous assignment of authority and responsibility. There is
proper organization of available resources. Staff are adequately and routinely trained. There is a collegial
atmosphere and good evidence of teamwork, an element critical to an effective intemal control
environment. However, communication needs to be expanded to increase the participation of the Head of
the Finance Department, recently recruited Head of Procurement, GAEB, and the GPPMUs. This
communication gap, which is linked to the PPMU's planning and budgeting capability, will be bridged
through, inter alia, monthly meetings involving all parties concerned with a view to producing reliable
budgetary forecasts. The Financial Policies and Procedures Manual further provides for internal control
procedures as a means producing reliable financial information, as well as safeguarding assets. Policies
and practices have been set up to provide reasonable assurances of: (a) proper authorization of
transactions; (b) access to and use of assets and records, including physical verification; (b) monthly bank
account reconciliations; and (c) separation of custody of cash from authorization and record keeping, and
separation of authorization from record keeping.

12. Auditing Arrangements. A firm of Chartered Accountants has been auditing the accounts and
financial statements of EEP and will audit those of the SEEP. The audit will be comprehensive, covering
all sources and utilization of funds, as well as the effectiveness of the internal control structure in place.
It will be carried out in accordance with both Intemational Standards of Auditing and guidelines provided
by the World Bank in the Financial Accounting, Reporting and Auditing Handbook (January 1995) based
on International Standards on Auditing. The new computerized system, which will automate functions
such as compilation and generation of financial reports, will significantly reduce the work load and help
ensure the timeliness and quality of accounting and financial reporting. An annual audit report together
with the management letter will be submitted to IDA within six months of the close of each fiscal year in
which there are withdrawals from the Credit and Special Accounts.
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13. Areas for Improvement. The PPMU needs to forge better linkages between physical and financial
activities that would enable its Finance Department to translate information provided by technical experts
into financial projections and budgets. This can be achieved, in part, through greater synergy in terms of
knowledge and understanding between technical and financial staff. It has been noted that the Annual
Work Plan includes lump-sum amounts that are not based on appropriate details or sub-budgets. To
correct this situation, the Resident Mission has been providing assistance aimed at improving the PPMU's
capacity to perform monthly and quarterly budgeting. Moreover, the PPMU has engaged an international
consultant to develop a sophisticated costing system that will facilitate investment planning and enhance
cashflow and expenditure forecasts. When it becomes operational by July 1999, the system will provide
key links among the major functions of PPMU: (a) planning and budgeting; (b) monitoring and
evaluation; and (c) financial management; and (d) procurement.

14. Readiness for Implementation. Two key actions should be completed by March 31, 1999. These
are: (a) the PPMIJ's capability to forecast expenditures and prepare budgets, as evidenced by testing its
capacity to produce all the tables that make up the PMR; and (b) finalization and adoption of the Financial
Policies and Procedures Manual.

15. Next Steps. An action plan essentially related to the above key actions will be discussed and
agreed upon to ensure that the requisite financial management capacity is in place by not later than July 1,
1999. The Action Plan is included on page 62 of this report.

(a) Output Monitoring Reports. These reports cover contract management information (Report # 2-A
in the LACI Implementation Handbook) and unit variance as monitoring indicator (Report # 2-B in
the LACI Implementation Handbook). The most important aspect of the monitoring reports are the
accompanying narratives interpreting the progress of the project and how project costs to date
relate to those planned at appraisal and their likely effect on the project at its completion.
Accountability for the preparation of these reports within the PPM1J should be clearly specified in
order to prevent any confusion in the future. There should also be agreement and documentation
pertaining to required explanation of the level of variance between the current project status and
that which was planned.

(b) Internal Control Mechanisms. The SEEP needs a detailed Financial Policies and Procedures to
document the operation of the project financial management system. The Manual should be
formally adopted by project management. The Manual is still in the development phase; more
details and linkages with the nature of the SEEP business needs to be reflected in the policies and
procedures. A separate manual for the various governorate should be developed to reflect their
specific needs and operations. Finally, a training program should be designed to ensure that staff at
both the PPMU and governorate levels are adequately trained in various aspects of project financial
management, as detailed in the Financial Policies and Procedures Manual under development.

(c) Audit Arrangements for the PPMU and the Five Governorate.
External. The PPMU has engaged a firm (not one of the Big Five) with a relative small number of
auditors. This raises doubt about its ability to audit the various governorate as part of the annual
audit, especially in the future with the expansion of the project. Clearly, a more experienced and
qualified audit firm with more resources should be engaged at least at the governorate level.
Internal. The PPMU has no internal audit function; however, the CAA (i.e., government auditors)
are considered to be playing that role especially at the governorate level. In addition, the Head of
the Finance Department performs field visits to the governorate. In that regard, the PPMU should
have some kind of a compliance officer or an internal auditor.

16. Risks. Failure to complete substantially the actions stipulated in paras. 13 and 14 by the Credit
effectiveness date could preclude the SEEP's eligibility for PMR-based disbursements. In such case, an
amendment to the Development Credit Agreement would be necessary before disbursement could begin.
At this stage, the risk is minimal.
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ANNEX 6 (Continued)

Report on the
Assessment of Project for PMR-Based Disbursements

Project Title: Secondary Education Enhancement Project
Project ID: 50484

Eligible for PMR-Based Disbursements

Part I - Financial Management System:

I have reviewed the financial management system relating to this project. The objective of the review was
to determine whether the project has in place an adequate financial management system as required by the
Bank/IDA under OP/BP 10.02.

My review, which included visits to the project implementing agency, was based on the Bank's guidelines
for "Review of Financial Management System", and focused on the assessment of the project's accounting
system, internal control, planning, budgeting and financial reporting system, selection of an auditor as
well as the format and contents of the Project Management Report (PMR) to be submitted by the
borrower in support of Withdrawal Applications.

I certify that the project has in place a project financial management system that can provide, with
reasonable assurance, accurate and timely information on the status of the project (PMR) required by the
Bank/IDA.

Nevertheless, during my review, I observed some inadequacies in the system but they are not serious
enough to withhold certification. I have detailed in the attachment these inadequacies together with an
agreed action plan by the borrower to remedy the situation.

Signed by:
Financial Management Specialist
(FMS-OPR) l

Hishamn Waly. MNCEG'7f Date

Part II - Procurement/Contract Management System

I have reviewed the procurement/contract management system relating to this project, including the
format and content of the section of Project Management Report (PMR) on procurement monitoring. The
objective of the review was to determine whether the procurement/contract management system adopted
by the project conforms to the Bank's guidelines for procurement in investment projects. My review was
based on the "Assessment of Agency's Capacity to Implement Project Procurement, Setting of Prior
Review Thresholds and Procurement Supervision Plan" guidelines issued by the Bank.

I certify that the project has in place a procurement/contract management system that can provide the
appropriate data on major procurement and contract management (PMR - Section 3) as required by the
Bank/IDA.
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Nevertheless, during my review, I observed some inadequacies in the system but they are not serious
enough to withhold certification. I have detailed in the attachment these inadequacies together with an
agreed action plan by the borrower to remedy the situation.

Signed by:
Procurement Specialist

Maho Cm4l E l)ia, MNCE&

Part III: Physical Monitorable Indicators and Overall Assessment

I have reviewed the project's system for monitoring physical implementation progress, including its
monitorable indicators for major outputs, and certify that the system can provide the appropriate data on
physical progress (PMR - Section 2) as required by the Bank/IDA.

Nevertheless, during my review, I observed some inadequacies in the system but they are not serious
enough to withhold certification. I have detailed in the attachment these inadequacies together with an
agreed action plan by the borrower to remedy the situation.

I also certify that based on the assessments of the FMS-OPR and the Procurement Specialist given
respectively in Parts I and II above, taken together with my own overall assessment of the project, this
project is suitable for consideration under the PMR-based disbursement procedure.

Signed by: i
Task Team Leader zex-( 6 C

Mae Chu Chang, MNSHD, March 22/999

Part IV. Concurrence of LOA for Eligibility of Projectfor PMR-Based Disbursements

I have conducted a reasonableness review of the process followed by the Task Team in assessing the
project, and I concur with its recommendation that this project is eligible for PMR-Based Disbursements.

Signed by:
FMS-LOA/DO

Andrina Ambrose, LOAEL, March 22, 1999
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Table E: LACI ACTION PLAN

Action to be taken Responsibility Due Date Output
PROCUREMENT MANAGEMENT Required
1- Planning
1.I . Finalize the procurement plan for PPMU technical staff& 4/10/99 Initial Procurement
1998/1999 for EEP & 1999/2000 for Procurement Advisor Planning completed
SEEP

2- Procedures, Management &
Documentation [Record Keeping
2. !. Develop a Procurement Procedures PPMU Procurement 4/10/99 Procurement manual
Manual Advisor & specialists updated and finalized
2.2 Develop & submit: (a) procedure Record Keeping
for record keeping in GPPMUs; and (b) -ditto- 5/1/99 Procedure; and
simplified bidding documents for simplified bidding
GPPMUs, to be provided by the documents for the
PPMU. GPPMUs.

3- Staffing
3.1. Hire an additional specialist whose PPMU Management & 5/1/99 Procurement specialist
main function will be monitoring & Procurement Advisor hired
auditing GPPMUs and GAEB

4.-Training
4.1 Train PPMU 'technical' staff in PPMU Procurement 3/31/99 Technical Staff trained
Planning Advisor & Specialists in procurement

planning.

-ditto- 4/15/99 Technical Staff trained
4.2 Train PPMU 'technical' staff in in contract
contract management management

4.2 Design a training program package PPMU Procurement 6/15/99 Staff of PPMU &
to ensure that remaining PPMU & Advisor and Specialists GPPMUs trained in
GPPMU staffs are well trained on the procurement related
different procurement aspects (planning, aspects
procedures, record keeping and contract
management, etc.).

5- Procurement Monitoring Reports:
5.1. Prepare PMRs as spelled out in PPMU Staff Initial All PMR reports
Annex 6, Reports:3-A, 3-B, 3-C & 3-D Report by produced & updates as
of the LACI Implementation Handbook 5/1/99 agreed with IDA

Final
Report by
6/30/99

6- Civil Works Procurement Audit Bank 6/15/99 Procurement Audit
Report

SIGNATURES:

Nadia Gamal El Din (Director, PPMU)

Hisham Waly Mahmoud Gamal El Din
(Financial Management Sp. list, World Bank) (Procurement Specialist, World Bank)
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LACI ACTION PLAN (Continued)

Action to be taken Responsibility Due Date Output
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT Required

7-Internal Control Mechanisms
7.1 External Audit:
Appoint external auditors for the PPMU and PPMU Staff 4/15/99 Auditors
GPPMUs appointed for all
Draft Terms of Reference for the appointment of a participating
qualified, independent and experienced auditor. The govemorates
auditor selected should have sufficient resources to
cover the expected number of govemorates involved
in the program.
7.2 Internal Audit:
Recruit a Compliance Officer to ensure compliance PPMU Staff 5/1/99 Compliance
with the program's policies and procedures and also Officer hired
to support the Monitoring and Supervision over the
governorates
Draft Terms of Reference for the appointment of a
qualified and competent officer. Preferably, with an
audit background.
7.3 Financial Management Audit:
Develop a detailed Financial Management Manual to PPMU Financial 4/18/99 Issue a detailed
document the operation of the Program's Financial Management Financial
Management System. Also, a modified version of Advisor Management
the Manual should be developed for the govemorate Manual and
level to reflect their specific program needs. (The another
Manual should be adopted formally by the modified
Program's Management). version for the

Govemorate
____ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ____ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ____ _ _____ _level

7.4 Training:
Design a training package to ensure that staff at all PPMU Financial 5/01/99 Issue a training
levels, PPMU and governorates, are well trained on Management package in
aspects of financial management and procurement as Advisor financial,
spelled out in the Operations Manual (see Section 4 procurement
above) management

and reporting
requirements

8.-Monitoring and Supervision of Program
Components in the Field:
8.1 Output Monitoring Reports (OMR) PPMU Financial 3/25/99 Issue both
Prepare both OMRs Management reports (i.e. 2-A
- Report using management (Report #2-A per LACI) Advisor and 2-B)
- Report using unit variance as monitoring indicator according to
(Report #2-B) format indicated
An important aspect of the monitoring reports are the in the LACI
accompanying narrative interpreting: (i) the progress Handbook
of the program; (ii) how program costs compare with
costs planned in Annual Work Program: and (iii)
how cost variances may affect the project's
completion.
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ANNEX 7
Secondary Education Enhancement Project

PROJECT PROCESSING BUDGET AND SCHEDULE

A. Project Processing Budget (US$million) Planned Actual

Bank BB Budget 260,000 144,000
Japanese Trust Fund 250,000 350,000

*

B. Project Schedule Planned Actual
(At final PCD stage)

Time taken to prepare the project (months)
First Bank mission (identification) 04/15/1998 04/1 5/1998
Appraisal mission departure 11/30/98 11/19/98
Negotiations 02/24/1999 02/24/1999
Planned Date of Effectiveness 05/18/1999 05/18/1999
Prepared by: Program, Planning and Monitoring Unit

Preparation assistance: Bank

Bank staff who worked on the project included:
Name Specialty
Mae Chu Chang Principal Educator
Eluned Roberts-Schweitzer Education Specialist
Charles Sterling Financial Analyst
Mahmoud Gamaleldin Implementation/Procurement Specialist
Hisham Waly Financial Management Specialist
Iqbal Kaur Research/Data Analysis
Vivian Nwachukwu Team Assistant
Bank Consultants who worked on the project:
William Darnell Education Management Specialist
Michael Kane Technical Education Specialist
Patricia Maughan | Implementation Specialist
Gustaav Brest Kempen J Civil Engineer/Architect
USAED Consultants
David Caroll Assessment and Evaluation
Douglas Adkins Economist
Government Consultants
Nadeem Mohammad EMIS/FMIS
Bob Moon Distance Education
Maurice Wenn Teacher/School Management
Arfah Aziz Curriculum / Education Technology

Estimates based on level of effort
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LIST OF COUNTERPART INDIVIDUALS AND ORGANIZATIONS

Name Affiliation / Designation
Curriculum and Assessment
Mohammad Marzouk MEDA Team, EU
Adel Gohar Education Training, USAID
Mohammed Hamza Undersecretary of Technical Education
El-Baz Abdel Rahman El-Baz Counselor of Eng., MOE
Mohammed A. Zamzam TDC, MOE
Abu-EI-Ela Adb Elltif Morsy Inspector General Technical, MOE
Ahmed Atteya Ahmed NCERD
Zeinab Ali El-Naggar Professor, Ain Shams University
Kawther About Haggar FOE, Helwan University & PPMU
Nabil Abdel Aziz Schedid General Technical Education
Kawsar Kouchok Director, CCIMD
Teacher and School Leader Development
Ali E. El-Shikhaiby Professor, Faculty of Education, Ain Shams
Hassan Gami Professor, Faculty of Specialized Education, Ain Shams University
Mahra Diab PPMU
Esmat I. Kamel PPMU
Asmaa M. Ghanem Gheith Professor, Ain Shams University, FOE
Nadia Youssef Kamal Profession, Ai Shams University
Fayza Ibrahimn Undersecretary, Basic Education
Soad Abdel Rassoul PPMU
Mostafa Abdel El-Kader Professor, Ain Shams University
Ma'Moun Ibrahim El-Kholy General Director, Pre-Service Training
Sanaa Youssef El-Assy Professor Tanta University
Mona Zikri Project Officer, USAID
SaTnir A. Wahab PPMU
Management and Accountability
Shaker M.F. A. Aly Professor, Education Administration, Ain Shams University
Kamel H. Gad Researcher, NCERD
Kamal Housney Bayoumy NCERD
Mohammed A. Ragheb PPMU, Head of EMIS
Sami Noor El-Din NCERD
Economic and Financial Analysis
Mohamed A. Ragheb Head of EMIS, PPMU
Alaa El-Shazly Economist, Resident Mission
Mahmoud Director, Finance and Administration, Undersecretary's Office, Fayoum
Mohamed Hamza Undersecretary, General Techinal Education, MOE
Abu-EI-Ela Abd Ellatif Morsy Inspector General Technical, MOE
Metwally Ismail Shrref Manager, Finance, PPMU
Mahmoud Ashmay Manager, Procurement, PPMU
Galal Farag Manager, Logistics and Procedure, PPMU
Civil Works and Planning
Samir Youssef General Director, GAEB
Mahmoud Youssef GAEB International Cooperation Office
Samy Khodair General Manager, GAEB
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ANNEX 8
Secondary Education Enhancement Project
DOCUMENTS IN THIE PROJECT FILE*

A. Project Background Documents

# "Brainstorming Session Reports," April, July, September 1998
+ Secondary Education Reform Program: "Preparation for a National Conference on Secondary

Education," January, 1998.
* "Education and Training Strategy," June 1998
+ "Education and Financial Statistics," November 1998
* "Strategic Framework," December 1998
* "Proposal to Integrate Technology into the Curriculum as Proposed by the Program," December 1998
* "Internship Program for New Teachers," December 1998
+ "Report on Expanding Role Of Parent Councils" in Egypt, December 1998
* "Options for Curriculum and Assessment Reform"
* "Strengthening Local In-Service Training"
* Kaur, Iqbal, Summary of Completed and Ongoing Secondary Education Projects Between 1990 and

1997) - Analysis of Lessons Learnt During Implementation, November 1998
i Bayoumy, Kamel H., Usage of Recent Educational Policy Analysis and Planning Approaches in

Monitoring and Accelerating the Outcomes of Education Reform in Egypt
- Rassoul, Suad A., "Contribution of World Bank and EC in Secondary Education Reform," PPMU
i Ministry Of Education, An Organization Analysis: The Production, Flow, and Use of Information in

The Decision-Making Process

B. Project Implementation Handbook

i "First Year Annual Work Plan, (Project Implementation Plan)," December 1998
i "Seven-Year Project Implementation Schedule," December 1998
+ Project Costab File*, January 1998
* "Unit Cost Documentation"
* "Terms Of Reference (Consultants and Research)"
* PPMU Operations Manual (Draft)
* PPMU Personnel Manual (Draft)
* "Procurement Assessment and Plan (Draft)"

C. Bank Staff Assessments

* The World Bank, Staff Appraisal Report, Egypt Education Enhancement Project, October 1996

D. Other Documents consulted during preparation

* UNESCO, "Norms For The Design Of Educational Facilities in Iran," April 1974
* "School Teachers' Pay And Conditions Of Employment", 1998
* Cairo Demographic Center Patterns And Dynamics of the Pre-University Education in Egypt: A

Developmental And Demographic Perspective
* USAID, "Report On Secondary Education in Egypt"
+ National Conference On Teacher Education - "Preparation, Training Welfare" , Cairo, 1 996
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+ Hawley Willis., The Design of Systemic School Improvement, in Egypt, 1998
+ "Open and Distance Teaching And Learning In The Development of Teacher Education," 1997.
+ "Language Education and Its Impact on The Quality of Education in the Arab Region ," 1998
* El Din, Hussein K. B., Education and the Future, 1997
* Antoninis, Manos., Technical Secondary Education in Egypt, University of Oxford
+ Al-Hossary, Gama., Mohamed, Abdelkhalek., Instructional Media Utilization in Al-Sharquiah and

Al-Fayum Provinces in Perspectives of the International Trends, 1998
+ Zaalouk, Malak., Community Education Program, UNICEF, Cairo
+ Education And Technology, The Role of Technology in Mubarak's National Project for the

Development of Education in Egypt, 1994
+ Bedor, Hassan M., A Master Plan and Needs Assessment for Developing Educational Management

Information Systems (EMIS), 1997
+ "Implementing Egypt's Educational Reform Strategy," 1996
+ "Economic Policies For Private Sector Skill Demands"
* Hanushek, Eric A., School Quality, Achievement Bias, And Dropout Behavior in Egypt, World Bank
* "The Quality of Education in MENA," March 1996
+ National Population Council, Demographic and Health Survey, 1995
+ Education Mubarak's National Project, Education Development Indicators, 1991-97, Technological

Development Center
X Mubarak's National Project, Educational Achievements in Three Years, October 1994
* Porter, Michael E., Microeconomic Foundations of Competitiveness: The Role Of Education, June 5,

1998
- Baird, John R., Guidelines For Effective Teacher Professional Development: Some Lessons From

Australian School Based Research, University of Melbourne
* Hargreaves, Andy, Four Ages of Professionalism and Professional Learning
* "Educational Achievements in Four Years," October 1995

Note: *Including electronic files. Electronic File available at MNSHD
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ANNEX 9
STATEMENTS OF LOANS AND CREDITS

Status of Bank Group Operations in Egypt, Arab Republic of
Operations Portfolio

As of 17-March-99

rj.fferenm
Bst e4ptsct

Original Aast in lB$ Mlilas ard actial Last EE
Fiscal dirsas a/ Svision

Pating b/
Project ID Year B r Puroe

IRD Mk Cancel. adtid. Orig Fhn Dev aj isp
Pevd Prcg

Nxter of Clcsed Projects: 81

Active e:s
Er-EE-5111 1991 EIsC C DlESIN FOME 84.00 0.00 0.00 5.88 5.88 0.00 S S
E-PE-5152 1992 G3AR21r 9IIS1CSTS a lM 0.00 26.84 0.00 16.87 14.43 3.56 S S
Er-EE-5146 1992 GNE4I2r CF EYL'r NCIa 45.00 75.00 0.00 20.84 -. 90 0.00 HS HS
EE-8E-5161 1993 E E C Et2 N P 0.00 55.50 0.00 14.45 12.80 .11 S S
EG-PE-5168 1993 G SER PI SEC zTU4 ANF & ENV 260.00 0.00 188.00 19.79 69.12 .32 S S
ErES-5153 1993 G (iN CF BfPr WUH REES M 0.00 22.00 0.00 12.69 7.95 -1.29 S S
EU-E-5157 1994 otE/aPYC AMICU BAL8U lI 54.00 67.00 0.00 12.34 -33.84 0.00 S S
ES-rE-5173 1995 MCR =Pr IDRR IIC INP 26.70 53.30 0.00 71.53 24.81 0.00 S U
EB-SE-43102 1996 GEr U S EtlD II 0.00 120.00 0.00 26.63 -1.31 0.00 1Vk S
EI-PE-5163 1996 ClE 0RI;ITC 0.00 17.20 0.00 15.04 7.25 -. 91 S S
ESr-E-5169 1997 CrE ED.ENffN fr EFC5. 0.00 75.00 0.00 66.24 22.40 6.02 S S
Er-P--57704 1998 GNEW-RN R SECIR EEFOM 0.00 2.00 0.00 2.03 .81 0.00 S U
E8-PE-49166 1998 EASr = PG0. SE . 0.00 15.00 0.00 15.12 2.06 0.00 S U
Er-rE-45175 1998 WERIN Q EG' F HEPt1TLSXZR 0.00 90.00 0.00 85.03 -2.63 0.00 S S
Er-PE-54958 1998 G (ERI CF Et RUTCN A&E lT 20.00 15.00 0.00 34.85 1.04 0.00 S S
Er-PE-41410 1999 CMIMM OF ETŽ'r P. S. P89B. III 120.00 0.00 0.00 120.00 0.00 0.00 S S
Er-PE-40858 1999 Sam K8FAL EM. 0.00 25.00 0.00 25.33 0.00 0.00

Total 609.70 658.84 188.00 564.66 129.87 7.81

Active Projects Closed Proiects Total
Total D§irasi (I9D arrndlDM): 504.69 3,621.14 4,125.83

of iuc has been resaid: 11.68 2,070.49 2,082.17
Total nrw ield by IED a-d IM, 1,068.86 1,556.40 2,625.26
AnTot sold : 0.00 7.48 7.48

Of tic repaid : 0.00 7.48 7.48
Total Utdi±u:Ed 564.66 2.23 566.89

a. Inte-r3d disursasrEnts to cbte minus acbaln disraleits to dabe as projectd at acpraisal.
b. Fbl1c;,lng the EY94 Arnual Review of Pcrtfolio perfonrence (?RPP), a letter 1-sed system tas

intrJad (S = highly Satisfactry, S = satisfactory, U = unastisfactory, EU = highly
unsatisfactory): see prosd Impror ents in Project and Fortfolio Perfoorare Rating ltcdology
(Sed94-901), PAost 23, 1994.

Note:
Dishment data is upzeted at tie end of the first veak of the nsth.
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ANNEX 10
COUNTRY AT A GLANCE

Arab Republic of Egypt at a glance
M. East Lower-

POVERTY and SOCIAL & North middle-
Egypt Africa income Development diamond'

Population mid-1996 (millions) 59.3 276 1,125 Life expectancy
GNP per capita 1996 (US$) 1,080 2,070 1,740
GNP 1996 (US$ billions) 64.3 572 1,962

Average annual growth, 1990-96

Population (%) 2.0 2.6 1.4 GNP Gross
Labor force (%) 2.8 3.2 1.7 per pnmary

capita enrollment
Most recent estimate (latest year available since 1990)

Poverty: natonal headcount index (% of populaton)
Urban population (% of total population) 45 57 56
Life expectancy at birth (years) 65 67 67 Access to safe water
Infant mortality (per 1,000 live births) 53 50 40
Child malnutrition (% of children under 5) 9
Access to safe water (% of populabtion) 64 71 75 -Egypt, A rab Rep.
Illiteracy (% of population age 15+) 49 39 20
Gross pnmary enrollment (% of school-age population) 100 97 104 Lo er-middle-incomegrup

Male 107 102 107
Female 93 91 101

KEY ECONOMIC RATIOS and LONG-TERM TRENDS

1975 1985 1995 1996
Economic ratios

GDP(US$billions) 11.4 34.7 59.1 67.7
Gross domestic investment/GDP 33.4 26.7 16.7 16.6 Trade
Exports of goods and services/GDP 20.2 19.9 24.2 20.6
Grossdomesticsavings/GDP 12.3 14.5 12.1 12.1 T

Gross national savings/GDP .. .. 19.3 17.7

Current account balance/GDP -21.2 -9.3 0.8 0.7 Savings Investment
Interest payments/GDP 0.7 2.6 2.1 1.6 Saig
Total debt/GDP 42.3 104.1 56.5 46.4
Total debt service/exports 10.3 25.8 13.1 11.6
Present value of debtVGNP .. .. .. 35.0
Present value of debt/exports . .. .. 117.0 Indebtedness

1975-85 1986-96 1995 1996
(average annual gfowth)
GDP 8.1 3.9 4.6 5.0 Lower-middle-income group
GNP per capita 5.1 2.5 2.9 3.5

3.8 6.9 1.5 8.4

STRUCTURE of the ECONOMY
1975 1985 1995 1996

(% of GDP) Growth of investment and GDP (%)
Agriculture 29.0 20.0 17.2 17.3 20
Industry 26.9 28.6 33.1 31.6

Manufacturing 17.4 13.5 25.0 24.3 9
Services 44.1 51.5 49.7 51.1 -20

Private consumption 62.9 68.2 77.1 77.5 -40
General govemment consumption 24.9 17.2 10.8 10.4 -GDI GDP
Imports of goods and services 41.3 32.0 28.8 25.1

1975485 1986-96 1995 1996
(average annual growth) Growth of exports and imports (%)
Agriculture 2.8 2.8 2.9 3.1 15
Industry 9.8 4.3 5.0 4.9

Manufacturing . 4.8 7.1 6.9 10
Services 11.7 3.7 5.0 5.6 s

Private consumption 7.9 5.3 3.2 3.9 0

General govemment consumption 4.4 -0.2 5.7 2.4 51 95 95
Gross domestic investment 7.8 -2.8 9.1 9.7
Importsofgoodsandservices 3.9 1.2 1.0 6.4 -Exports 1nparis
Gross national product 7.7 4.8 4.9 5.4

World Development Indicators 1998 CD-ROM, Worid Bank

Note: Figures in italics are for years other than those specified. The diamonds show four key indicators In the country (in bold) compared
with its income-group average. If data are missing, the diamond will be incomplete.



Arab Republic of Egypt

PRICES and GOVERNMENT FINANCE
1975 1985 1995 1996 Inflation (%)

Domestic pricesE
(% change) 20
Consumer prices 9.7 12.1 15.7 7.2 Is
Implicit GDP deflator 9.9 9.2 9.5 9.1 o10

Government finance 0
(% of GOP) 91 92 93 94 95 96
Current revenue 38.0 39.3
Current budget balance -8.3 0.4 .. -.
Overall surplus/deficit -18.0 -10.4 .. ..

TRADE
1975 1985 1995 1996 Export and import levels (US$ mill.)

(USS millions) . l

Total exports (fob) 1,402 1.838 3,444 3,534 15,000
Food 244 103 338 371 T
Agrcultural raw matenals 540 222 211 150
Fuels 132 1,253 1,280 1,681 10000_
Ores and metals 7 75 221 210
Manufactures 477 185 1,391 1.118 s -0: 

Total imports (cit) 3,934 5,495 11,739 13,020

Food 1,413 1,488 3,332 3,837 
Agncultural raw materials 216 375 828 794 so 91 92 93 94 95 96
Fuels 272 208 144 186
Ores and metals 75 71 319 408 a Exports u nports
Manufactures 1,957 3,352 7,115 7,793

BALANCE of PAYMENTS
1975 1985 1995 1996 

(US$ millions) Current account balance to GDP (%)
Exports of goods and services 2,503 6,866 13,470 15,245 1 
Imports of goods and services 5,141 12,606 16,894 18,951
Resource balance -2,638 -5,741 -3,423 -3,706 s

Net income -244 -991 -454 539 l i ll
Net current transfers 456 3,522 4,358 3,666 o 92 l 94 95 96

Current account balance, 5 *
before offiidal capital transfers -2,426 -3,209 480 499

Financing items (net) 1,878 3,022 274 72 -10 l
Changes in net reserves 548 187 -754 -570

Memo:
Reserves including gold (US$ millions) 535 1,587 17,122 18,296
Conversion rate (local/US$) 0.5 1.0 3.4 3.4

EXTERNAL DEBT and RESOURCE FLOWS
1975 1985 1995 1996

(USS millions) Composition of 1996 debt (US$ mill.)
Total debt outstanding and disbursed 4,835 36,102 33,374 31.407

IBRD 14 1,048 1,320 1,075 G A B
IDA 84 802 1,035 1,090 2347 075 logo Cl

F
Total debt service 305 2,817 2,413 2,309 1482 0

IBRD 1 147 312 272
IDA 1 8 21 23

Composition of net resource flows
Official grants 1,123 734 1,006 1,224
Official creditors 2,169 1,635 -76 -17
Private creditors 49 559 -313 -435 E
Foreign direct investment 8 1,178 598 636 23371
Portfolio equity 0 0 2 1,233

World Bank program
Commitments 132 59 80 172 A - BRDi E- Bilateral8-IDA D - Other mttrroAt F - Private
Disbursements 62 269 125 108 C - IM F G -Short-term
Principal repayments 0 70 212 192
Net flows 62 198 -87 -84
Interest payments 1 84 121 102
Net transfers 61 114 -208 -186

Wodrd Development Indicators 1998 CD-ROM, World Bank
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ANNEX 11
LETrER OF SECTOR POLICY

ARAB REPUBLIC OF EGYPT
MINISTRY OF EDUCATION

THE MINISTER

Mr. Kernal Dervis
Vice President
Middle East & North Africa Region
The World Bank

Dear Mr. Dervis,

I am pleased to reiterate our Ministry s continuea 0cmmitmnentto zgypt's goal fot
the 21st Century, which is to design a comprehensive plan .f reform for the educanton
system that will produce quality education and provide all students with a learning
experience relevant to their current and future needs. These reforms are intended to
stimulate continued Egyptian economic and social development. I take this opportunity
to than}k you for your ongoing support and collaboration with us in this noble effort

As you know, our first phase of the reform program was the successful initiation
of the Education Enhancement Program in 1997, for which the Bank's Interim Trust
Fund is supporting improvements to the Basic Education subsector, along with the
European Union. A National Conference on Secondary Education is planned for 1999
and in preparation for this event, a team of Egyptian educators, along with a technical
team from the World Bank are undertaking a detailed review of the country's current
system of secondary education and identified its strengths and weaknesses in January
1998.

The joint team noted that the country would need a larger and better pool of
highly trained, adaptable workers in the labor-market who are able to improve the
nation's productivity, its trading position and living standard in the 21st century. The
current system of a two track secondary education program has caused a division between
academic preparation and technical education for the workplace, that is not consistent
with our current reforrn goals. Greater flexibility in the courses of study which
encourage student choice is planned. It is also our desire to maintain social cohesion and
cultural tradition.

Our local experts and the World Bank team: have, through a series of collaborative
brainstorming sessions, developed a twenty year strategic framework for a Secondary
Education Reform Program which will improve the relevance, quality and equity of
secondary education in Egypt. The program involves teachers and school management in
addressing the current and future needs of our secondary school age youth. It will engage
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our Ministry in reforming the secondary school level system to provide better qualified
entrants to higher education institutions; as well as a better prepared workforce and
society at large.

The proposed Secondary Education Reforrn Program will feature a common core
crurriculuim available to all secondary level students. This includes re-structuring of the
existing curriculum and assessment system to provide core courses of Arabic, English,
Science and Mathematics, while incorporating applied technology and greater flexibilitv
among diifferent streams to cope with thle country's changing-economy. iTe proposed
program will also improve the quality and capabilities of teachers and school heads
through the provision of comprehensive in-serivce training to facilitate the adoption of
changes and efficient teaching practices using information technology. The program will
promote efficiency and strengthenedg overnance through improved management
information systems and expanded responsibility, authority and accountability of
education offices in the Govemorates.

Our national counterpart team is engaged in preparing this progran with the
support of the Bank's technical team through a fully collaborative process. The attached
policy framework of theirjoint effort is attached for your perusal and consideration. I
reiterate our Government's continued commitment to the goal of promoting qualitv
education and will ensure that our nationai team at the Program Planning and
Management Unit continues to receive the financial and institutional support required to
bring our plans to fruition. I look forward to and thank you for your continued support of
our program.

Dr. Hussein KamalBaha El-Din
Minister of Education

The Arab Republic of Egypt
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ANNEX 12
STRUCTURE OF THE PUBLIC EDUCATION SYSTEM BY AGE AND LEVEL BY AGE AND LEVEL

AGE & LEVEL
345 61718910 11 12 | 13 | 14T15 | 16 17 | 18 | 19 | 20 | 21 | 22 |

Pre-school Basic Education Secondary Higher Education

Education (Compulsory) Education _

NURSERIES _ 1
AND PRIMARY PREPARATORY B Universities

KINDERGAR Uieste
TENS

. _ _~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~a

NON-UNIVERSITY HIGHER AND
MIDDLE TECHNICAL INSTITUTES

2, 4 and 5 year programs

VOCATIONAL VOCATIONAL
PREPARATORY TECEINICAL

AND WORKERS

Note: Areas in gray are the program targets
A very small percentage of technical secondary students go to Universities



Annex 13
EDUCATION AND FINANCIAL STATISTICS

Table 1: Students, Schools and Teachers at a Glance
STUDENTS

| General | . In~~~~~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~dustrial |Aaricutural 1 .Commercil 
0GovrI To IG iTotal iB o v I irio IT09 . tsl 1.4 1is 3

461115l 441 3781 9084931 5 345s9I1 2 80 17 6 81467 1449951 364131 181411 30.15590 4 9139 767

Average number
% bv catecories of student ot r class

aen 1 34% 918558 _ _a _ -
ind 70%I 810492 General 39
s ar 1 7 %/ 1 8911 5 Indutriall 35

29% 783276 A*c to - 36
TOTAL 100% 2701641 Commercial 36

%.oftemnale students
General 49.31
Ind strial 34.8
Agricultural 20.074
Connnnercial- 61.64

NUMBER OF SCHOOLS AND CLASSROOMS

._ _~~~~~Sche olsi Total Class, oome _ tat _
G eneral Pvb)ic Pise _ _ Pbi rt 

1192 323 1515 20860 2346 21249

industrial Public _arlyate p_ublic Prvate _.
691 8 699 2.32 46 - 1 01 -- _ iAA347

Asricultural Public PrivaLte _ Public Prvate 
1 47 0 -47 -5036 0 - 5036

-C om mr.[iql P ubilr IP rivate P ublic Private
7 ~~~ ~ ~~~ ~ ~~~669 1 214 83 18902 2 34 6 214

TOTAL 2888 545 3244

DISTRIBUTION OF SCHOOLS AND STUDENTS BY SHIFTS (%)

Full dav Schools M ninn Afternoor second shift Afternoon third shift School with two shifts School with three shifts
_. 1,001 Students h hsnt School Studentj ______ Students JSchool Students School St. dentsGeneral 6426 60.82 2.36 23.06 1.01 1_ 3 0 _ 0 3 14.8? 0 0

Indaustrial 2 3 14.22 27.67 . 4 0 0 ___4_45 86.22 0 0

C ome m rcia 2 0.93 14.03 2152 4.937 11 6 9.35 0 0.12 49574 61t 57 0 .

NUMBER OF TEACHERS

TOTAL.
I ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~teaching

| and non- TOTAL
|~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -9. TahI.o Staff Non Teachina Sajtt . Oth rs ___.A h tecInn ALL|

Male IFemale ]Total |Male Female fTotal M.]. iFemale ]Total
G eneral 4 6324 26722 73046 5039 40931 91 3 2 9Z576 20372| 4 5 6 4 8 82178| 1Z786industriai 5217 262| 80409 3641 674 4615_ 215311 11322 32853 8 a24 117877
Agricultural | 9619 330 134499 944 1641 1108 662 20121 86356 . 14857 23192Commercial 239851 212211 452061 24281 1788 _ 4216 13496 1t0115 236111 49422 730331
|TOTAL | 132665 7942s5 212110 1 7019 19071 96926 43621i 110747| 231181 34929

Teach ing staff includes Head Master, Assistant Hieadmaster, Supverisory Senior Teacher, Senior Teacher and Teacher
Nonn Teaching staff includes General Director, Hieadmaster and Assistance Headmaster
Other stalf includes Technical. maintence. clerical and registered but non working staff
General Secondary "other staff" does not include technical staff
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GOVERNORATE GENERAL TECHNICAL TOTAL GENERAL: MALE:FEMALE GER BY

SECONDARY TECHNICAL RATIO GOVERNORATES
STUDENTS RATIO

Cairo 201445 182658 566761 1:1 1.1 45.2

Alexandria 69849 73678 223723 1:1 1.1 36.0

Behira 40364 143990 353092 1:4 1.1 39.2

Gharbia 53732 121585 316983 1:2 1.1 44.5

Kafr El-Shikh 27250 87701 214771 1:3 1.1 41.8

Menoufia 41085 107007 271689 1:3 . 44.5

Qaliobia 43604 107188 273405 1:2 1.1 37.5

Dakahlia 57995 178643 437833 1:1 1.1 45.1

Dmitetta 18205 27247 77747 1:1 1.1 45.8

Sharkia 61127 158559 401623 1:3 _ 42.1

Port-Said 9212 18930 47746 1:2 1.1 48.3

Ismailia 10239 20689 64649 :2 _1. 43.4

Suez 6790 17570 42933 1:3 1.1 49.0

Giza 91518 126799 353330 1:1 1.1 35.0

Fayoum 15776 70987 170920 1:4 1.1 34.2

Beni-Suef 18580 53964 144619 1:3 1.1 34.3

Menya 31536 93301 252547 1:3 1.1 32.7

Asyuit 27503 78159 205513 1:3 1.1 31.8

Souhag 25822 92916 225703 1:4 1.1 29.4

Qena 30391 75273 213890 1:2 1.1 39.3

Luxor 3367 13213 34523 1:4 1.1 40.9

Aswan 12705 41462 108551 1:3 1.1 49.0

Matrouh 1766 5161 12088 21.2

New Valley 2776 4964 16134 1:2 67.6

Red-Sea 2270 5216 12702 1:2 33.4

North Sinai 3083 9618 23704 1:3 42.9

South Sinai 503 799 2275 I 18.3

i ~~~mom
% distribution 34%/O 66% 100%
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TABLE I. EGYPTI GOVERNMENT EDUCATION EXPENDiTURES, FISCAL YEARS 1991-199.
BY TYPE, LEVEL AND AGENCY (millon EGP)

1990/91 % 1991192 % 1992J91 % 1993/94 % 1994/95 % 1995199 % 1996/1997 % 1997/98 %
Actual Actual Actual Actual Actual Actual Actual Preliminary

GOVERNMENT EDUCATION EXPENDITURES
Current Education Expenditures

Primary and Secondary 2,649 71 3,197 70 4,030 71 4,876 72 5,939 72 6,928 72 9,039 72 9,747 71
Centra Miisry andAgerciss 391 10 496 11 792 14 1.081 1S 1,022 13 1,243 13 1,406 13
Goverrstes 2,091 59 2,430 53 2,900 51 3,400 50 4,094 52 5,019 52 5,S8S 53
le)anmlSchrools(A)Azha,) 199 5 271 a 338 6 415 6 533 7 998 7 764 7

Higher Education 1,095 29 1,353 30 1,609 29 1,886 28 2,245 28 2,650 29 3,077 28 3,535 29
Cenoai Mirisby 52 1 77 2 93 2 i'l 2 135 2 179 2 207 2 -

Unirws,iesexcrAIAzhar 919 25 1,147 25 1,357 24 1.903 24 1,899 24 2,224 23 2,578 23
AlzAUhfrnwrrity 114 3 129 3 160 3 174 3 211 3 247 3 292 3

Tobl Current 3,734 79 4,550 93 9,639 80 6.764 75 7,884 75 9,578 75 11,115 77 12,282 80

lnwetinent Education Expenditures
Prinary and Secondary 470 48 294 31 689 48 1,48 67 1,690 65 2,195 69 2,138 63 1,659 54

Ceona sMinstryandAgencties/1 271 28 71 8 298 19 1,255 57 1,471 56 2,070 65 1.988 58 -
Govemorates 192 20 204 22 395 29 194 9- - - - - - -
Islernb S'icools (AI Azh3r) 7 1 9 1 7 0 38 2 72 3 89 3 132 4 -

HigherEduoalon 501 52 631 69 716 52 719 33 920 35 971 31 1,259 37 1,425 46
Ceon frtllsy 78 a 162 19 130 9 150 7 193 7 261 8 352 10
Unive,xidesex. AlAzhar 393 40 430 47 545 39 490 22 977 26 849 20 939 25
AtAzhar L,niweMy 32 3 40 4 41 3 79 4 50 2 67 2 68 2 -

Total Invealrrnt 971 21 915 17 1,386 20 2,204 25 2,610 25 3,172 25 3,395 23 3,083 20

Total Education Expenditures/2
Prirrary and Secondary 3,120 68 3,481 64 4,699 67 9,361 71 7,329 70 9,123 72 10,174 70 10,409 68

CenhaMinlstry 662 14 4 58 10 1,060 I5 2,316 26 2.493 24 3,313 26 3,372 23 -
Govemorates 2,253 48 2.634 48 3,295 47 3,594 40 4,231 40 5.055 40 5,906 41
Isfamn, Sdroas (AIAzharJ 205 4 280 5 345 5 451 5 605 6 755 6 899 6

HigherEducatlon 1,56 34 1,984 36 2,325 33 2,607 29 3,165 30 3,627 29 4,338 30 4,990 32
CenoealMi/shy 128 3 239 4 223 3 292 3 328 3 440 3 559 4 -
UhiJserxtsexc.AIAzhar 1,312 28 1,577 29 1,902 27 2,093 23 Z578 25 2.873 23 3,417 24
AlAzar UrsreVy 148 3 169 3 201 3 252 3 281 2 314 2 390 2 -

Total Education 4,705 100 9,485 100 7,025 100 8,968 100 10,494 100 12,750 100 14,510 100 15,386 100

EDUCATION I GOVERNMENT
Cunent Gowemment EVendrares 16% 16% 15% 16% 16% 17% 16% 20%
Goerment nestment Expend9unrs 6% 6% 12% 21% 20% 19% 20% 17%
TotalGoernmmentExpendfturnd3 12% 12% 15% 17% 17% 18% 19% 19%

GOVTEDUCATIONIGDP 4.2% 3.9% 4.5% 5.1% 5.2% 5.7% 5.7% 5.9%

I/ 1997199 prekinary estimate adpsted for esomated actual over-budget eovenditurne by GAEB.
21 Exwfuding cpSal Iransers. 3/ Total cument and invstment ex,enditnres.

TABLE 2. EGYPT: REAL GOVERNMENT EDUCATION EXPENDITURES, FISCAL YEARS 1991-1998,

BY TYPE, LEVEL AND AGENCY (imillion 1997198 EGP)

Ann.
1990191 1991192 % 1992/93 1993/94 % 199495 % 1995/99 % 1996l97 % 1997/98 % % inc.

Actual Actual Actual Actual Actual Actual Actual Preliminary 7 Yr.

GOVERNMENT EDUCATION EXPENDITURES

Cument Educatlon Expenditures
Primary and Secondary 4.899 4,928 1 5,632 6,289 11 6,713 7 7,641 14 8,334 9 8,747 5 8

Cen alMknisbyandAgencies 721 765 6 1,107 1,235 23 1,217 -11 1,371 13 1,458 6 0
Govertof9es 3,801 3,745 -1 4,053 4,371 9 4,892 11 5,539 14 6,094 10 0
IstanfcS'ctools(AlAzhar,) 3e4 418 15 472 533 13 235 19 735 16 792 9 0

HigherEducaton 2.000 2,085 4 2,249 2,427 8 2,673 10 2,923 9 3,190 9 3,535 11 8
CWr wrsnrsy 95 118 24 130 143 10 161 12 197 23 215 9 0
Unowssi sexc. AlAAzhar 1.695 1,767 4 1,896 2,091 9 2,281 10 2,453 9 2,673 9 0
AlAzharUniv4ersty 210 199 -5 223 223 0 251 13 272 a 303 11 0

Total Current 6,86 7,012 2 7,881 8,699 10 9,399 9 10,594 13 11,529 9 12,282 7 8

Inwstment Education Expenditumrs
PrimaryandSeoondary 866 437 -50 935 1,910 104 2,012 5 2,421 20 2,215 -9 1,659 -25 9

CemlrlMiMrisrantAgentiesr/1 501 110 -78 374 1,614 332 1,751 9 2,283 30 2.038 -11 0
Gownolaess 354 314 -11 552 250 -55- - - - - - 0
IsasnicSOWhS l(A1Azaw) 13 13 1 10 48 379 86 86 98 15 137 39 0

HigherEducalion 924 973 5 1,001 925 -8 1,095 18 1,078 -2 1,305 21 1,425 9 6
CenbalMri8sty 140 249 78 182 193 6 230 19 288 25 385 27 0
Urierskifesnexc. A/Azhar 724 692 -9 762 631 -17 608 28 716 .11 870 22 0
A/Azhl rAUnhery 59 61 3 57 101 77 60 -41 74 24 71 -5 0

Tntallnwestimeo 1,791 1,410 -21 1,936 2,834 48 3,107 10 3,499 13 3,520 1 3,083 -12 8

Total Educaiaon Ependttuves2
Primary and Secondary 9,754 5,328 -7 6,567 8,179 25 8,725 7 10,062 15 10,549 S 10,408 -1 8

CernrlMinisdy 1,222 875 -28 1.481 2,978 101 2,9e8 a 3.654 23 3,499 -4 0
Goworbnotes 4,155 4,069 -2 4,605 4,621 0 5.037 9 5,575 11 6,124 10 0
IvlamicSotools(A/AzhW) 377 431 14 482 579 20 720 24 833 19 929 12 0

Higher Education 2,924 3,057 5 3,249 3,351 3 3,768 12 4,000 6 4,496 12 4,990 10 8
CenlWMifisby 236 328 59 312 332 8 390 16 485 24 590 19 0
Universilesexc AlAzhar 2,419 2,430 0 2,656 2,691 1 3.007 14 3,169 3 3,543 12 0
AiAzhlarUnivers,y 289 280 -3 280 324 16 311 -4 348 11 373 8 0

Total Education 8,678 8,422 -3 9,817 11,530 17 12,493 8 14,063 13 15,045 7 15,368 2 8

TOTAL GOV'T EXPENDITURES 1 -1
Cmnl Govemment Expenditums 43,301 44,048 2 51,368 54,635 6 59,699 9 61,511 3 62,981 2 62,403 -1 5

27.7U8 24,28 -13 15,508 13.704 -12 15,637 14 18,192 16 17,058 -2 17,901 0 -8
Total Government Exoenditore/3 71,030 69,312 -4 96,874 68,340 2 75336 10 79,703 6 80,939 1 80.304 -1 2

1/ 1997/99 preliminary estimate adjusted for estrmated actual ower-bodget expend6urn by GAES.
21 Excluding cpial tmanfes. 31 Total current and investment eVoendtures. Note: Deataed by GDP deflator.

Source: Minisy o0 Finanre
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TABLE S. EGYPT: GOVERNMENTEDUCATIONEXPENDITURES,FISCALYEARS1991-1997,
BY TYPE AND LEVEL i1 (million EGP)

199061 0 2901/97 / 91993 % 1/ 3 19940I6 3 1995/'9i3 189/'7 M 1997/9 3
AMal AOctdl Adtul Oct AO 1 AdUl Actual PD -yar

GOVERNMENTTEDUCATION EXPENDITURES

C--nect Edu-at.n Ecrdb

Proary 1110 30 1,33 29 1.672 30 1.967 29 2190 29 2,610 27 3,046 27 3,294 27

PDcp99uy 994 22 957 21 1,190 20 1,30e 19 1,1rf 19 1.8E0 19 2.178 20 2,290 19

Seccr4ary 736 2W 901 29 129A 22 1.643 24 1.943 2 2.456 26 2.814 25 3,067 25

Gernene 299 7 374 7 491 8 5568 9 S9 a 911 8 929 8 1,947 9
Co-Mnaca 10 4 129 4 267 9 348 5 429 5 557 6 921 6 s20 s

74949916 245 7 309 7 468 9 592 9 722 9 921 0D r,I It 1,196 9
AqgrlcIlcl 59 1 66 1 78 1 194 2 123 2 290 2 293 2 204 2

H8her 1,095 29 1,393 25 1.6D 29 1,909 29 2245, 29 26S 29 3f,77 29 3.535 29

T.1l C.7m6o 3,734 79 4f.50 93 5,639 BO 6.764 75 7,984 75 90578 75 11,115 77 12292 92

mveam Educ-cou ExpenduNam

Pn-y12 213 22 129 14 391 27 S96 27 932 32 2,029 32 1,D1S 30 907 29

pei4Ic2yI2 146 1c 9W 19 143 20 47 2a 3s9 125 Ws 19 579 17 415 13

s7r97/ 112 11 7 7 173 12 492 22 46 19a 571 18 S43 IS 241 E

Gen-a 48 5 29 3 75 5 149 7 177 7 161 5 175 5 266 3
Comnonec 11 1 7 1 26 2 116 9 95 4 151 5 122 4 49 2
lnldyale/ 49 4 24 3 51 4 10 9 163 9 202 6 201 6 90 3
AgfNcunl 12 1 7 1 19 1 37 2 33 1 57 2 45 1 7 0

Hgh.r 591 52 m1 m9 716 52 719 W 920 35 977 31 1,259 37 1,425 90

Tobarc 971 21 915 1 1303 20 22 25 2610 25 3,73 25 3,395 23 3.083 39

Ictal Edafiln E dpeedll-. 3

Pn-aY 1.323 29 1,497 27 2.033 29 2,563 29 3,023 29 3,630 28 4,061 29 4,201 27

Prepratry 949 20 1'95 19 1,248 19 1,713 19 1,903 19 2.49 19 2.756 1'9 2,602 18

Se..da. Y 948 I8 988 29 1,426 29 2,085 23 2,411 23 3,029 24 3,357 23 3,397 22

General 316 7 363 7 526 7 707 9 94, 6 97271 ,1os S 1,152 7
0434103991 2179 4 202 4 293 4 464 5 524 5 708 9 743 5 709 5
11449910 293 6 330 69 99 7 772 9 W99 a 1,123 9 1,281 9 1236 
A9Irc16I9 59 1 73 I 97 1 141 2 256 1 27 2 229 2 211 1

Hbh r 1,586 34 1.93A 36 2,325 33 2,607 29 3,165 30 3,607 29 4,336 30 4,9560 32

To- Ed..do,, 4.705 16 5,485 ¶03 7,039 100 9,968 106 1.494 190 12,350 29 14,510 166 15,366 02

I' Ecyadluea 980 hcr pea*erdly edn96b.n WblICt 244 dlee96aeled m acc.rneerl ecco bs c levl be 9694999902a9109 ea hlbwcs bc poda eanales cI
19999684.6OyhVe6e oeaer bIedecperdfNm, by num96r ed leleIrv s9emg sahelal oloc6a Mudeh7 olctnen wepedula- Dnd mnvetrnepndur=eacllrerln S3dings
44 enrcl99etiande er,s9e cIiReoahle pestudned ependaure Oneact leel ed type cleearly ecol Ecpeedluree eson96eds,wdrete , 2h 6 awWolrr eblleprantluros,:= s bykW ......chbV

/ 2907/98 p4.91.141 e4i4,19W u481nd Icr ecIhrdedd acua oer-tcdgel ecPeddluc 990469B
30 E4u46lg 9pbl Ire.len

SOcure: MmYYs F FrmancE and Ed 14ssneste

TABLE A3. EGYPT: GOVERNMENT EDUCATION EXPENDITURES, FISCAL YEARS 1991-1998,
BY LEVEL, TYPE AND EXPENDITURE CATEGORY (million EGP)

1990/91 % 1991292 % 1992793 % 1 993/94 % 1994/90 % 1995/96 % 1996/97 % 1997/98 %
Actual Actual Actual Actual Actual Actual Actual Preliminary

GOVERNMENT EDUCATION EXPENDITURES

Current Expenditures
Wages, Salaries, Benef9 s 2,196 83 2,614 82 3,181 79 3,786 78 4,524 80 5,629 81 6,579 82
OtherCulrentExpencdures 454 17 594 19 849 21 1,091 22 7,715 20 1,300 19 1,462 18

Total Cemnt 2,649 58 3,197 99 4,030 57 4,876 54 9,639 54 6,928 54 8,038 69 8,747 57

lnwstmentExpenditues1 470 10 284 0 669 10 1,485 17 1,690 16 2,195 17 2,136 15 1,659 11

Total Primary& Secondary 3.120 66 3,481 64 4,699 67 6,361 71 7,329 70 9,123 72 10,174 70 10,406 68

H lh,r Fd-ai

Wages, Salades, B.cefd. 904 17 949 17 1,115 16 1,319 15 1,531 16 1,796 14 2,0ao 14 -
OtherCurrentExpenditues 201 6 405 7 494 7 569 6 714 7 864 7 997 7 -

Ttal Current 1,0685 23 1,353 25 1,609 23 1,888 21 2,245 21 2,650 21 3,077 21 3,535 23

In,estment Expenditures 501 1I 931 12 716 10 719 9 920 9 977 8 1,259 9 1,425 9

Total Higher Education 1,586 34 1,984 36 2,325 33 2,607 29 3,165 30 3,627 28 4,339 30 4,960 32

Total EducatiExain pesd9eiumn

Wages, SalaOes, Benefis 2,999 64 3,562 66 4,296 61 5,104 57 6,005 56 7,414 53 9,656 60 -
Other Cuent Expendtures 735 16 988 18 1,343 19 1,660 19 1,829 17 2,164 17 2,459 17 -

TotalCu-ent 3,734 79 4,500 83 5,639 96 6,764 75 7,884 75 9,079 75 11,115 77 12,282 80

Inventment Expenditunes/1 971 21 915 17 1,388 20 2,204 25 2,610 25 3,172 25 3,395 23 3,083 20

Total Education 4,706 100 5,465 100 7,025 100 8,868 100 10,494 100 12,750 100 14,510 100 15,386 100

1/ 1997/98 prelininary estimate adjusted for estimated actual owr-budget expendfure by GAEB.
2r Excluding capial InansTef.

Source: MinostHes of FinanY and Edutticn and mission estimates
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TABLE S. EGYPT: REAL GOCVERNMENT EDUCAICON EXPENDITURES, RSCAL YEARS 1991-1998,

BY TYPE AND LEVEL /1 (milnon 1997198 EGP)

199s91 199192 1 199293 1 1993/94 19 799419 19 199519 1 199157 19 1997598 19 nc.
Ad,Ial Arul Acua1 ArAuaI Adl Acual Aetul Plar'rtrrhy 7 Yr

GOVERNENTEDUCATIONI EOPENDrIIURES

Cua.aO Edu-aflait E.paailt,-oa

Pfntrly 2,046 2,0a3 1 2,337 13 2.529 2,e07 3 2,979 10 3.10 1 0 3.294 4 7
Pr.apanby 1,482 1.475 0 .`43 S 1979 9 1,793 7 2,051 14 2.258 10 2,386 6 7

S3 ndary 1¶357 1,399 2 1.752 26 2,061 1a 2,313 12 2,712 17 2.9i a 3.037 S 12

G9.8. 494 074 4 830 22 719 14 700 11 894 12 964 9 1.047 9 11
CacornnYrd 310 301 -3 373 24 447 20 511 14 614 20 S44 6 660 2 11
Mnd.aC. 451 471 S 640 36 761 19 as0 13 1,016 10 1.120 10 1.156 3 13
Adge-rni 103 102 -1 109 7 134 23 147 9 197 27 190 2 204 9 10

Hnff9r 2.000 2,095 4 2.249 8 2,427 9 2,e73 10 2,923 9 3.190 9 3.535 1 8

r8 larao 69.98 7,012 2 7.881 12 88e9e 10 9.3as 9 10,554 13 11,525 9 12,292 7 8

rnwU- Edrbn. E P.rnll-.

Pdn ry2 393 199 -40 032 169 767 44 991 29 1.124 13 1,052 49 907 -14 12
P.ap..a9y#2 299 130 -40 200 4a 524 161 494 -11 667 44 599 -10 41 .31 6

S-ofDay/2 289 104 -50 240 131 619 178 557 -70 Q30 13 43 -1l 241 57 2

G08999 a9 46 40 105 134 192 92 211 10 177 -16 182 3 10 42 2
C-81974d. 20 10 -40 37 291 149 309 113 -24 97 47 127 -24 49 41 13
Mndal 74 37 -0 71 90 231 226 94 -19 222 14 209 4 9o .62 1
A nlftnr 22 11 450 27 143 47 73 39 718 63 63 46 .27 7 .8 .17

8lglw 024 973 5 1,991 3 n52 .8 1.009 79 1.078 .2 1.305 21 1,425 9 6

7OU df-voOrtnnrl 1.791 1,410 -21 1,936 37 2,834 46 3,107 1D 3,499 13 3.920 1 3.003 .12 8

Tota Ed-.9a Epffatf4tra '3

P19.8y 2.439 2,292 .7 2a969 27 3.2s 15 3,598 9 4,003 11 4,211 5 4201 0 8
Plpalay 1,751 1.911 1.744 9 2 29 . I 2,71a 20 26.67 0 29 2 7

S-fonry 7.593 1,493 4 1.3 33 2969 30 2.970 7 3,341 16 3,491 4 3.307 .5 II
G-n.99 583 209 ,4 735 31 910 24 1.005 17 1071 6 1,14 7 1,152 1 10
COllllrI 330 311 .9 410 32 597 49 624 5 761 25 771 'I 709 8 11
ltdolalDd 525 5D9 -2 711 40 993 40 1L0E4 e 1339 17 1,329 7 1,23 -7 12
A nCtA*.. 125 113 -10 138 20 181 33 167 2 250 32 236 -6 211 -11 7

Him.,oa 2.924 3.DS7 5 3249 8 3,351 3 3.7a6 12 4,000 9 4,496 12 4,s9E 10 8

TodEdac..oV 89.78 8,422 -3 9,817 17 11,530 17 12,493 a 14,093 13 15.045 7 15,39 2 a

.pr.rdkaa by lynr lhaaga4a/atd axpadiursa, by th8.9,d and 1.690.990199. aaaflorf opane oUlaloocrnt eopand9alaa and hvnnl aapandlupa of h bfn boMogs.
Syaltcatltant m0da a0 nl ooEllEr r.61 par-a9dtaflond tol. bV6 90 a,Matad lyp. olaancndaryafrltoo/. Eop.nd on btd3dmfto n1449 .¶. 0,. bullohcearv- fnl eopandifurea
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ANNEX 14
SOCIAL ASSESSMENT AND EVALUATION COMPONENT

Social assessments are often done as individual pieces of research either to provide baseline data
for a project or to evaluate project outcomes. Under the SEEP, social analysis is seen as an integral part
of the project design and evaluation component, as well as a methodology for ensuring ownership of
project components by stakeholders involved in or affected by project activities. Stakeholders are "those
affected by the outcome- either negative or positive - or those who can affect the outcome of a proposed
intervention." 6

Social Assessment initiatives focus on issues of operational relevance, prioritize critical issues from
among the many social variables that potentially affect a project's impacts and success, and recommend
how to address those issues to ensure that implementation arrangements take into consideration key social
and institutional concerns. Social assessment and impact evaluation activities can utilize a range of
methodologies including background research, individual interviews, focus groups, questionnaires, data
from household surveys, and participatory rapid appraisal. Included are usually an analysis of:
a)demographic factors; b) socioeconomic determinants; c) social and political organization; and e)
institutional capacity.

Context:

In the case of secondary education in Egypt, there is high commitment on the part of government to
upgrade the quality and relevance of the secondary education system to provide wider opportunities for a
large number of students who are presently relegated to unsatisfactory occupational and vocational
schools. However the proposed plan will require the support and enthusiasm of participating groups.
Teachers, students and community members are taking on new responsibilities for the delivery of quality
education. All layers of the education administration and quality control departments are gaining
different responsibilities. Parents may feel uncomfortable with unfamiliar teaching techniques and
assessment programs. Community members who are asked to take on new duties in school management
will perhaps need to redefine their relationships with teachers and headteachers. The government has
consulted with a range of stakeholders informally during the development of the Basic Education Project
and this process has been continued in the preparation of the SEEP. A listing of workshops and
consultations can be found in the project documents. However more formal research investigations into a
range of issues that will affect project implementation are planned during the seven year project period.

Objectives The objectives of the Social Assessment and Studies are:
* the definition of baseline studies including a set of longitudinal case studies to monitor the

progress of a sample of selected schools involved in the enhancement program
* the establishment of an interactive and iterative feedback process from stakeholders as part of

project monitoring and evaluation. Information is to be collected from:
* the development of a participation strategy. During the first year of the program, the SA and

studies information will be sought on the following to identify a long-term participation strategy.
z> successful local problem solving and participatory strategies. Regional foci and identification of

minority and excluded groups will be emphasized
= NGOs working in relevant areas who could participate in the program
=> Institutional links between government agencies and agencies and NGOs
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Process and methodologies

MOE, PPMU staff and local researchers in collaboration with World Bank staff will use a
combination of qualitative and quantitative methods to understand how the proposed project components
will affect participants in the education system and what actions can be put in place to maximize their
inputs into the program. There will be three main types of activity phased throughout the project seven
year cycle:

a) a review of the available literature;
b) a series of studies on specific issues to provide baseline and monitoring data. These are to include a
content analysis of curriculum changes, a study of employer attitudes and a tracer study. The latter
would be conducted as a baseline survey and repeated at the end of the project. Sample TORS for a
tracer study are follow.
c) longitudinal case studies on project schools. A sample of ten schools would be chosen for a
longitudinal study on the effects of the project on the schools and surrounding catchment area. Both
qualitative and quantitative data would be collected to: i) provide information on stakeholder needs; ii)
provide informnation for monitoring project activities; iii) capture the change process and spin-off effects.

Outputs and Impact

It is anticipated that the outcomes will include: a) a better understanding of the social context in
which the project is being developed; b) suggested options for program design and content; c) baseline
data for measuring the impact of project components on the stakeholders in selected schools d) an
iterative and participatory monitoring and evaluation component.

GENERAL TERMS OF REFERENCE - TRACER STUDY /EMPLOYER ATTITUDE SURVEY

A major rationale for reforming the present technical secondary education system in Egypt is to
provide an educational experience that will give graduates skills and knowledge that will better fit labor
market needs. This includes an improved general education background but also more specifically
relevant job related skills. In particular the SEEP project plans to assist the government of Egypt to
convert a sample of commercial schools to general secondary schools, as well as upgrading the skills of
teachers and the technology in place in schools. Tracer studies are commonly used to evaluate the
external efficiency of a source of training by following a sample of trainees and analyzing their labor
market experiences, and the internal efficiency of types of training. As part of project preparation, a tracer
study combining both retrospective and prospective approaches will be carried out to provide a baseline
for measuring the success of SEEP project interventions. In this case the tracer study (PART ONE) will
be used to determine: a) if the project inputs benefit the overall student population in terms of their
success in the labor market and b) whether the change from commercial to general schools has benefited
students in the project schools in terms of their employability.

A second component of the study (PART TWO) will be a study of employer attitudes to school
graduates. In order to ascertain whether the changes in education strategy are providing new entrants to
the workforce with improved work related attributes, an attitude survey will be taken in the fall of 2000 to
be followed up in 2005 when the first cohort of project school graduates should be in the workforce. This
will provide information on:

- Employer views of the general proficiency of trainees
- Employer views on alterations needed to curricula to support job proficiency
- Suggested mechanisms for improved private sector involvement in additional training, or in ensuring

that school based training is relevant.
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Although this kind of study is less useful in assessing the outputs of general secondary education
than the outputs of specific technical schools, because the graduates enter a larger employment and higher
education pool, it could also be undertaken to validate improved standards in student basic educational
levels possibly attributable to project inputs. In particular there should be improvements in the ability of
students from both general and technical schools to utilize basic technology in the workplace.

Tracer Study Methodology:

PART ONE A: Tracer study on secondary education system graduates from commercial and general
schools.

a) a prospective sample of students from representative technical and general schools to be taken prior to
project effectiveness (end 1999) and in 2005. The sample can be defined through identifying
representative school clusters with the likelihood of a good response on follow up surveys.

PART ONE B:- Tracer study on graduates from 315 project schools changed from commercial to
general Measuring the effect of the project on the employability of students from these schools will be
complicated as the whole nature of the schools, staff and students will be changing. Nevertheless it may
be possible, given the same catchment area of the school, to identify factors which have led to changes in
employment prospects for students in the area resulting from the conversion to general schools.
Allowance for possible differing standards in student ability in the newer general schools would be
necessary. Two samples would provide interesting data:

a) a prospective sample of students graduating in 1999/2000 prior to any significant project inputs
surveyed prior to graduation and in 2005.
b) a prospective sample of students graduating from the first cohort of project schools changing to
general schools starting in approximately 2003 repeated in 2005.

Questions to be asked by the study series:

* Do the project inputs have a positive effect on entering the labor force in terns of reducing the rate of
unemployment and reducing time taken to find work?

* Of those employed, where and how are they employed?
* Are the jobs found related to their training, and how long do they stay?
* Are those working in jobs for which they were trained promoted more rapidly than others
* Has the training increased earnings?
* What occupations are taken up by those whose jobs are not training related?
* What happens to those who are unemployed.
* How many students take up further technical training related to their education and who provides and

pays for this?

Questions asked should also include measures of socio-economic status, school circumstances and
project inputs.

- What is the composition of the student body in terms of socio-economic status, as measured by
parents occupation or education, and family income, in terms of ethnicity and in terms of gender?
- Does the secondary technical education make students more willing to enter the labor force directly

or continue on to secondary education?
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Information on students should be undertaken by interview and not by survey for the baseline study.
For follow-up surveys, data collection by a combination of mail questionnaires and interviews may be
necessary. Questions should include:

* Personal and family details
* School record, including attendance data, ranking in preparatory leaving examination
* Aspirations and expectations
* Extent and type of job experience in the non-formal sector while at school and upon leaving
* Locator information for follow-up surveys
* Amount of tutoring received
* Results on final secondary examination
* Rationale for further education choices, if undertaken.

A pilot survey will be undertaken to validate questionnaires and other survey methods and to ensure
that data collection methods are as reliable as possible between researchers. A team consisting of: a)
one international researcher to provide technical assistance as requested; b) a senior Egyptian team
leader; c) 5-6 field workers fimiliar with information retrieval from questionnaires and data from
semi-structured interviews.
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ANNEX 15

Proposal for School Improvements Grants

One way to promote local level understanding of how to improve school based practice and to
support parent council involvement in education, is to give schools the resources to undertake specific
development activities. This will be done by establishing a fund to give grants to schools, a mechanism
now widely used in Bank funded projects to promote the involvement of community members in the
school and to empower school staff to undertake quality improvements not provided by the education
system.

Schools seeking improvement grants would be requested to provide proposals meeting wider
policy goals, specifically encouraging them to establish better links with the local community (especially
parents and employers) and targeted to school quality improvements. Community members would be
expected to raise 20% of project costs either in kind or cash. Money would be disbursed in twotranches,
one on acceptance of the proposal, and one on receipt of accounts and proof of purchase for goods or
service. The grant funds would be held at governorate level.(to be discussed further). Requests for
proposals according to stated guidelines would be sent to idara for consideration by parent councils and
school staff. Proposals could fall into two categories and be provided at two levels - governorate and
school according to the type and nature of the proposal.

a) goods or small scale renovations, not to exceed six months in duration; and
b) the purchase of services such as in-service training, the provision of incentives to staff, or
support for special programs, such as special education or arts and music.

Schools would be expected to monitor and evaluate their programs and undertake accurate
reporting and accounting. Administration of the grant could be a supplement to in-service training for
school managers, or a reward for good performance. The exact kind of assessment used to evaluate the
projects would depend on the type of project. It could be teacher performance, assessed by external
inspectors, for example, if the project were on in-service training or a higher proportion of students
receiving training in a particular topic, or reductions in absenteeism, grade repetition, dropout, or
increased community presence in the school and improved performance of the school council.

A Handbook for participating schools would include advice on how to develop and cost proposals,
suggestions for record keeping and accounting, legal advice and other relevant topics. Other activities to
be undertaken are:

a) to develop and implement a system to advise and support applicants;
b) design and implement a system for evaluating applications and awarding grants;
c) monitor and evaluate implementation of grants awarded;

Annual meetings to publicize the efforts of schools and their communities will be organized. A
proposal for one type of activity - in-service training, is attached.

Possible Proposal for Strengthening Local In-Service Training

National in-service training programs can adequately orient teachers and others to changes in the
curriculum and system of assessment; but cannot easily develop teachers' skills, for example in using new
teaching methodologies, or preparing new types of assessment instruments. A critical element in
strengthening local in-service training is establishing a better system for identifying and responding to
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teachers' needs for in-service training. At present this is done in a largely unsystematic way. The
national system of in-service training does not have good channels for bottom-up communication of
needs, or the flexibility to target courses at localities. Local in-service training, being delivered by
inspectors who regularly visit schools, has better links with teachers; but provision is unsystematic, and
quality assurance is weak. As a result, schools are not encouraged to plan for teachers' professional
development, or teachers to identify or articulate their training needs.

Raising the value of in-service training depends on establishing better awareness of how in-service
training needs can be defined and met. Most schools and teachers have had little experience of defining
training needs. It is also very difficult to appreciate the potential of in-service training when examples of
good quality in-service training are rare. It is therefore important to create examples of good practice, of
schools that have defined their training needs well, and training programs that by meeting those needs
have contributed to raising educational quality. A further benefit is that training costs are reduced if the
trainer moves to the trainees rather than vice versa. This will minimize the amount of TA and DA
payable, and also the time out of school. The low-cost alternative for building skills is therefore likely to
involve governorate supervisors delivering training at a level as close as possible to the school. However
there has been little capacity for in-service training, or for gathering information about teachers' in-service
training needs.

Therefore, if SEEP aims to achieve durable improvements in teachers' skill levels at a realistic cost,
there is a clear need to strengthen planning, delivery and quality assurance of local training. Two
strategies have been explored during this mission that might contribute to this:

- Developing a strong strategy for planning, delivering and monitoring local training of teachers in a
specific skill or skills would not only improve their skill level and the training skills of the
participating supervisors. It would also be a possible model for a more general strengthening of the
system of local in-service training.

• Using the small projects fund to allow schools to buy in in-service training as part of a larger school
improvement plan would help to focus attention on the importance of schools defining their own
training needs, of linking in-service training to specific improvement goals, and of impact assessment.
It would also allow for greater diversity in the provision of training.

Developing A Stronger Strategy For Local Training

It would be possible to develop such a strategy in relation to any important skill that a significant
proportion of teachers need, but do not possess. The example given relates to developing teachers' skills
in setting higher-order skills questions.

Stage 1 (before the beginning of the first academic year)

* Develop guidance and training (i.e., workshop) materials in specific aspect(s) of assessment to be
targeted. This should be done in a participatory way, involving teachers and supervisors, to ensure
their relevance and workability.

* Agree the scope of the work at governorate level. Agree the task to be carried out, and the
methodology. Agree the amount of time participating supervisors, schools and teachers will give to
the task, and any periods of release from their duties, or other required changes in their work. Also
agree the scale of compensation (to be paid through the mudirrya, not directly from the PPMU).
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* In consultation with the mudyrria, identify one mudyrria -level supervisor in each "common core"
subject per 10 "project" schools within the mudirrya (i.e., approximately 60-70 supervisors per
subject).

* Orient the group of supervisors to the task, as train them in using the workshop materials through
"peer-training" (i.e., they develop their own skills in the target area by being trained using the
materials. They learn how to use the materials as a result of having been trained using them). This
would require a minimum of 1 week.

Stage 2 (during the academic year)

* Each supervisor takes responsibility for five schools in year 1, and five more in year two. The
supervisors in the five subjects should meet regularly as a group to share experiences.

* During semester 1 of year 1, the supervisors hold initial training workshops for teachers in the five
participating schools. The number of teachers participating should be at the discretion of the school
principal and/or the Parents' Council. Not all the teachers of the subject need necessarily participate.
Initial training is likely to take at least four days; but these may be spread over several weeks if that is
the most convenient arrangement. At a mutually agreed time, the supervisor holds a follow-up
workshop at which the participating teachers from the five schools review and revise one another's
draft examination papers.

* During semester 2 of year l, the supervisors hold one or more workshops at which the teachers write
examination questions, which are reviewed and revised by the group as a whole. Each school then
assembles a question paper for its final examination from the pool of questions produced collectively.
After the examination, the group meets to carry out some question analysis, using the results both to
identify and revise weak questions and to identify areas of weakness in students' learning.

3 During year 2, the supervisors support the first five schools at a lower level. They do not provide
initial training, but do meet with the teachers to identify and deliver any follow-up needed, and they
and the teachers continue to prepare, review and analyze examinations collectively. The supervisors
repeat the year 1 sequence of activities with the second five schools. They do not hold separate
meetings with the new teachers to prepare or review their examinations. Instead, they combine thern
with the year I teachers. Other supervisors within the muddirryia may also be invited to participate.

* In addition to the one-week initial training, participating supervisors would meet for three days during
the mid-year break to share experiences and receive follow-up training.

* During the summer vacation between year 1 and year 2, the participating supervisors would meet for
six days to review progress, share experiences and receive follow-up training.

Stage 3 (follow-up)

* At the end of year 2, a two-day conference of governorate managers, supervisors and FoE staff wouLzl
be held to review the experience and prepare plans for further strengthening of local in-service
training. This conference could also cover the experience of the small project fund (below).
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* In year 3, training is extended to "non-project" schools within the muddyria. This will need to be
planned in the mudirrya. The first group of supervisors may also become designated "training"
supervisors, and might for example be asked to participate in training activities outside their
governorate.

Implementation

Identify a suitable contractor by competitive tender. The contractor will: a) Set the criteria for selecting
participating supervisors (e.g., subject expertise, training skill, professional commitment, gender etc. b)
Prepare the training and guidance materials (this can be sub-contracted if necessary/desirable); c) Design
and implement the initial training and follow-ups; e) Design and implement the M&E (i.e., external
evaluation of materials and training programs, monitoring of local implementation, impact assessment
based on schools' tests);f)Organize the conference at the end of year 2.
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ANNEX 16
STRATEGIC FRAMEWORK OVERVIEW AND PROJECT OUTPUTS

Ministry of Education
Secondary Education Reform Program

Goal To improve the relevance, quality and equity of secondary education in Egypt.

1. The aim is to produce graduates who are;

* culturally aware, religiously sensitive, and capable of understanding their civic responsibilities
* able to communicate effectively
* numerate
* computer literate and skilled in the application of information and technology
* aware of scientific developments
* skilled in problem-solving
* physically skilled
* skilled in self-management and able to exercise leadership
* able to cooperate and compete with others
- autonomous, life-long learners

2. For sustainable change to be achieved in Egyptian secondary education there needs to be a
paradigm shift in curriculum and assessment. An effective model should focus on grouping existing
subjects in order to provide a strong basis for a core curriculum across both general and technical
secondary schools. The curriculum must be carefully linked with both preparatory and higher education in
order to provide smooth transition for students.

3. It is recognized that the curriculum components are interrelated and that a reconfiguration of the
existing curriculum combined with a more flexible assessment system will require careful planning before
implementation in all Egyptian secondary schools. This will require a senior coordinating group drawn
from the key agencies directly concerned with secondary education provision in Egypt to drive the
reform process and ensure effective liaison across the MOE. It will be important that all
stakeholders in the system: parents, students, principals, teachers, supervisors and the central and
governorate administrators are made fully aware of the reasons for and participate in planning the new
reforms prior to implementation.

4- A comprehensive approach to inservice training needs to be developed. This should be articulated
through a broad policy statement for inservice training supported by more specific goals and aims which
reflect the needs, aspirations and training requirements of all those involved in the education process,
including teachers, technicians, administrators, educational leaders, principals and inspectors. In such a
policy, it should be recognized that training exists at three levels: the national (central) level, the local
(govemorate) level, and the school level.
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SECONDARY EDUCATION REFORM PROGRAM BY PHASE

SERP 20 year strategic | SERP 20 YEAR SERP 7 YEAR OUTPUTS SEEP 7 YEAR OUTPUTS

framework program Strategic Framework Secondary Education Enhancement Reform Government program IDA funded

OBJECTIVES I Interventions Program - Government
Program Area 1: Improving Quality and Opportunity

1.1 Develop a framework 1.1.1 Define the desired outcomes of secondary * Statement of desired outcomes of secondary * Statement of desired outcomes of

for a comprehensive and education7 education in all branches secondary education in all branches

unified secondary 1.1.2 Identify and develop a matrix of essential * Key essential skills identified * Key essential skills identified
curriculum consisting of a skills based on desired graduate outcomes * New curriculum framework prepared * New curriculum framework prepared
common core of essential 1.1.3 Prepare a new comprehensive curriculum * Iextbooks and instnictional materials revised in * Strategy for the further developed of
skills and competencies, framework accordance with new curriculum framework curriculum and textbooks prepared
specialization requirements I .1.4 Rationalize the existing textbooks to allow . Strategy for the further developed of curriculum
for the various branches and for the development of common core and textbooks prepared
optional subjects within each courses
branch 1 .1.5 Plan for longer-term reform of the

secondary curriculum and textbooks
1.2 Develop common core 1.2.1 Develop common core courses, textbooks * Common core courses, textbooks and instructional * Facilitics in 315 project schools

courses in Arabic, English, and instructional materials materials prepared and available upgraded to support common core

mathematics, science and 1.2.2 Identify and provide the physical facilities . Facilities in all schools upgraded to support new courses
social sciences incorporating and technological resources needed to common core courses * Teachers trained to deliver common
the use of technology support the common core courses in all * Sufficient staff in all secondary schools to deliver core courses

schools new common core courses * Common core courses and teacher

1.2.3 Identify and provide human resources and * Teachers trained to deliver common core courses instructional materials available.
training to support the common core
courses in all schools

1.3 Upgrade curricula and 1.3.1 Review and consolidate existing * Industrial specializations consolidated to a * Industrial specializations consolidated
facilities for specialization specializations in industrial secondary maximum of 20 to a maximum of 20
requirements and electives schools into a maximum of 20 broad * Courses and instructional materials rationalized * Courses and instructional materials

to produce graduates with occupational groups appropriate to the * Physical facilities in all industrial schools rationalized
more relevant skills needs of business and industry adequate to teach new courses

1.3.2 Rationalize courses and instructional * Teachers in all industrial schools trained to teach
materials to meet the needs of the new new courses
groupings

1.3.3 Identify and provide the physical facilities
and technological resources needed to
support the common core courses in all
industrial schools

1.3.4 Identify and provide the human resources
and training needed to support the

7 The model should consider four types of studies related to:- national/personal identity, the affective domain, the future, and the needs of the labor market
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SERP 20 year strategic SERP 20 YEAR SERP 7 YEAR OUTPUTS SEEP 7 YEAR OUTPUTS
framework program Strategic Framework Secondary Education Enhancement Reform Government program IDA funded

OBJECTIVES Interventions Program - Government
common courses in all industrial schools

1.4 Provide flexible 1.4.1 Establish equitable mechanisms to allow * Rules and procedures for transfer between streams * 50% of commercial secondary
secondary education which students to transfer between streams9 developed and tested schools converted to general
maximizes the opportunities 1.4.2 Convert 50% of commercial secondary * System operating on 50% general, 50% technical secondary
available to all students8 schools into general secondary schools * 50% of commercial secondary schools converted * Rules and procedures for transfer

to general secondary between streams developed and tested
1.5 Restructure the system 1.5.1 Establish testing specifications for * New assessment methodologies and teacher's * New assessment methodologies and
of student evaluation to: common core courses to reflect their skills guides developed teacher's guides developed
* validly assess the basis * A system of student profiling relevant to the needs * A system of student profiling relevant

common core courses 1.5.2 Develop procedures to better assess and of all secondary schools developed to the needs of all secondary schools
* incorporate a new report a full range of student abilities * National assessment of student achievement in developed

student diagnostic including practical abilities and the ability secondary education carried out * Teachers in project enhanced schools
framework based on to organize and carry out an integrative * In-service training materials developed and use student profiling
skills assessment project using technology professional development programs in student * Selected teacher training on new

* report students' 1.5.3 Develop procedures for the diagnostic use assessment implemented for all secondary student assessment methods carried
achievements and of student assessment information teachers out
abilities in forms more 1.5.4 Train teachers to assess their students in * All secondary schools use student profiling
suitable to the ways appropriate to the new curricula
requirements of further
education and the labor
market

* reduce reliance on
private tutoring

1.6 Integrate information 1.6.1 Survey all secondary schools to ensure * All secondary schools provided with required * 315 project schools provided with
and multimedia technology that they have the technology required to equipment and training enhanced facilities and equipment
into curriculum, teaching support delivery of the common core * Software and internet resources identified and * All teachers in project schools trained
and learning courses and provide required equipment program for their application prepared in use of software and internet
* Integrate computer and training on a phased basis * All teachers in project schools trained in use of resources

literacy into the 1.6.2 Identify software and internet resources to software and internet resources
common core courses support selected educational objectives

* Support the provision and activities, and train teachers in their
of teacher resource use
centers in project 1.6.3 Incorporate computer and multimedia
schools technology facilities in plans for new

* Promote the use of schools
technology in teaching _____

For this objective to be achieved, the current assessment system at the end of preparatory education will need to be changed substantially
9 This has to be approached cautiously, because it is a second phase goals which depends heavily on future substantial change in the current assessment system
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SERP 20 year strategic SERP 20 YEAR 1 SERP 7 YEAR OUTPUTS SEEP 7 YEAR OUTPUTS

framework program Strategic Framework Secondary Education Enhancement Reform Government program IDA funded

OBJECTIVES Interventions Program - Government

Program Area 2: Strengthening Institutional Capacity

Improvement of management structures and accountability procedures with increased local school management practices.

2.1. Establish improved and 2.1.1 Review and evaluate existing * Weaknesses, duplications, strengths, qualitative * Revised management structure and

efficient management management policies, practices, and quantitative aspects identified. redefined output oriented job-

structures and practices at decrees/laws, decision-making processes * Revised management structure and redefined descriptions in place.

the MoE, governorate at all levels. output oriented job-descriptions in place.
(Mudiriya), district (Idara) 2.1.2 Prepare proposals for changes in * Managers and administrators trained in reform
and school levels to assure management structure. management and accountability procedures.
efficient service delivery and 2.1.3 Develop a human resources strategy Reforms in management and accountability
its adaptability to reform. incorporating reassignment and implemented.

recruitment of teachers and staff. * Teacher reliance or private tutoring and number of
2.1.4 Develop training programs for senior teachers offering private tutoring practices

management and administrators and reduced.
teachers

2.1.5 Review the promotion structure, criteria
and processes, with a focus on developing
a framework for assessing and rewarding
teacher performance.

2.1.6 Rationalize the mechanisms for delivery
of in-service training.

2.2. Establish a Quality 2.2.1 Redefine roles and responsibilities of * New policies decreed and necessary training * New policies decreed and

Assurance mechanism Supervisors / inspectors as required for completed. necessary training completed.

linking basic, secondary and whole school evaluation. and development * Guidelines developed, performance reporting * Guidelines developed,

tertiary education to procedures, information sharing and feedback performance reporting

implement a national level 2.2.2 Establish guidelines for performance mechanisms implemented. procedures, infornation sharing

sector-wide quality reporting, information sharing and and feedback mechanisms

framework for feedback mechanisms at all levels. implemented.

accountability and
management practices.
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SERP 20 year strategic SERP 20 YEAR SERP 7 YEAR OUTPUTS SEEP 7 YEAR OUTPUTS

framework program Strategic Framework Secondary Education Enhancement Reform Government program IDA funded

OBJECTIVES Interventions Program - Government

2.3. Devolve the school 2.3.1 Reform schools management to promote e Manuals for the structure, composition, roles, * Manuals for the structure,

management responsibilities participation of parents and students. responsibilities and election procedures for school composition, roles, responsibilities

to local levels and relevant 2.3.2 Authorize school management to have council established. and election procedures for school

responsibilities to designated responsibility for personnel, * Implementation plan designed and experimented council established.

governorates and districts physical resources, financial management, in selected communities/schools. * Implementation plan, designed and

levels within defined instructional material and partnership with * New school financial management and certain experimented in selected

parameters. extemal organizations within govemment expenditure categories approved and implemented communities/schools.

policies. at school level with clear accountability * Training provided
2.3.3 Develop and implement new school procedures.

funding methodology to reflect new * Training provided
authorities.

2.3.4 Establish appropriate accountability
mechanisms among school management,
community and the govenmment.

2.3.5 Develop and implement training programs
for govemorate and school parents'
council members.
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